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Abstract

Rural and remote areas all over the world still suffer from the digital di-

vide and limited access to broadband Internet connections. Despite am-

biguous goals of many institutions, such as the European Union, operators

are reluctant to deploy the same broadband infrastructure in such difficult

to serve areas due to economical constraints. Simultaneously, satellite net-

works evolved significantly during the last decade, so that they can virtually

provide broadband connectivity everywhere. Geostationary satellites, how-

ever, introduce a high amount of latency in each connection due to their

altitude of 36 000 km, leading to a negative effect on the end user’s expe-

rience. Hence, a promising solution is to combine narrow-band terrestrial

connection with high capacity satellite links to form a converged satellite

and terrestrial network.

The contribution of this thesis rests in the investigation, design and

evaluation of offloading techniques, that allow for distributing traffic in a

converged satellite and terrestrial network, so that the end user experience

in rural and remote areas can be increased.

Throughout this thesis, firstly the problem space has been investigated,

so that appropriate research questions could be derived. Secondly, solu-

tions based on these questions have been proposed and, finally, evaluated.

The results show that a converged satellite and terrestrial network can be

formed, in which traffic is effectively offloaded from the limited terrestrial

link to the satellite connection. With such an approach, the overall network

performance in rural and other underserved areas benefits significantly, so

that eventually the end users’ experience will increase.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Broadband Internet connectivity has become increasingly important during

the last years and is nowadays considered “a crucial factor to realize eco-

nomic growth”, which enables the development of new services and applica-

tions, as described in the European Digital Agenda (European Commission -

Directorate-General for Communication Networks, Content and Technology

(CONNECT) 2012, European Commission 2016). Hence, in this agenda

the European Commission sets the objective to enable broadband Inter-

net connections of at least 30 Mbit/s to be available to all EU citizens and

100 Mbit/s to at least half of European households by the end of 2020, which

seems unlikely to be achieved. According to (Cisco Cooperation 2020) glob-

ally only 39% of broadband connections will be at least 100 Mbit/s.

Moreover, current and emerging networks need to be able to cope with

a tremendous increase of traffic volume over the next years. For example,

by 2023 each person will have on average 3.6 networking devices, compared

to 2.4 by 2018 (Cisco Cooperation 2020). Furthermore, IP video traffic will

account for the majority of Internet traffic and increase the global Internet

traffic in the so-called Zettabyte Era (Cisco Cooperation 2017b).

This significantly higher amount of traffic volume will pose a major chal-

lenge for operators, especially in rural or other difficult-to-serve areas. For

example, in the Back-haul segment, the deployment of nowadays’ typically-

used technologies, such as optical fibers, microwave radio links or copper con-

nections (Briggs et al. 2010) is prevented by economical constraints (Henkel

et al. 2011) leading to many underserved areas.

In order to address this issue, a promising approach is to rely on satellite
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Introduction

systems. Bidirectional satellite networks recently regained the attention of

both the scientific and the industry communities since the next generation

of GEO fixed satellite systems, which is on the horizon, are targeting the

Terabit/s aggregated capacity (Evans et al. 2011, Kyrgiazos et al. 2014,

Ort́ız-Gómez et al. 2018, Chong et al. 2018). These systems will lower the

cost per bit significantly mainly by transmitting on different frequencies,

i.e. Ka-band, and by using multiple but relatively small spots. Those spots

have a size of a few hundred kilometers (instead of e.g a single spot for

Europe) and, thus, allow for more spatial frequency re-use (Botta & Pescape

2013). Furthermore, satellite links provide ubiquitous and resilient services

as well as broadband coverage, and they are able to deliver high throughput

connections and their capacity wherever it is needed, on a very flexible basis.

However, compared to most terrestrial network technologies, both wired

and wireless, satellite links have highly different characteristics in terms of

latency, burstiness or link stability. Even though approaches exist, which

aim at providing triple-play services over broadband GEO satellites, it is de

facto impossible to achieve a similar Quality-of-Experience (QoE) perceived

by users compared to broadband terrestrial networks, when real-time and

interactive application are being used (Chen et al. 2004, ITU-T 2019, ITU-

T 2011). The higher latency on satellite connections as a result of the high

signal propagation time inevitably means the user’s QoE is lower compared

to a broadband terrestrial link for many applications, e.g. browsing the web

might feel somewhat more sticky.

Thus, using solely new satellite systems to provide broadband Internet

access in rural and remote areas would not solve the problem since the

Quality-of-Service (QoS) and QoE demands, as expected by the users, inde-

pendent of their location cannot be met due to the high latency, i.e. a user

in a remote area expects the same high quality service as a user living in

an urban region. Instead, satellite networks needs to be integrated as a na-

tive component into existing terrestrial infrastructures, so that they can be

used seamlessly for the user and mitigate the effect of a narrow band terres-

trial network, as already acknowledged previously (Artiga et al. 2016, Evans

et al. 2005, Khodashenas et al. 2019).

Hence, the goal of this study is to investigate, design and evaluate of-

floading techniques that allows for shifting network traffic from a narrow-

band terrestrial last-mile connection to a high bandwidth satellite network
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when beneficial, so that the user’s available bandwidth and QoE in under-

served areas is improved compared to a sole terrestrial link. Eventually this

leads to network architecture that enables the integration of satellite con-

nections into a terrestrial last-mile network architecture, in order to form a

converged satellite and terrestrial network.

1.1 Converged satellite and terrestrial networks

Historically satellite networks are often used to provide connectivity to ar-

eas without any terrestrial connection, as shown in Figure 1.1a. These sce-

narios typically include providing connectivity to very remote households

and premises or moving locations, such as a vessel or an airplane (Breiling

et al. 2014). Typically, terrestrial networks are connected to one or both

edges of the satellite link. For instance, in a remote household typical end

user devices are connected locally via a (W)LAN router connected to a satel-

lite modem, which establishes the satellite connection, and on the other edge

the operator’s core network provide the connectivity to other networks and

the Internet. However, it is important to note that the satellite link is the

sole connection between the terrestrial edges of the network, so that the

traffic cannot be routed differently. Such a setup usually aims at providing

general connectivity. It should be noted that many publications consider

such a network also as an integrated satellite and terrestrial network, as the

satellite network extends a terrestrial network.

Various scenarios and use cases following this setup have already been

widely discussed and surveyed in the literature, e.g. (Breiling et al. 2014,

Kota & Marchese 2003, Zampognaro 2009, Gayraud & Berthou 2007, Botta

& Pescape 2013, Audah et al. 2011, Akyildiz & Jeong 1997). Hence, in

this thesis the focus is on scenarios where the satellite network provides

an additional connection in parallel to an existing terrestrial one, as shown

in Figure 1.1b. A high capacity satellite network supplements an existing

terrestrial connection in order to increase the performance of a terrestrial

network. Such a scenario makes sense if the terrestrial link performs in-

sufficiently and is not able to cope with the traffic demands. In contrast

to the previous setup (see Figure 1.1a), the satellite link provides not the

sole connection but an alternative one. Thus, traffic needs to be distributed

properly onto the terrestrial and the satellite network.
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Internet

Satellite 

Sat UE

(a) Satellite network extending a access terrestrial network

Hub Station

Satellite 

Terrestrial WAN connection

Internet

(b) Satellite network supplements a terrestrial access network

Figure 1.1: Comparison of satellite link integration options

In the following, the characteristics of both parts of the network and

their individual challenges are described in more detail.
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1.1.1 Satellite network part

In this study, multi-beam bi-directional GEO satellite connections based on

Digital Video Broadcasting-Satellite - Second Generation (DVB-S2) (ETSI

EN302 307 2013) and DVB Return Channel via Satellite (DVB-RCS) (ETSI

EN301 790 2009) are considered. That is, the satellite can be used for

up- and down-link traffic. Moreover, even though several aspects discussed

in this work are also applicable for Mobile Satellite Services (MSS), Fixed

Satellite Service (FSS) networks are assumed, given that MSS networks have

to deal with handovers and other mobility related issues, which are out of

scope of this thesis.

Beams

Internet

Fibre RingGateway
NCC

Subscriber 
Terminal

Gateway Link

User Link

Figure 1.2: Typical architecture of a satellite network

The typical architecture of a satellite network is depicted in Figure 1.2. It

usually consists of one or multiple so-called Gateways or hub stations, which

provide on the one hand connection to other networks, i.e. the Internet,

and on the other hand establish the link to the satellite, which are called

Gateway Links. The Gateways are also interconnected by high speed links,

so that they can fail-overs can be done between Gateways, e.g. in case

of heavy rain at one Gateway location. The so-called User Terminals or

subscriber terminals form the other edge of the satellite network. They

receive the downlink data from the satellite, which is referred to as user

link, but also send back the uplink packets. The end user clients, i.e. the

User Equipment, such as Laptops or Smartphones, are connected by Local
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Area Network (LAN) technologies, e.g. Ethernet or Wireless Local Area

Network (WLAN) to the User Terminals. Usually co-located with one of

the operator’s Gateways is the network control center (NCC), which has,

among others, the responsibility to assign time slots to the User Terminals

when they can send data. This is only required for the uplink, as the User

Terminals are multiple distributed senders, which compete for the same

media.

Moreover, it is assumed that the satellite network provides a transpar-

ent Internet Protocol (IP) connection. Since satellites are primarily used

for broadcasting content, while terrestrial networks rather transport unicast

data, both worlds need to be brought together. That is, the IP domain and

its concepts and mechanisms, which are usually used on terrestrial links,

must become usable on satellite networks. In order to do this, for instance

DVB Generic Stream Encapsulation (DVB-GSE) (ETSI TS102 606-1 2014)

has been standardized by the European Telecommunications Standards In-

stitute (ETSI). DVB-GSE provides an efficient encapsulation method for

IP packets over variable length Layer 2 fragments, which are then directly

scheduled on the physical layer into base-band frames and, hence, make the

satellite connection transparent to IP.

Terabit/second satellite systems

In order to lower the cost per bit on a communication system, one option

is to increase the throughput of system. To increase the throughput on a

satellite system, the following factors are relevant:

• available bandwidth (MHz),

• spectral efficiency (bits/Hz), i.e. the amount of data transmitted error-

free in a given channel bandwidth to a user,

• the amount of beams, in order to allow for frequency reuse.

As described in (Kyrgiazos et al. 2014) GEO satellite systems have oper-

ated for several years in the C (3.7 GHz - 6.4 GHz) or Ku (10 GHz - 18 GHz)

bands. With the advent of the Ka band, i.e. 18 GHz - 30 GHz, more spec-

trum becomes available, so that eventually more bandwidth per receiver is

available (Gayrard 2009). Furthermore, better carrier to noise ratios that
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Global Beam
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Figure 1.3: Different beam sizes

allow for more efficient modulation and coding schemes as well as emerging

new waveforms on the physical layer foster an increased spectral efficiency.

Current satellites, such as die ViaSat-2 operating in Ka-Band, already

provide more than 300 Gbit/s system capacity. ViaSat-3, which is expected

to start service in 2022, aims at delivering 100 Mbit/s residential Internet

service (Giambene et al. 2018).

Moreover, the coverage footprint of a satellite is also reduced from so-

called global or regional beams to spot beams. That is, as shown in Fig-

ure 1.3, instead of using a single beam that covers, e.g. Europe, a multiple

smaller spot beams is applied, so that frequencies can be reused. While

large beams are appropriate for broadcast applications, more and smaller

beams are more optimal for the individual content requested by nowadays

users. The size of the beams are decreased from the order of 1000s of km to

100s of km. The higher frequencies in the Ka band also ease the architec-
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ture of smaller beams. By using these optimizations, the capacity of current

satellite systems has already increased from approximately 10 Gbit/s up to

100 Gbit/s. Current Ka band satellite systems generate already 80-100 spot

beams to e.g. cover Europe. To provide Terabit/Second High Through-

put Satellite system, 200 and more beams towards the User Terminals are

required.

Moreover, in order to have more available spectrum, on the feeder link,

i.e. the connection between the hub stations and the satellite, even higher

frequencies in the Q/V bands are considered. In order to mitigate impact

of rain and other factors that influence the attenuation, efficient adaptive

coding and modulation (ACM) becomes necessary.

In order to increase the efficiency even more and to achieve the ter-

abit/second satellite system, upcoming optimization of the air interface,

such as turbo codes, are required as well. To conclude, as evaluated by

(Kyrgiazos et al. 2014, Ort́ız-Gómez et al. 2018, Chong et al. 2018) ter-

abit/second satellite systems are on the horizon.

High latency on satellite connections

As already mentioned, a major difference between satellite and terrestrial

systems is the latency. More precisely, GEO satellite links have a high fixed

latency, as depicted in Figure 1.4. Dynamic latency consists of the time

required to serialize data, process a packet at a network entity, potential

queuing and buffering delays as well as the time required to get access to

the medium. In contrast to that the fixed part of the overall latency is the

actual signal propagation time that a packet experiences in any case when

being transported over a network medium. It is a physical characteristic,

mainly restricted by the speed of light. Moreover, the dynamic latency

highly depends on the available capacity on the link and can be reduced and

controlled by prioritization, packet dropping or admission control to avoid

congested links. Hence, in terrestrial networks low latency and low jitter

values can be ensured by just avoiding congested links and, thus, preventing

extensive queuing (Xiao & Ni 1999).

GEO satellites operate at a height of 36 000 km. Therefore, the fixed

latency on a satellite link is in the order of magnitude of a few hundred

milliseconds leading to a high overall latency even if sufficient capacity on

the satellite link is available.
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Figure 1.4: Latency model of a GEO satellite link

Obviously, the impact of these fixed latencies on the total transmission

time depends on the amount of data to be sent. That is, during the trans-

mission of a large amount of data the high fixed latency has a proportionally

minor impact compared to the transmission of small amounts of data due to

the length of the overall transmission. Moreover, given that the higher band-

width of the satellite link, a theoretical threshold can be calculated when

the overall transmission time is faster in spite of the high fixed latency.

This is illustrated by an example depicted in Figure 1.5: The theoretical

time required to transmit data over different hypothetical links is calculated.

Up to a certain threshold, which depends on the link speed, the total trans-

mission time of a narrow-band hypothetical terrestrial link with negligible

signal propagation time is faster than a high bandwidth satellite link. For

an exemplary 2Mb/s terrestrial link this threshold is already reached when

60 kB are in the queue. For a 10 Mbit/s terrestrial link around 500 kB of

queued data is required so that the satellite outperforms the terrestrial link.

It should be noted that the MAC overhead is not taken into account in this

figure and that 250 ms and 20 ms latencies are assumed for the satellite and
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Figure 1.5: Transmission time comparison of different terrestrial link speeds
and 30 Mbit/s satellite

the terrestrial link, respectively.

This issue is further illustrated by the following example: A messenger

pigeon carrying a 4 GB USB drive over 63 km takes around two hours (The

Pigeon versus the Computer: A Surprising Win For All n.d.). This leads

to a bandwidth of approximately 4 Mbit/s, which might be even more than

a current X-Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL) connection in some rural areas.

Furthermore, while the QoS provided by this kind of network is most likely

sufficient for large file transfer applications, it is absolutely unacceptable for

any kind of application requiring interactivity.

As can be seen from this extreme example, but also from Figure 1.5,

bandwidth and latency constraints need to be looked at together in satellite

environments. While the high capacity of satellite links can be a benefit for

exchanging large amounts of data, the additional delay has a negative impact

on the QoS and on applications provided via satellite that are not tolerant

against high latencies. An example of these are real-time or interactive ap-

plications. Furthermore, protocol state machines and specific functionalities

may also need to be adopted to cope with the higher latency. For example,

the (standard) congestion control mechanisms of the Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP)(Allman et al. 2009) rely on the round-trip time (RTT) and

thus the TCP throughput suffers significantly from the high latency on the
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satellite links.

In order to mitigate this, specialized TCP algorithms, such as (Papa-

dimitriou et al. 2011), or TCP-Performance Enhancement Proxies (PEPs)

(Border et al. 2001) are commonly used. PEPs are TCP proxies, which

break the TCP end-to-end connection at the satellite modem and/or the

hub station, so that the satellite portion of the end-to-end path is separated

from the rest. That is, instead of a single end-to-end TCP connection up

to three intermediate connections are established, namely between the end

host initiating the connection to the first edge of the satellite link, between

the satellite modem and the hub, and finally between the other edge of

the satellite link the and the destination host. This allows for running an

adapted TCP protocol or a completely different transport layer protocol

optimized for the high latency.

Medium access coordination and resource reservation

Another major difference in satellite networks is the coordination of the up-

link connections (towards the core network), in order to provision QoS. In

satellite networks on the downlink, only a single sender, namely the hub sta-

tion, exists, while on the uplink potentially many highly distributed senders

access the shared medium. That is, the senders compete for transmission on

the same frequency. One way of solving the problem is to assign fixed sending

slots and, thus, capacity to a given User Terminal, regardless of the actual

required capacity at the particular User Terminal. This approach is called

Fixed Assigned Multiple Access (FAMA). While such an approach renders a

Media Access Control (MAC) protocol virtually needless and therefore sig-

nificantly reduces the overhead, it leads to wasted capacity and inefficient

use of the available resources in situation with arbitrary and unpredictable

traffic patterns.

In order to avoid this, the DVB Return Channel via Satellite - Sec-

ond Generation (DVB-RCS2) standard (ETSI TS301 545-2 2014) specifies

transmission-slots during which they can transmit. These are assigned to

each sender by a central entity called NCC located at the hub station. The

NCC periodically broadcast the assignment of transmission-slots, which are

either based on dynamic requests from a sender depending on the current

traffic demands. This is called Demand Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA).

Depending on the traffic, a satellite terminal can request different categories
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of capacity. For services requiring a higher priority or real-time services

typically constant rate assignment (CRA) or rate-based dynamic capac-

ity (RBDC) are used, which provide capacity guarantees. In contrast, for

lower priority and best-effort (BE) traffic, volume-based dynamic capac-

ity (VBDC) and free capacity allocation (FCA) capacities are requested.

Those provide fewer guarantees. The NCC grants permissions to transmit

by sending a terminal burst time plan (TBTP). Since those requests and the

allocation responses traverse the satellite link as well as the actual data, the

overall latency increases even further. Thus, higher priority, real-time and

more interactive traffic should be mapped onto constantly assigned slots.

However, capacity, which is fixed and assigned to a station, is wasted if the

station has nothing to send in a particular slot. Hence, there is a trade-off

between the fixed allocated capacity to certain stations and the capacity

dynamically allocated.

Moreover, to properly prioritize traffic on the satellite link, the QoS

mechanisms of layer 3 and layer 2 need to work jointly together. The ap-

proach described in (ETSI TS101 545-3 2014) relies on the Differentiated

Services (Diffserv) model (Blake et al. 1998) to classify and mark packets

by using the IP Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field. The pack-

ets of the same class are assigned to so-called Behavior Aggregates. All

packets belonging to the same Behavior Aggregate share the same network

behavior. That is, they experience the same queuing and scheduling treat-

ment. Hence, a Behavior Aggregate can be compared to a Bearer in an

LTE network or a Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Label-Switched

Path (LSP). Depending on the Behavior Aggregate, the DAMA process re-

sponsible for the medium access control requests and allocates capacity. A

concrete implementation for QoS provisioning over DVB-S2 is presented for

example by (Angeles Vazquez Castro & Vieira 2012). By concatenating dif-

ferent round-robin schedulers and also considering the different Modulation

and Coding Scheme (MCS) the authors implement fairness policies while

giving QoS guarantees. Different other approaches exist, e.g. (de la Cuesta

et al. 2013, ETSI TS101 545-3 2014, ETSI TS102 462 2006, ETSI TS101

545-5 2014).

It should be noted, however, that the DVB-RCS2 standard does define

the process of how the User Terminals asks for capacity, but not define how

different traffic classes are prioritized or otherwise treated and how the NCC
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distributes the available capacity onto the competing requests. Hence, all

implementations in solutions on the market are typically proprietary.

1.1.2 Terrestrial network part

The network architecture of the terrestrial network part considered in this

study is a typical modern all-IP network. That is, on the data plane the

regular IP protocol is used. It is assumed that clients are connected to a

Customer premises equipment (CPE) that corresponds to the User Terminal

in the satellite network. The connection to the operator network is assumed

to be realized via a tiered network architecture. That is, a last mile tier and

one or multiple aggregations networks form the backhaul part to the oper-

ator’s network. There the connection towards the Internet is established.

This architecture is depicted in Figure 1.6.

It should be noted that for the reminder of this study the exact archi-

tecture of the terrestrial network is not significantly relevant, as long as it

is an all-IP network.

Internet

Router
WWW
WWW

SSC

Terrestrial Network / Aggregation Network

CPE_m

SSC

n Clients

SSC

SSC

CPE1

nm Clients

…

Figure 1.6: Terrestrial WAN architecture

Furthermore, it is assumed that the capacity in terrestrial network, which

is available at the edge of the network, is rather limited, as commonly occurs

in underserved areas. A cost benefit analysis conducted by the EU BATS

research project (EU BATS Project 2014), found out that a converged satel-
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lite and terrestrial scenario can play a role if the terrestrial fixed line speed

for a household is between 0-8Mbit/s. Above that threshold, the benefit

provided by the additional satellite link is rather low, since the performance

of the terrestrial link increases.

1.1.3 Use-Case

In the following an exemplary scenario is presented, which benefits from

an additional satellite link, namely a remote household, connected with a

poor last mile connection, such as a slow xDSL connection, as previously

described.

Many areas all over the world, particularly in rural and remote regions,

lack terrestrial high-speed broadband connections, which are able to cope

with future traffic demands. Moreover, a low population density and large

areas often render upgrading existing narrow-band terrestrial connections

economically unappealing. In this case, the fast and flexible deployment

characteristics of satellite connections can be exploited to establish addi-

tional satellite links, which do not replace but rather supplement the terres-

trial connection (Peters et al. 2013), as shown in Figure 1.7.

(W)LAN

Hub Station

Satellite 

Terrestrial WAN connection

Internet

SoHo Router with 
satellite connection

Figure 1.7: Overview remote household scenario
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Individual houses and premises are equipped with an additional satellite

connection in order to increase the available overall capacity. Both, the

terrestrial Wide Area Network (WAN), such as a Digital Subscriber Line

(DSL) or cable link, as well as the satellite connection terminate at a typical

Small Office/Home Office (SOHO) router connected to or equipped with a

satellite modem. End user devices are connected to this router using typical

(W)LAN connections, such as Ethernet or IEEE 802.11 WLAN.

It should be noted that for example in Germany in rural regions around

70% are connected with 30 Mbit/s and only 63% with more than 50 Mbit/s

(German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy 2018). Similarly,

in the USA in 2016 less than 70% of the remote population is equipped with

fixed broadband connectivity with a higher bandwidth than 25 Mbit/s (Fe-

deral Communications Commission 2018).

1.2 Challenges for converged satellite and terrestrial

networks

In the following specific challenges associated with converged satellite and

terrestrial networks are discussed.

1.2.1 Path selection and offloading decision

When a satellite network supplements terrestrial infrastructures the net-

work topology becomes more complex, since alternative parallel paths are

available between two nodes in the network. However, unlike parallel links

in plain homogeneous network, the different links in a converged satellite

and terrestrial environment differ extremely in their characteristics, i.e. the

difference is not only limited to available capacity, as described in the pre-

vious section. These characteristics are typically not considered by regular

routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Border Gate-

way Protocol (BGP) which in most IP networks are responsible to form a

loop-free IP-WAN network. The metrics used are usually only the amount

of hops or weights based on the capacity of a link.

An example is depicted in Figure 1.8. Two different paths exist between

the User Equipment and the Internet. Hence, for the uplink traffic what

needs to be decided is if the satellite or the terrestrial link should be used
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and the same decision needs to be made for the downlink traffic. Given

that, traffic with the same source and destination IP address might take

different routes depending on its requirements and the current situation

in the network. Even though at first glance this might seem trivial given

the amount of matured IP routing protocols, the unique characteristics of

satellite links tremendously increase the complexity. For example, given the

characteristics of a GEO satellite link, even in non-congested networks a

real-time and interactive application, e.g. Voice over IP (VoIP), will rather

use the terrestrial link due to the latency aspects, whereas a video stream

benefits from the high capacity on the satellite link yielding potentially to

a higher video resolution.

(W)LAN

Satellite 

Terrestrial connection

Hub Station

InternetUE

Figure 1.8: Data paths in a integrated satellite/terrestrial network

As implied in this simplistic figure, ideally the path selection is not static

or simply based on destination IP addresses like regular IP routing, but

rather dynamic and on a fine-granular basis, since traffic of different services

exchanged between the same source and destination might need to be routed

differently. That is, the decision if certain traffic flows should be offloaded

to the satellite is potentially based on various factors, which are depicted in

Figure 1.9.

Firstly, the characteristics of traffic needs to be considered, i.e. are the
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Figure 1.9: Factors impacting the path selection

packets generated burstily or uniformly, how much amount of data is gener-

ated in which period of time? If the amount of data ready to be sent exceeds

the capacity of the terrestrial link, the packets needs to be queued and the

dynamic latency increases. Thus, it might be faster to send the data via

the satellite connection despite the higher fixed latency. Secondly, the most

relevant network related factors impacting the QoE might be taken into ac-

count. For example, for regular web-browsing it is beneficial to reduce the

Page Load Time and, hence, simply select the path with the shortest de-

livery time. In contrast, for video streaming it is important to have a high

bandwidth, since modern video streaming methods, e.g. Dynamic Adap-

tive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) adjust the resolution depending on the

throughput. Thirdly, the behavior of the used transport protocol becomes

important and might impact the path selection. For example, while User

Datagram Protocol (UDP) is basically not affected by reordering, packet loss

or transmission time, TCP performance is highly impacted by these issues.

Finally, the network capabilities, such as current link utilization, available

capacity or fixed latency, has to be considered so that it can be determined

when a link is overloaded and the dynamic latency increases.

Hence, it needs to be decided when and which portion of the traffic

should be offloaded to the satellite, in order to ultimately increase the end

user’s QoE.
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1.2.2 QoS requirement identification

Given that some traffic is more tolerant to latency than other traffic and,

thus, more suitable to be sent over a satellite connection, identifying traffic in

terms of its application type or QoS requirements is essential in a converged

satellite and terrestrial network. If, for example, a real-time service requires

a guaranteed latency below 100 ms, in order to achieve a good QoE, the

service might not be usable over a GEO satellite connection, regardless of

the available bandwidth on that link. This is a major difference compared

to pure terrestrial networks, where capacity management and congestion

avoidance might be sufficient, without the need for determining the actual

traffic QoS requirements, since high latencies or jitter values as well as packet

losses can often be avoided by preventing a congestion in the network.

It should be noted, however, that this becomes increasingly important in

today’s operator networks independent of the satellite network integration,

since many application providers require special services for their applica-

tions, particularly rich media and pervasive video applications, which have

enormous QoE expectations as revealed by Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF) activities (Fan et al. 2014). Moreover, in order to perform ade-

quate TE, knowledge of traffic requirements, such as required bandwidth or

latency demands is also worthwhile.

However, becoming aware of the these is not a trivial task. Various

methods are available to identify applications or application types just by

monitoring the traffic. The examination of the transport-layer port num-

bers, which has been the preferred method for several years, has proven

to be inaccurate in networks (Bernaille et al. 2006), e.g. due to re-usage

of well-known ports or higher layer tunneling. This leads to more com-

plex methods, such as Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) or machine learning

approaches (Nguyen & Armitage 2008). An alternative to identify IP traf-

fic by monitoring and analyzing it, is the usage of meta-information sent

by the application or application-related protocols. Such meta-information

could contain application type or even the traffic QoS requirements of the

application. Examples of such approaches, are the IP DSCP bits, Resource

Reservation Protocol (RSVP) (Braden (Ed.) et al. 1997) or Next Steps in

Signaling (NSIS) (Manner et al. 2010). Even the usage of different Access

Point Names (APNs) for different applications can serve the same purpose.

Given the complexity of these, the challenge is acknowledged as relevant,
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yet it is out of scope of this work.

1.2.3 Network architecture

In order to actually use the additional satellite link and send a portion of

traffic through it, the routing behavior of the involved network devices needs

to adapted. As the traffic is ideally offloaded on fine-granular basis, e.g. on

a flow or cluster of packets basis and not like regular IP routing based on

destination IP, the routing needs to operate on the same level. That is, if a

decision to offload a certain portion of the traffic onto the satellite link has

been made, it needs to be ensured that this decision is being executed in the

network.

Various means exist to modify the routing and switching behavior in a

network, starting from typical IP-related methods, such as NAT, Mobile-IP

or extended routing protocols, through to novel networking concepts, such

as Software Defined Network (SDN) or Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6).

Moreover, the location and function of the interconnection points be-

tween satellite and terrestrial networks also need to be discussed and eval-

uated, in order to route traffic effectively through both networks depending

on the outcome of the path selection decision. That includes, how tight or

loose both networks are coupled with each other.

1.3 Differentiation of existing commercial solutions

Several regular satellite Internet Service Providers (ISPs) exist that provide

Internet connectivity in various, mainly rural ares, e.g. Filiago1, Tooway2

or SES Broadband3. These ISPs provide general connectivity to customers

solely over a satellite connection, as explained in the previous chapter (see

Figure 1.1a). Since they are based on novel technologies, e.g. DVB-S2

and DVB-RCS, Ka-Band, etc., the available capacity is comparatively high.

However, as they are relying on GEO satellites their customer will experience

the inevitable latency caused by the high altitude of the satellites.

It should be noted that this is different to setups where the satellite

connection is only used for traffic towards the end user, which is referred

1https://www.filiago.de
2http://www.tooway.co.uk/
3https://www.ses.com/networks/telecom/broadband
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to as downlink, and the terrestrial connection for traffic towards the opera-

tor’s network, i.e. the uplink. These setups, which have been commercially

available, only require a unidirectional satellite connection and distribute

the traffic statically based on its direction. Obviously, the traffic is trivial

to route, as there is no decision to take. However, the user will still experi-

ence a high latency on the downlink. Moreover, the uplink/downlink ratio

in current networks is also changing. Due to the increasing usage of social

networks and cloud services, it can be assumed that the amount of uplink

traffic will also increase, so that in terrestrial narrow-band networks not only

the downlink might be not able to fulfill the demands but the uplink too.

Moreover, Deutsche Telekom for example is offering its triple play pack-

age with regular DSL and a satellite connection. The satellite connection,

however, is only used for the television broadcast part. Similarly other ap-

proaches that are often sold as e.g. Hybrid DSL are typically combining a

terrestrial and a mobile network, i.e. LTE, but not a satellite link. Even

though these approaches partially share similar challenges, like distributing

traffic onto available connections, the characteristics in terms of latency of

both connections in such hybrid approaches differ not in the same order of

magnitude than a satellite connection. Hence, the approaches used in these

solutions are only partially applicable to converged satellite and terrestrial

networks.

It should also be noted, that Internet and data services can obviously

also be provided by Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) or Low Earth orbit (LEO)

satellites, which are located on a lower orbit than GEO satellites. The main

advantage of those systems is a much lower latency, due to the lower alti-

tude compared to GEO satellites (see 1.2). LEO satellites orbit the earth

between 500 and 1600 km. However, the lower altitude reduces the area of

the earth the satellite can cover. Hence, typically so-called constellations,

i.e. a network of satellites, are required, to cover larger areas. Moreover,

as the position of these satellites is not fixed related to the earth, handover

mechanisms are needed to maintain connectivity when a satellite gets out of

sight and another one has to take over. Hence, commercial operators using

LEO satellites to provide connectivity, such as Iridium4, usually target areas

without any existing infrastructures. Their goal is to provide connectivity

virtually everywhere and independent of local infrastructures as well as re-

4https://www.iridium.com/
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silient to all kinds of local disasters. Given that, such approaches are mainly

used for use cases that require limited bandwidth, such as Internet of Things

(IoT) or voice communication. Moreover, other approaches like OneWeb5

provide in total over 10Tbps. However, since they are not GEO, their satel-

lites cover quite often oceans during their orbit around the earth, leading

to a waste of capacity, which makes the business case for LEO constella-

tions at least questionable (EU Project: Broadband Access via Integrated

Terrestrial & Satellite Systems 2016).

Obviously, as soon as a LEO satellite constellation can provide a similar

high throughput to emerging GEO satellites, converged satellite and terres-

trial networks as considered in this work become obsolete. However, even

though it might be technology-wise feasible to create such a constellation

with a sufficient amount of satellites, it can be assumed that such an ap-

proach would be significantly too expensive to be realized by any operator,

as explained previously.

1.4 Summary and Problem statement

As can be seen, GEO satellite networks have unique characteristics and be-

havior compared to many terrestrial networks. Particularly their high fixed

latency is a difficult to address challenge. However, the ability of satel-

lite networks to provide connectivity virtually everywhere makes them very

suitable for rural and other underserved areas. Due to recent developments

in the satellite domain leading to high capacity connections renders them

as one option to address the goals of the EU’s Digital Agenda and other

initiatives to provide at least 30 Mbit/s for each household and ubiquitous

broadband.

Unfortunately, the quality of certain services suffers tremendously from

the unique characteristics of satellite links in particular the high fixed la-

tency. First and foremost real-time and interactive applications will be per-

ceived quite badly by the user compared to a broadband terrestrial con-

nection with significantly less latency. Given that, using solely satellite

connections to provide the demanded bandwidth will lead to reduced QoE.

Instead, integrating high-capacity satellite links into existing narrow-band

terrestrial networks, to form a converged satellite and terrestrial network is

5http://onewebsatellites.com
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a promising approach to provide high quality connectivity in underserved

areas. However, in order to realize such an approach, sophisticated traffic

offloading techniques need to be available that shift traffic from terrestrial

connections onto a satellite, while considering the specifics of satellite links.

Given that, as well as the aforementioned challenges, the following re-

search questions can be derived:

• What are the key functional building blocks to enable offloading in

converged satellite and terrestrial networks?

• How to decide when and which traffic should be offloaded to the satel-

lite network?

• How can the architecture of a converged satellite and terrestrial net-

work look like?

• How to enable the usage of satellite links for the traffic that has been

selected for offloading?

By addressing these research questions, this thesis aims at designing and

evaluating a traffic offloading approach for converged satellite and terrestrial

networks, so that the end users’ QoE in undeserved areas can be increased.

In order to achieve this, the following objectives are defined:

• to investigate and to define key functional building block required to

enable offloading in converged satellite and terrestrial networks,

• to evaluate existing network architectures from other domains with

respect to their applicability in the considered scenario,

• to design and to evaluate different traffic offloading methods that can

be used in the considered scenario,

• to design and to evaluate a network architecture that allows for execut-

ing offloading decisions in converged satellite and terrestrial networks.

Given these objectives, the reminder of this thesis is structured as fol-

lows: Firstly, in this Introduction chapter, the relevant scenarios as well as

the scope of this thesis is presented. This includes a differentiation to ex-

isting commercial approaches and to other forms of satellite and terrestrial

network integration, given that this term is not clearly defined in existing
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work. The second and third chapter primarily describe existing work. While

the second chapter extensively evaluates existing network architectures in

other domains, such as mobile networks or load balancing in IP networks,

the third chapter surveys the scientific literature in the specific context of

converged satellite and terrestrial networks. This differentiation is made

to show different viewpoints: The existing network architectures in other

domains are analyzed primarily with the respect to their applicability to

control, steer and offload traffic in the network, as well as their feasibility to

be used in the given scenario. In contrast to that, the third chapter presents

contemporary research projects and other scientific work in the domain of

satellite and network convergence. It should be noted that in the second

chapter also key functional building blocks are defined, in order to struc-

ture the problem space and to foster a systematic analysis. In the fourth

chapter, the used methodology throughout this thesis is presented. This

chapter also outlines the methods with which the evaluation of different of-

floading approaches and network architecture designs, which follows in the

next chapters, has been done. Particularly, it described how meaningful

results are obtained by the used simulation approach. Accordingly, in the

fifth chapter concrete offloading approaches are designed and evaluated by

simulations. Finally, in the sixth chapter, the outcome of the fifth chapter

is used as input to design a potential network architecture for a converged

satellite and terrestrial network that enables the offloading of traffic onto

the satellite. Finally, the thesis is concluded and an outlook for future work

is given in the seventh chapter.
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Chapter 2

Related work in other network

domains

This chapter presents related work that has relevance to converged satellite

and terrestrial networks. More precisely, existing network architectures from

other domains are analyzed with respect to their suitability to be used in

the considered scenario. This seems reasonable, given that several protocols

and approaches exist in other areas that are used to offload traffic from a

”primary” network to an alternative network in order to relieve the primary

network capacity-wise or to enhance the QoS. Such approaches differ mainly

in terminology but share similar ideas and challenges. For example, traffic

offloading is also considered in mobile networks. In this regard, firstly mech-

anisms and techniques that might be used in any IP network are discussed,

since ”finding a proper path in the network” is the task of IP and IP rout-

ing protocols in the first place. These include typical TE approaches, (flow)

mobility mechanisms and enhancements for IP routing protocols. Secondly,

approaches that are used in mobile networks are explored. Given that radio

spectrum is a scare resource in mobile networks, many concepts exists that

offload traffic from the primary network to alternative networks. These ap-

proaches are discussed here. Thirdly, emerging SDN concepts are shown, as

these seem to be a promising solution to allow for a high flexibility and a

high dynamic in modern networks.

In order to structure the discussion and to systematically analyze the var-

ious approaches, at the beginning of this chapter functional building blocks

are identified and described, which encompass the functionalities to achieve
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the objectives defined in the previous chapter. All considered existing pro-

tocols and approaches are mapped against these generic functional building

in order to evaluate their applicability for the considered scenario. This ex-

tensive analysis is conducted, in order to analyze the applicability of existing

approaches or parts of it in the satellite domain and the considered scenario.

Finally, this chapter also elaborates on changes in nowadays Internet

traffic, such as the level of encrypted traffic or its overall composition. This

serves as an input for the evaluation conducted in Chapters 5 and 6. It

should also be noted that the current research activities in the satellite

domain are presented in the Chapter 3.

2.1 Functional building blocks

The challenges presented in Section 1.2 can be, and to a certain extent al-

ready have been, addressed and solved independently for other use cases

than integrating satellite networks with terrestrial ones. For instance, dis-

tributing traffic onto multiple network paths is dealt with extensively in

network load balancing research activities (Prabhavat et al. 2012) or pro-

ductively used in modern Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) routing or TE

techniques. Similarly, protocols are available that exploit multi-path net-

works, e.g. Multipath Transmission Control Protocol (MPTCP) or offload

traffic in mobile networks, such as Selected IP Traffic Offload (SIPTO).

Moreover, the challenges are also shared among multiple disciplines of

computer network related research. For example, they can be seen as being a

port of a network routing problem, a load balancing problem or to a certain

extent even a network mobility problem. Furthermore, depending on the

actual domain, different approaches are implemented on different layers in

the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model.

However, even though most of the challenges identified previously seem

to be solved individually in terrestrial networks, using (some of) them jointly

to form a converged satellite and terrestrial networks, as described in Sec-

tion 1.1, is still a challenging task, which has not yet been realized. This is

mainly due to two reasons: firstly, not all mechanisms, which are designed

for terrestrial networks, can cope with the specifics of satellite links and

secondly, a holistic architecture is missing, which provides clear functional

blocks and well-defined interfaces among them.
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In order to do that, it is necessary to define key functional building

blocks, which logically structure the problem space. This is required to

break down and compare existing approaches, which often are a monolithic

block.

Flow-based Path 
Selection 

Execution

Information collecting

Decide whether or not to offload a 
certain chunk of traffic

Execution of the decision of the 
path selection function

Gather the input parameter required 
for the path selection

Figure 2.1: Functional building blocks

Given the identified challenges, the following required functions can be

defined, as depicted in Figure 2.1. First and foremost, a path selection func-

tion is essential. It needs to decide whether to send a portion of the traffic

via a non-default route or not. More precisely, in the case of a converged

satellite and terrestrial network, whether to offload a certain chunk of traffic

to the satellite link or not. In order to perform this decision certain input

parameters are required. Depending on the concrete approach, this might

be the availability of an alternative link, its capacity, but also the kind of

traffic or its priority. Hence, a functional block collecting this information

and providing it to the path selection functional block is required. Finally,

a functional block executing the decision of the path selection function is

needed, e.g. by modifying routing tables in a decentralized approach or or by

signaling the decision throughout the network, when centralized approaches

are used.

In the following the presented techniques and protocols of the related

work are matched against these functional building blocks, in order to ana-

lyze the suitability of these for the scenario considered in this thesis.
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2.2 IP-related techniques

For many years now different mechanisms and technologies have been added

to the IP ecosystem perform path selection, to deal with QoS, guaranteed

services as well as to perform other forms of TE or mobility. Figure 2.2

gives a non-exhaustive overview of this environment, which is discussed in

the following. It should be noted, that as ”standard IP” routing, regular

IP protocol, which is used jointly with a typical Interior gateway protocol

(IGP) routing protocol, such as OSPF, is considered.

BestEffort Service
shortest-path routing

“standart IP” + Routing 
protocol

Provides Queue Management and
Class-based QoS

DiffSrv

extends

Enables mobility of nodes

Mobile IP / Proxy Mobile IP

extends

Enables flow based mobility 
to route individual flows 
differently

Flow-mobility Proxy Mobile 
IP [RFC7864]

Signalling of bandwidth (QoS) 
reservation

RSVP(-TE)

Provides flow-based QoS and 
guaranteed Services

Integrated Services

extends

uses

Path calculation based on QoS requirements 
(QoS-OSPF)

QoS-based Routing

uses

Traffic aggregates 
instead of flows (e.g. 
MPLS-TE)

Traffic Engineering

coarse-grained
centralized path 
computation

Path Computation 
Element

can
use

Exploit multiple path

Load Distribution /ECMP

can usecan use

evolves

uses

Figure 2.2: IP TE environment

Also this ”standard IP” routing can be matched against the functional

building blocks as presented in Section 2.1, it can be seen that all three func-

tional building blocks exist. That is, a routing protocol gathers information

if a link is up or down and selects the path between based on the shortest

hop count on a per-packet basis. Finally, by modifying the routing tables of

the nodes in the network this path selection decision is executed. However,

it is obvious that even though all building blocks are presented, they do not

provide sufficient functionality, so that this approach is not suitable for the

considered scenario as explained in Section 1.2.1.

Hence, extensions to ”standard IP” routing, which are presented in the

following, are discussed.
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2.2.1 QoS-based routing and Integrated Services

The Integrated services (IntServ) architecture (Braden et al. 1994) aims at

providing QoS guarantees in a network on a per-flow level. In order to do

that the RSVP (Braden (Ed.) et al. 1997, Wroclawski 1997) is commonly

used to signal resource reservation along the path. Applications on the

end hosts systems (or intermediate router) can issue RSVP requests to gain

specific qualities for a certain flow. These requests contain a flow description,

e.g. source IP and port, and the desired QoS, and are routed from source

to destination along the path calculated by the routing protocol. Each

intermediate RSVP-enabled router on the path can then accept or reject

the RSVP depending on its policies and available resources. Further details

on RSVP can be found in (Pana & Put 2013).

In order to take care of the information distribution and path selection

block IGP routing is used. One example in this regard is Quality-of-Service

Open Shortest Path First (QoS-OSPF) (Apostolopoulos et al. 1999), which

is an extension to OSPF (Moy 1998). It has been specified already more

than two decades ago and was defined to enable QoS in OSPF. It performs

constraint-based routing, which in contrast to regular IP routing aims at

finding a path in the network which fulfills certain bandwidth requirements,

such as a minimum available bandwidth. This extension aims at enabling

QoS routing in IP networks by distributing, along with the link states in

the network, the available bandwidth for each link and by considering these

in the routing decision. It should be noted that (Apostolopoulos et al.

1999) does not consider any other QoS requirement apart from bandwidth.

Even though propagation delay of a link is considered, it is only used for

pruning the topology tree of the network, which is created by OSPF in

order to calculate the paths. The path calculation algorithm itself uses

a modified Bellman-Ford algorithm which allows for determining paths of

maximum available bandwidth for all hop counts by exploiting the fact that

the Bellman-Ford algorithm progresses by increasing the hop count. Hence,

among the paths which support the requested bandwidth, a path with the

minimum number of hops can be selected without increasing the complexity.

This limitation on the available bandwidth and hop count is caused by a

general problem of constraint-based routing, namely its complexity. More

complex metrics or a combination of metrics easily result in an NP-hard or

even NP-complete problem. For example, selecting a path based on multiple
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independent QoS-constraints such as delay and cost has already proven to be

a NP-complete problem, if the QoS metrics are real numbers or unbounded

integers (Chen & Nahrsted 1998, Kuipers et al. 2002, Yuan 2002).

In order to transport the information on the bandwidth of a link across

the QoS-OSPF routers in a network an extension to the OSPF link state

advertisements is used, so that each router has the required information to

calculate the routes.

It should be noted that IntServ can be used without QoS-OSPF but with

any regular routing protocol. This, however, might lead to more denied

requests if capacity constraints occur in the network, since the routing is

performed unaware of the available resources on the router.

These approaches have some major drawbacks. As it is working stateful,

scalability can easily become an issue (Vali et al. 2004), regardless of the

presence of satellite links in the network or not. Hence, neither IntServ

nor QoS-OSPF are widely deployed in larger networks. (Apostolopoulos

et al. 1999), for example, still targets the experimental state, which means

that it is lacking interest in implementing this Request for Comments (RFC).

Furthermore, the main idea behind these approaches is generally to have

enough capacity available for critical traffic flows, since latency, jitter and

loss usually increase if the available bandwidth is exceeded (Xiao & Ni 1999)

or to prioritize real-time and other high-priority traffic by configuring the

packet scheduler properly. Both are also important in converged satellite

and terrestrial networks. However, those approaches do not consider the

impact of the high fixed latency of satellite links, when choosing a path for

certain traffic.

Even though (Shenker et al. 1997) describe how network elements, i.e.

routers, should behave to provide services with a guaranteed end-to-end de-

lay and bandwidth, determining a path, which fits latency requirements is

out of scope. Hence, satellite links are not treated properly, since a signifi-

cant part of the latency is independent of the link’s load. Moreover, while

QoS-OSPF distributes link information within the network, it does not pro-

vide any means to gain information on the link characteristics, besides the

link status, i.e. up or down.
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2.2.2 Traffic Engineering and Traffic-Aggregate based QoS

Given the scalability issues of flow-based approaches, current TE concepts

usually operate on traffic aggregates. Already in the last century Diff-

serv (Nichols et al. 1998, Blake et al. 1998) has been standardized, which

provides traffic classification and therefore allows for prioritization of IP

traffic by using the IP DSCP field. While various queuing strategies and

optimizations exist (e.g. (Li & Mao 2004, Liao & Campbell 2004)), Diffserv

provides QoS only by prioritizing packets of higher priority traffic. It is

only mentioned here for the sake of completeness, since pure prioritization

is insufficient for converged satellite and terrestrial networks with parallel

links since such an approach only optimizes the terrestrial connection but

does not offload traffic onto the satellite.

Furthermore, current TE approaches often rely on MPLS (Rosen et al.

2001) and LSPs (Awduche et al. 1999) in order to become independent of

the link layer technology. Instead of calculating a proper route for each

flow, routes are calculated for an aggregate level on a larger-time scale.

Hence, more complex path computation algorithms can be used compared to

e.g. QoS-OSPF. Typically, RSVP-Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) (Awdu-

che et al. 2001) is used to establish these MPLS LSPs in the network and

to block the proper resources (Awduche et al. 2001, Claise (Ed.) 2008).

For different QoS classes different MPLS LSPs can be established, which

introduce the challenge to map the traffic onto the LSPs.

Moreover, to further enhance the path computation, the IETF has cre-

ated the so-called Path Computation Element (PCE) architecture (Farrel

et al. 2006). Among other reasons, one motivation for PCE is to offload com-

putational intensive path calculation, such as the path selection based on

multiple independent constraints, which can easily overload a single network

entity, to a more powerful machine. So-called Path Computation Clients

(PCCs), which might be an edge router of a network domain, can request

a PCE to calculate a path using the Path Computation Element Protocol

(PCEP), as depicted in Figure 2.3. The PCE consists of a path computa-

tion module, a Traffic Engineering Database (TED) and a communication

module. While the TED collects and tracks the current network status in-

cluding the network topology, link costs and the link utilization, the path

computation module calculates the requested paths based on the informa-

tion from the TED and selected algorithms and policies. Unfortunately, it
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is not defined how the topology information is gathered, apart from that it

should be learned from a routing protocol (Farrel & King 2014). Moreover,

with the PCE communication protocol and the communication module, a

well-defined interface is available which enables PCCs to request path calcu-

lation between two arbitrary nodes in a standardized way. That is, a PCC,

e.g. the first router, sends a PCReq message to a PCE optionally including

the required bandwidth or other metrics. The PCE replies with a PCRep

message that includes the path, in case of a successful calculation, which, in

turn, can be used by another signaling protocol, i.e. RSVP to set up a path

in the network accordingly.

PCE

PCC

PCC

PCC

PCCPCC

TED

PCEP
PCEP

PCEP
PCEPPCEP

Figure 2.3: Centralized Path Computation

It should be noted that PCE is clearly designed with terrestrial networks

in mind. Its major goal is to solve bandwidth issues in a single or multi-

domain environment. For example, the constraints based on which the path

is calculated are connectivity, available bandwidth and link costs.

2.2.3 Load Balancing

Furthermore, multiple LSPs might exist between any source and destination.

In such a case the load must be distributed onto these paths. While there

are specific MPLS approaches, such as (Foteinos et al. 2014) or (Elwalid
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et al. 2001), general algorithms exist as well. These can also be used with a

regular IP routing protocol in case multiple paths of the same cost to a cer-

tain destination exist, which is referred to as ECMP. The purpose of ECMP

is to distribute traffic onto more than one path in order to balance the load

and to avoid congestion, so that eventually a higher total throughput can

be achieved (Kandula et al. 2007, Fernandez et al. 2009, Brassil 2005). A

main differentiation between load distribution approaches is inter- and intra-

connection parallelism. The traffic belonging to the same connection (or ap-

plication) can be either sent over multiple available connections in parallel

(intra-connection) or only over a single one and another connection might

use a different parallel path (inter-connection). This is also often referred

to as per-Packet distribution and per-Flow distribution, respectively. Per-

packet approaches usually allow on the one hand for fine-grained and flexible

path selection, since the link is selected for each packet independently, but

on the other hand might cause re-ordering of packets. Re-ordering will occur

particularly if the latency of the multiple links differ heavily, which for ex-

ample impacts the performance of TCP (Kandula et al. 2007) or introduces

extra time needed to recover the packet order again (Prabhavat et al. 2011).

In contrast, approaches providing inter-connection parallelism do not intro-

duce re-ordering of packets of a single flow but in the case of very different

flow characteristics might introduce over- or underloaded paths.

A further classification of load distribution into adaptive and non-adaptive

models is given in (Prabhavat et al. 2012). While the non-adaptive models

distribute the links statically and thus cannot react on dynamically changing

conditions, adaptive models are able to react to variations in traffic- or net-

work conditions. Typical examples for non-adaptive models are round-robin

approaches or simple hash-based techniques.

Adaptive Load Balancing can be classified into Traffic-Condition-Based

and Network-Condition-Based approaches. While Network-Condition-Based

models can adapt to changing network conditions, such as delivery time or

network utilization in terms of packets/s or bytes/s, Traffic-Condition-Based

Models consider traffic characteristics, e.g. flow- or packet size, packet ar-

rival time, etc., when performing load distribution. It should be noted that

those classes are not mutually exclusive.

The Adaptive Flow-Level Load Control Scheme for Multipath Forward-

ing (Lee & Choi 2001) is an example of a Traffic-Condition-Based approach.
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The authors make use of the fact that in IP networks one can generally

differentiate between two kinds of flows, namely long-lived and short lived-

flows. Short-lived flows, so-called transient flows, occur more frequently and

have greater variation in packet arrival time than long-lived flows, while

the long-lived flows carry the major part of the traffic load and, hence, are

referred to as base flows. In order to detect a base flow the number of

packets X per flow within a given time Y is measured. The idea of (Lee

& Choi 2001) is, if two links are available, to send all base flows over one

path and all transient flows via the other one. By adapting X and Y the

classification into base and transient flows can be dynamically changed and,

thus, the assigned load can be controlled. The authors also propose a simple

Load Control Algorithm, which adapts the X value based on the load ratio

on the primary path. This is measured in packets sent via the primary path

over the total number of packets.

An example for the Network-Condition-Based method is the Earliest De-

livery Path First algorithm proposed in (Chebrolu et al. 2005) and (Chebrolu

& Rao 2006). The authors’ approach requires multiple connections between

a mobile terminal and a counterpart, a so-called Network Proxy, in the

network. By estimating the delivery time of each packet for each of the

available paths, it schedules packets so that they are delivered as early as

possible. The calculation takes into account the available bandwidth, the

packet size and the queuing delay. This approach aims at increasing the

usable bandwidth to the same performance a single link with the same ag-

gregated bandwidth would have. However, (Chebrolu & Rao 2006) explic-

itly ignores the signal propagation delay, i.e. the fixed latency, since it is

designed for terrestrial networks. Moreover, the Earliest Delivery Path First

algorithm approach assumes that changes in the available capacity on each

link and delay variations are only minor, which might not be an accurate

assumption for satellite connections.

As can be seen, load distribution can be used to avoid congested links

by balancing the load, even if the underlying networks are not homogeneous

in terms of their capacity. Clearly, non-adaptive models are not suitable for

the considered scenario, as explained in (Niephaus et al. 2013). However,

also adaptive models do not provide traffic differentiation in terms of QoS

requirements. Hence, load distribution needs to be done per traffic class.

For further details please refer to (Prabhavat et al. 2012), which provides a
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comprehensive study and comparison of different adaptive algorithms.

2.2.4 Mobile-IP

The primary goal of Mobile IP (MIP) is obviously to allow for mobility of

IP nodes in the network. However, given that a mobile node in an MIP

enabled network might also have access to multiple networks this leads to

similar challenges as in the considered scenario. Furthermore, extensions

to MIP also deal with individual flow routing in a network. Hence, MIP is

analyzed here as well.

One of the main issues with IP is that it acts as locator of node as

well as the identifier for the higher layer. That is, the IP address is used

to find the path from a given source to a destination and also to identify

the destination node. For stationary nodes this approach seams appealing

as identifying the node as well as finding its location is basically the same

problem and is solved by the same mechanisms, namely IP routing (Soto

et al. 2010). However, it makes mobility difficult to realize. Hence, MIP has

been standardized to enable mobility in IP networks.

MIP and Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) are long-standing standards, i.e. (Perkins

(Ed.) 2010) and (Perkins (Ed.) et al. 2011), respectively. The main idea

of both is to allow for roaming of devices between different networks while

maintaining their IP address. Therefore, each device is equipped with a

so-called home address and a care-of address. While the first is a permanent

address, the latter identifies its current location of the device. In order to

enable to maintain connections, while on the move, an IP tunnel is estab-

lished between the moving device and an entity in the home network, i.e.

the home agent. The home agent is a router in the home network of the

device. Its responsibility is twofold. On the one hand it keeps track of the

current location of the mobile device, and on the other hand it is responsi-

ble to deliver the packets to the mobile node, while in a foreign network, as

depicted in Figure 2.4.

The counterpart to the home agent in the foreign network is the Foreign

Agent. It usually acts as default router for the Mobile Node and tunnels the

datagrams received from the Home Agent, if not sent directly to the Mobile

Node. Furthermore, the Mobile Node is suppose to discover the agents and

to detect whether it is in the home network or a foreign network, by relying

on Agent advertisements sent by the agents. In addition to that, the Mobile
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Figure 2.4: Mobile IP

Node is responsible for registering itself with the new IP address.

Mobile IP operates on a per device basis. That is, all traffic is impacted

if Mobile IP mangles with the routing process and not just a single flow is

routed differently, which is not suitable in the considered scenario.

Proxy Mobile IP

Regular Mobile IP requires modifications on the end user devices in order

to detect being in a foreign network and to communicate the new care-of

address to the home agent. Hence, this kind of mobility is called host-based

mobility, as the end host must support it and must signal its current point

of attachment to the network. This requires complex security mechanisms

to ensure message integrity and interoperability, which often limits broad

usage (Kempf (Ed.) 2007). Therefore, PMIPv6 (Gundavelli (Ed.) et al.

2008) transfers all mobility functions in the network, so that no modification

on the host systems are required.

In order to do this, PMIPv6 introduces the concept of a Local Mobility

Domain (LMD), Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and Mobile Access Gateway

(MAG), as shown in Figure 2.5. LMD refers to the localized area in which

PMIPv6 is supported. That is, while a mobile node is moving within the

LMD, the network keeps track of its current location, i.e. point of attach-

ment. The actual mobility functions are realized by the MAG and LMA.
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The MAG is responsible for signaling the movements of mobile node on its

behalf. If a node attaches to a specific MAG, it signals it to the LMA. The

MAG is, thus, usually the first-hop router. The LMA keeps track of the

MAG each mobile node is attached to. Hence, the LMA acts as the anchor

point in the network.

Internet LMD

Mobile Node

MAG1

MAG2

LMA

Server 1

Tunnel

Figure 2.5: Proxy Mobile IPv6 Entities Overview

In general, PMIPv6 works as follows: As soon as a mobile node attaches

to a certain MAG, the MAG signals a so-called Proxy Binding Update to

the LMA, that associates the MAG address with the identity of the mo-

bile node. Upon reception, the LMA assigns an IPv6 network prefix to

this particular mobile node and signals this prefix back to the MAG with

a Proxy Binding Acknowledgment message. Moreover, a bidirectional IP

tunnel between the LMA and the MAG is established. Afterwards, by using

regular IPv6 stateless auto-configuration, the MAG sends a regular Router

Advertisement (Thomson et al. 2007) message to the mobile node, that in-

cludes the prefix the LMA has assigned before. This process is depicted in

Figure 2.6.

If a mobile node now starts to move to another MAG, the current MAG

sends a de-registration message to the LMA and the new MAG signals the

new attachment, similar to the attachment in the first place via a Proxy

Binding Update to the LMA. The LMA tears down the tunnel to the old

MAG and established a tunnel to the new MAG. It should be noted that the
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Figure 2.6: PIMPv6 Node Attachment

IPv6 prefix, which is send by the LMA to the MAG via the Proxy Binding

Acknowledgement remains the same for a certain nodes. Hence, the mobile

node keeps its IP address. Hence, PMIPv6 works only within a LMD, as

previously mentioned.

It should also be noted that regular PMIPv6 is, similar to MIP operating

on a per IP device level, which make it likewise not suitable for the considered

scenario.

Flow Mobility for PIMPv6

In (Melia et al. 2011) the authors discuss also Flow Mobility for PMIPv6.

That is, that the mobile node is equipped with two or more interface and is

not necessarily moving to a different MAG but is in the range of multiple

MAG, so that individual flows can be moved to a different MAG, i.e. to a

different network. The authors’ main motivation is to distribute traffic gen-

erated by a mobile phone between the cellular network and a local WLAN.

In order to enhance regular PMIPv6 with this kind of mobility requires

several modifications.

The first issue that is identified with regular PMIPv6 (Gundavelli (Ed.)

et al. 2008) is that PMIPv6 typically operates on an interface level. That

is, a prefix is actually assigned to an interface and not to a node. If a node

is connected with multiple interfaces to the same LMA it receives different

prefixes. An example is depicted in Figure 2.7. In this case, the mobile node

has both, a WLAN and a cellular interface. With regular PMIPv6, both

interfaces will get an individually assigned prefix from each MAG. More

importantly, also the state maintained at the LMA needs to be extended

compared to regular PMIPv6. On the one hand, mobility bindings for the
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Figure 2.7: Flow mobility in PMIPv6

same nodes but from different interfaces needs to be grouped, and on the

other hand, a flow state needs be kept as well, in order to allow for the

required flow mobility. Given that in such a situation the mobile node has

theoretically also two options to route the traffic and, hence, also needs to

maintain a flow table, (Melia et al. 2011) propose to implement the decision

process only in the downlink. For the uplink traffic the Mobile node should

just replicate the decision that was made by the LMA. The proposed ideas of

(Melia et al. 2011) have to a considerable extent materialized in (Bernardos

(Ed.) 2016). However, this approach requires the mobile node, i.e. the end

user system, to become aware of the two networks.

Furthermore, even though the architecture itself is well-defined, it is open

to the operator of such a network to define the policies based on which flow

mobility rules are applied, i.e. which traffic is routed using which MAG.

Examples given in (Soto et al. 2010) that trigger a flow handover are a com-

plete interface shutdown, which handovers all flows to the other interface,

as well as QoS changes, which are simulated by bandwidth degradation.
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2.2.5 Summarization of IP-related techniques

To conclude, besides performing routing, i.e. finding a path from an arbi-

trary source to a destination, IP-related TE approaches are highly optimized

to perform TE in terrestrial networks as they aim at avoiding congested

links, balancing the load, prioritizing certain traffic and managing the avail-

able capacity properly. Even mobile networks and their requirements and

use cases, e.g. flow specific traffic routing to a WLAN, are to a certain

extant addresses by PMIPv6 and flow mobility. However, the unique char-

acteristics of satellite links are not taken into account - more precisely, the

high fixed latency and the varying link conditions prohibit the integration

of satellite links. Moreover, in terms of the aforementioned functional build-

ing blocks, particularly for the PMIPv6, the clear focus is on the execution

function. That is, offloading can be realized in a defined way, but which

traffic is offloaded (path selection block) is out of scope or up to a network

operator to define proper policies.

2.3 Traffic steering in LTE networks

Obviously operators of mobile networks also need to deal with the signifi-

cantly increasing amount of traffic in nowadays’ networks. In order to do

this, many approaches exist. Besides increasing the capacity by design-

ing better radio connections, many of them require more complex traffic

steering than in legacy mobile networks. Thus, certain mechanisms and

techniques seem applicable to the scenario considered in this thesis as well.

Firstly, with the advent of small cells and LTE heterogeneous networks (Het-

Nets) (Andrews et al. 2012), traffic needs to be distributed between the

macro and the small cell. Offloading users to small cells might actually in-

crease interferences in the macro cells, which needs to be traded off. Indeed,

a lot of research work in this area focuses on spectrum sharing issues, which

is obviously important for this kind of offloading. Secondly, the appearance

of LTE Dual Connectivity as well as LTE in unlicensed bands and the joint

usage of LTE and WLAN by a single User Terminal also requires distribut-

ing traffic in a controlled manner among the available channels. Finally,

approaches exist that aim to relieve the costly links in both the Radio Ac-

cess Network (RAN) part as well as the mobile packet core by rerouting

traffic to more cost-effective paths or by enabling Device-to-device (D2D)
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communication (Maallawi et al. 2015).

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that there also other

types of offloading, such as local caching, which have no relevance in the

scenarios considered in this work. These are not listed in the following part.

2.3.1 LTE heterogeneous networks

In so-called HetNets, besides typical macro-cells, which cover larger areas,

additional smaller cells exist to allow for further spatial re-usage of spec-

trum and to eventually increase the user’s performance. In such scenarios,

a major challenge is that the spectrum resources needs to be shared and

transmissions need to be coordinated in order to avoid interference between

the macro and the small cells. Several approaches exist that aim at as-

signing Mobile Terminals (MTs) to either macro or small cell, while consid-

ering the interference between them. Various approaches exist, which use

different algorithms and optimization parameters. For example, in (Chen

et al. 2015) the authors use model-free reinforcement learning to minimize

the overall energy consumption, while still maintaining a certain QoS level.

More precisely, their approach decides, depending on the traffic load, how

many additional small cells have to be enabled in order to minimize on the

one hand the overall energy consumption for the cells as much as possible,

while on the other hand maintain a high service quality. That is, if a macro

cell is heavily loaded additional small cells needs to be turned on in order

to achieve a high QoS. However, once the load deceases these small cells

should be switched off again, in order to reduce energy consumption. Sim-

ilarly, (Kong & Karagiannidis 2016) define an algorithm to offload MTs to

small cells. The authors proposed a mechanism to allocate time slices for

transmission to macro and small cells, while considering the interference be-

tween them. By doing so, they aim at maximizing the overall throughput.

Compared to other work in the regards, the novelty in their approach is that

they assume that the small cells are not connected via an ideal connection

but with a capacity constrained backhaul. However, the scope here is to

manage the spectrum and usually to offload the traffic of a complete MT, if

this is beneficial. These approaches are agnostic to individual traffic flows.

For such a scenario this a valid approach, since more usable capacity in both

RAN and backhaul eventually leads to less latency for the user and, thus,

increases QoS and QoE.
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Another variant of HetNets is considered when D2D communication is

used, e.g. in (Sciancalepore et al. 2016) and (Cheng & Lin 2015). Typical

applications for this kind of offloading are streaming. Given that in these

opportunistic networks, it needs to be traded off between load in the cel-

lular network and the additional latency being introduced by this kind of

D2D communication. It should be noted, that data can only be exchanged

when the User Terminals are in proximity. The authors in (Sciancalepore

et al. 2016) present their so-called HYPE approach, which is based on the

content distribution to a couple of nodes via the regular mobile network,

which are then responsible to transmit it to the other receivers. However,

the assumption of the authors is that a particular data chunk needs to be

received by every node in the network. Moreover, their focus is to optimize

the number of data chunks injected via the mobile path into the network, so

that both delay constraints can be met but also as much traffic as possible

is offloaded. Similarly, (Cheng & Lin 2015) deal with the selection of ini-

tial nodes and the opportunistic forwarding strategy, while also considering

the user preferences of its current and future local contacts to further opti-

mize the distribution. To conclude, offloading traffic from mobile network to

opportunistic D2D networks usually deals with the issue of content distribu-

tion, i.e. particular content needs to be received by multiple receivers. The

challenges that arise from these questions are typically on how many and on

which nodes should the content be ”injected” by the mobile network, so that

it can quickly be distributed, and when is the amount of MTs high enough

that offloading traffic to D2D communication makes sense. Given satellites

are primed for broad- and multicasting, since they can reach many receivers

with a single transmission, most of the challenges becomes obsolete.

2.3.2 Channel aggregation

With the advent of usage of LTE in unlicensed bands, i.e. LTE-Unlicensed

(LTE-U), as well as Carrier Aggregation and Dual Connectivity (Jha et al.

2014), traffic steering becomes also important in mobile networks, as traf-

fic needs to be distributed between either multiple LTE base station, i.e.

Evolved Node Bs (eNodeBs) or a WLAN access point and the eNodeB, as

depicted in Figure 2.8. The aggregation of multiple links in order to increase

the performance can be done on different layer and with different technolo-

gies. That is, LTE Carrier Aggregation (Figure 2.8a) basically uses two or
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Figure 2.8: LTE aggregation technologies

more LTE channels to increase the throughput towards the User Equipment.

In contrast to that, in LTE Dual connectivity (LTE DC) (Figure 2.8b) the

User Equipment is being served from two different eNodeBs. Once unli-

censed 5 GHz bands are considered in a LTE network, two approaches are

standardized, namely Licensed-Assisted Access (LAA) and LTE-WLAN Ag-

gregation (LWA). While in LAA the LTE radio technology is used on the

5 GHz band (see Figure 2.8c), using LWA a special WLAN access point is

used to provide a second connection to the User Equipment, as depicted in

Figure 2.8d. Additionally, traffic can be send via two channels, i.e. LTE and

WLAN using transport layer techniques, such as MPTCP (see Figure 2.8e).

All the aforementioned approaches share the same challenge to distribute

traffic onto two paths.

Several papers already deal with the traffic control, i.e. the traffic dis-
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tribution between the two paths, e.g. (Lopez-Perez et al. 2016, Laselva

et al. 2018). Typically, these approaches use a capacity metric or the ex-

pected delay to distribute the traffic. Again, this seems reasonable in a ter-

restrial environment or mobile network environment. However, high fixed

latencies are not considered. Often also an ideal Back-haul connection is as-

sumed, which does not have any latency. It should be noted, that in (3GPP

TR36.842 2013) it is recommended that the Back-haul latency is between

5 ms and 30 ms in order to have an adequate performance. More precisely,

according to (Jha et al. 2014) latencies of 20 ms and more already have a

negative impact on the performance, so that splitting the traffic onto both

paths is not useful. The (fixed) latency as occurs on satellite links will have

even a significantly higher impact.

Moreover, LWA aggregates LTE and WLAN on the Packet Data Con-

vergence Protocol (PDCP) layer, i.e. on layer 2. Given that PDCP ensures

in-order delivery to the higher layer, it is obvious that a high latency on one

of the links leads to significant buffering in order to have a consistent order.

MPTCP

The current TCP (Postel 1981) supports only connections between a pair

of IP addresses, even though nowadays devices are often multihomed and,

hence, both source and destination end hosts might have multiple IP ad-

dresses and different paths between them might exist, which are not ex-

ploited. In order to address this, MPTCP (Ford et al. 2013) has been defined

by the IETF, which enables end hosts to use multiple, but not necessarily

disjoint, paths and IP addresses while providing the same interface to both

the application and the network layer as regular TCP and, thus, does not

require any modifications neither in the application nor in the IP protocol.

By using multiple paths in parallel, MPTCP aims at increasing throughout,

reliability and resilience.

Figure 2.9 compares the protocol stack of regular TCP and MPTCP. As

can be seen, MPTCP is logically located on top of regular TCP connection

and utilizes one or more TCP instances. In general MPTCP behaves like

ordinary TCP, i.e. the connection setup, data transfer and connection ter-

mination phase are nearly identical. The most significant difference is that

additional TCP sessions, so called MPTCP subflows, can be established and

combined with the existing connection if multiple paths exists. Those sub-
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of TCP and MP-TCP protocol stack

flows can be used as regular path or as backup path, which will only be used

if no regular path is available anymore.

In order to reliably deliver TCP segments without reordering over multi-

ple subflows while additional subflows might be established or existing sub-

flows might be terminated at any time, MPTCP introduces an additional

64-bit data sequence number, which counts all data send over an MPTCP

connection. In order to ensure in-order delivery within a single subflow the

regular TCP 32-bit sequence number is used. Due to a 64-bit data sequence

number, lost or corrupted segments can be retransmitted over another sub-

flow.

It should be noted that (Ford et al. 2013) do not provide any algorithm

to distribute data to the available subflows. The authors leave this to the

implementer or the host policy to decide. Moreover, the usage of multiple,

potentially asymmetric paths might cause MPTCP to deliver data with a

higher jitter and more bursty than regular TCP if the data is distributed

among multiple subflows and multiple, heterogeneous paths. In particular

real-time applications might be affected by that (Scharf & Ford 2013).

It should be noted that TCP and likewise MPTCP is intended to be an

end-to-end protocol, i.e. establishing a connection between the end systems.

Hence, in order to use MPTCP both end systems need to support MPTCP.

To enable MPTCP on just a part along the end-to-end path, proxy servers

need to be used, similar to PEP (see Section 1.1.1).
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2.3.3 Traffic Break-out

Another kind of offloading standardized for mobile networks is the so-called

traffic break-out. While channel aggregation techniques mainly focus on

the exploitation of additional RAN capacity by using multiple transmis-

sions, traffic break-out approaches aim at routing traffic as early as possible

to high capacity networks. This also includes routing traffic from or to a

MT through customer’s fixed line connection by e.g. using WLAN. Obvi-

ously this use case overlaps or even competes with LWA approaches, yet the

motivation is somewhat different. Traffic break-out approaches have been

designed to offloading certain traffic via low-cost fixed access networks to the

Internet without routing in through the operator’s core network. This seems

an appealing approach to reduce the load in operator networks (Samdanis

et al. 2012). One motivation for the operator to perform this kind of of-

floading arises from the appearance of so-called Over-the-top (OTT) con-

tent provider, such as YouTube or Netfllix. These OTT services are typically

hosted outside of the operator’s network and, thus, increase the traffic tran-

sit costs (Maallawi et al. 2015).

Typical methods are SIPTO and Local IP Access (LIPA). LIPA aims at

routing traffic to private networks directly instead of the regular data path

through the evolved Packet Core (EPC). It requires for this purpose a local

femto cell, i.e. a Home eNB (HeNB), which acts as the so-called break-out

point. A typical use-case is to use a local printer or other resources in the

local network from a MT. SIPTO enables a break-out also at an HeNB or

at/above a regular eNodeB, i.e. at the macro cell. While LIPA aims at

making local resources securely and efficiently accessible, the goal of SIPTO

is to ease the load on the operator’s core network, e.g. Packet Data Network

Gateway (PDN-GW) or Serving Gateway (S-GW) by breaking out selective

traffic closer to the edge, as depicted in Figure 2.10.

As described in (3GPP TS22.805 2012), typically three main strategies

exist, namely user or Service Level Agreement (SLA)-based, application-

based or traffic-type based. A user or SLA-based offloads traffic solely based

on the user, which generates the traffic, regardless of the traffic characteris-

tics or used application. Contrary, an application-based approach considers

the application or application type to control the traffic offloading. For

example, Video on Demand (VoD) applications are being offloaded. Like-

wise, the traffic-type approach considers the actual nature of the traffic. In
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Figure 2.10: SIPTO approach

contrast to the application-based approach, however, traffic-type acts more

fine-grained. Given that many applications involve different types of traffic,

only certain traffic of an application might be effected. For example, a VoD

application usually consists of two types of traffic: When the user is brows-

ing through the menus in order to select a movie, the traffic resemble typical

web-traffic. Once the video playback is started it changes completely to a

typical stream traffic pattern. Both traffic types have significantly different

requirements in terms of QoS they expect from the network.

Technically, one option to implement SIPTO is to use NAT. A local Of-

floading Processing Module at e.g. the HeNB decides, based on policies, to

change IP addresses and therefore allows for a different routing. Another

option is that a local PDN-GW is used and MTs establish connections to

multiple PDN-GW. Hence, traffic that should be offloaded can be distin-

guished by using different APNs.

In general, SIPTO enables a relatively static offloading of traffic, i.e.

based on the MT or the APN, the application protocol/port or DNS/IP ad-

dresses. That is, traffic matching certain IP addresses are offloaded. These

policies needs to be available at the break-out point, e.g. using TR-69.

(Samdanis et al. 2012) also suggest to enhance the Domain Name Service
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(DNS) system with a DNS proxy at the local gateways to transport addi-

tional flags and offload traffic based on this.

It should be noted that the majority of publications made in this regard,

actually deal with integrating the offloading approaches into the existing

LTE infrastructure and enabling a proper IP routing, e.g. (Sou 2013). That

is, architectures and reference models that enable offloading in LTE networks

are available. However, the decision which traffic should be offloaded is

usually up to the operator.

2.3.4 Summarization of offloading techniques in LTE networks

The term offloading is widely used in LTE networks and relates to different

techniques and use cases. In HetNets offloading often deals with assigning

MTs to either small cells or macro cells most optimally, in order to de-

crease the interference between macro and small cells. Hence, the goal is to

optimize the spectrum usage and hence, increasing the overall throughput.

With respect to offloading of specific traffic flows, as required in this

work, typically rather static approaches exist that perform a policy based

offloading decision. These policies are typically defined by an operator and

are e.g. SLA based, so that customers paying less are offloaded first onto

a WLAN, while other customers are kept in the LTE network, Traffic-class

based, i.e. Best-Effort bearer is offloaded, while voice traffic uses the LTE

network, or destination based, e.g. traffic to the Content Delivery Network

(CDN), where all the YouTube videos are, is offloaded. These are usually

used in the context of SIPTO.

In the context of LWA and LAA more dynamic approaches appear. Most

of them distribute the traffic even on a per packet granularity and in order

to decide which link to use, these approaches usually use the delay on both

links as one input parameter. This works, since LTE and WLAN has similar

delay characteristics. (Even the LTE standard recommends less than 20 ms

delay in the Back-haul from LTE to WLAN network.) However, this is not

a given in a satellite scenario.

2.4 Software-defined Network

It is generally believed that extended SDN approaches increase the flexibility

of networks and enable novel concepts to address challenges in contemporary
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networks. With the advent of SDN (Open Networking Foundation 2012)

a paradigm change in networking architecture started, shifting from mono-

lithic network devices, which combine control, monitoring, management and

data-forwarding functions in a single entity, towards a clear separation of

control and data planes. That is, the decision making processes, such as

routing of traffic, firewalling, spanning-tree protocols, etc., are clearly sepa-

rated from the pure data forwarding methods. This allows for a more flexible

management of the network, as the control functions can be run centralized.

Further details on the differences between traditional networking and SDN

are presented in (Nunes et al. 2014).

SDN App SDN App SDN App

SDN controller
(NetOS)

API
(Northbound)

Control-Infrastructure 
Interface (Southbound)

Figure 2.11: SDN architecture

SDN-enabled networks are mainly characterized by two things, first
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the decoupling of control- and data-plane, and second, programmability

(Xia et al. 2014). Figure 2.11 shows the general SDN architecture (Xia

et al. 2014). At the lowest layer, the infrastructure layer, the actual data

forwarding devices are located. Their main task is to perform any kind or

packet processing based on the rules that the SDN-controller, which is lo-

cated in the middle layer, provides. A single controller typically controls

multiple network devices.

The most commonly used protocol between the SDN controller and the

devices on the infrastructure layer is currently OpenFlow (Open Networking

Foundation 2015). This interface is also often referred to as the Southbound

interface. It is used to push rules to the infrastructure layer, to request

monitoring information and statistics or to transmit packets, for which none

of the rules apply to, back to the controller. More precisely, the OpenFlow

protocol is used to configure the flow tables of an OpenFlow -enabled switch.

An entry in such a flow table consists, among others, of match fields and

instructions. The first describes the fields against a packet is matched.

The OpenFlow standard supports various fields on different layer to match

against, e.g. source and destinations addresses, ports, protocols, but also

MPLS header fields. If a packet matches the filter rules defined in the match

fields, the actions in the instructions field of the flow table are executed.

These can be e.g. to forward a packet, rewrite certain headers fields or to

drop it.

Furthermore, the control layer provides an application programming in-

terface (API), the so-called Northbound interface, to the application layer,

which contains the so called network applications. An application might

be as simple such as a centralized Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

(DHCP) server or more complex services like parental control for certain

User Terminals or seamless mobility. It should be noted that so far there is

no standardized Northbound interface.

Recently OpenFlow has been exploited for typical many network chal-

lenges, in order to either increase the flexibility or to avoid using proprietary

protocols. For example, several approaches exist to realize QoS provisioning

by exploiting SDN concepts. An automatic QoS management mechanism,

which utilizes SDN concepts to automatically configure switches to provide

queue management QoS is proposed by (Wendong et al. 2014). The authors

introduced a QoS control module acting as an SDN application. A context
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manager is responsible for gathering and aggregating information on the net-

work, such as switch utilization or packet loss rate, as well as on the traffic

flow. Based on these parameters, rule decision components check if QoS re-

quirements can be satisfied and, if so, proper rules are implemented. These

rules realize the enforcement of QoS by adjusting the scheduling queue on

each affected switch as well as by properly classifying the packets. Unfor-

tunately, (Wendong et al. 2014) lacks a description on how information on

the network status is gained from each device, since this is not part of the

OpenFlow specification.

Similarly, (Egilmez et al. 2012) exploit SDN concepts to deliver end-to-

end QoS. The main idea of the authors is to differentiate between multimedia

flows, which usually have stringent QoS requirements, and BE flows. While

the first are routed using a dynamic QoS routing approach aiming at re-

ducing the delay, the latter are routed using a typical shortest path first

algorithm. SDN is used in particular to ease the route calculation by having

the required information in a central point, namely the SDN controller, in

(Egilmez et al. 2012). However, similar to (Wendong et al. 2014), the publi-

cation lacks mechanisms to determine latency, available bandwidth, etc. on

each link.

Matching SDN approaches against the function building blocks, it is

obvious that mainly the Execution block is covered by the SDN architecture.

Particularly the path selection and offloading decision function needs to be

implemented as an application in the SDN context.

2.5 Traffic considerations

Besides the fact that the amount of traffic that nowadays networks need to

carry is constantly increasing as described in the very beginning of this work,

several other shifts in Internet traffic characteristics are known, which are

described in the following, since they impact the architecture of a converged

satellite and terrestrial network.

2.5.1 Encrypted traffic

The share of encrypted traffic is increasing. Statistics of Let’s encrypt shows

a significant increase in recent years, as depicted in Figure 2.121. The Fig-

1https://letsencrypt.org/stats/#percent-pageloads
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ure shows the percentage of websites accessed by Firefox browsers using an

encrypted connection. As can be seen the percentage rate is around 80%.

Figure 2.12: Percentage of Web Pages Loaded by Firefox Using HTTPS

Hence, the challenge of identifying the application or application class to

determine the QoS requirements (see Section 1.2.2 is becoming significantly

more complex, since analyzing the application layer in an IP packet, i.e.

data above TCP layer, to identify the application or application class is

not possible for the majority of the traffic. Thus, methods relying on DPI

methods will suffer tremendously and will decrease accuracy.

Moreover, reliably identifying traffic classes of encrypted traffic is a chal-

lenging task. Some approaches exist for specific applications. For example,

(Gu et al. 2011) uses machine learning algorithms to identify Skype traffic.

The authors proposed an approach that can lead to an accuracy of over 90%

after 10 packets of the traffic. However, generally identifying traffic classes

of encrypted traffic is most likely a research topic on its own and out of

scope of this thesis. Even though it is acknowledged that encrypted traffic

imposes a strong challenge for the offloading procedure, it is believed that

options exist to perform this task.

2.6 Traffic Composition

A good indicator of the actual traffic composition in terms of application

type distribution can be found in (Cisco Cooperation 2017a). General effects
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are that the amount of global IP traffic is increasing and will reach 3.3 ZB

in 2021, which is 127 times the amount of traffic of 2005. Moreover, traffic

generated by smart phones will exceed the traffic generated by regular PCs

in 2021. It is also important to node that the traffic in the busy hours of the

Internet is increasing more rapidly than the traffic in the non-busy hours.

It should also be noted, that CDNs will carry 71% of the global Internet

traffic in 2021, which was only 52% in 2016.

video

72%

Games

2%

Web

15%
File Sharing

11%

(a) 2016

video

81%

Games

5% Web

10%
File Sharing

3%

(b) 2021

Figure 2.13: Traffic composition in 2016 and the prediction for 2021

In addition to these general statistics, it is absolutely clear that video

traffic is the predominant traffic in the Internet. As shown in Figure 2.13,

video traffic accounts for most of the consumer Internet traffic. According

to (Cisco Cooperation 2011) already in 2016 approximately 72% of the traf-

fic was Internet video. The Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is at

31% also the second largest. Only online gaming has a CAGR with 62%.

However, the share of online gaming on the total Internet traffic is still only

approximately 4% in the year 2021. It is also interesting to note, that the

amount of file sharing traffic is not growing. While its share in 2016 was

approximately 11%, it might actually decrease to approximately 3% in 2021,

as the total amount remains approximately the same while the total Inter-

net traffic increases. The reason therefore is a decrease in Peer-to-peer file

sharing. Other file transfers, such as regular downloads are actually slightly

increasing.

Of particular interest for this thesis is the development of video traffic,

since a GEO satellite is well suited for many kinds of video traffic. In

(Cisco Cooperation 2011) it is differentiated between video, which accounts

for video calling, long- and short-term videos, live Internet TV, etc., and
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Internet video to TV. The latter considers the video traffic that is generated

by e.g. Internet-enabled set-top boxes or Internet-enabled TVs. Both have

a CAGR of 32% and 27%, respectively. That is, approximately 60% of total

consumer Internet traffic accounts for video traffic and 22% for Internet

video to TVs. This trend is also supported by the increasing importance of

CDN providers, which might even become the core of the Internet (Carisimo

et al. 2018).

Moreover, due to the increasing video resolution, i.e. High Definition

(HD) and Ultra-High Definition (UHD), the bandwidth occupied by VoD

and other video applications is highly increasing. It should be noted that

an Standard Definition (SD) video stream requires approximately2 Mbit/s,

whereas an HD stream requires approximately 7.2 Mbit/s and an UHD

stream even 18 Mbit/s . Given that by 2021, 56% of the connected TVs

will be able to support UHD videos, the high CAGR becomes obvious.

One factor that might limit the relative increase of video traffic is online

gaming. In particular newer gaming consoles like the PlayStation or the

XBox tend to enable the download of games rather than selling DVDs or

other media. Hence, large files are commonly downloaded to those devices.

According to (Cisco Cooperation 2017b) the gaming download might reach

up to 8% of the peak hour’s traffic.

Furthermore, as described in (Sandvine - Intelligent Broadband Networks

2016), during the network peak period, Netflix, YouTube and Amazon Video

jointly account for approximately 56% (in 2016) of the downstream traffic.

Even though these figures are valid for North America, the trend is obvi-

ous. The authors even assume that by 2020 North America will be the first

region where more than 80% of the downstream traffic will be generated by

streaming applications. This trend of the predominance of video traffic is

further supported by the growth rate of 9% of connected TVs, and TVs with

set-top boxes or other digital media adapters (Cisco Cooperation 2017b). In

addition to that, so-called ”cut the cord” households, which do not have

a regular TV broadcasting connection, i.e. cable or satellite will increase

leading again to more video traffic. Particularly given that Internet video is

typically distributed as unicast stream to the end user’s devices, compared

to typical broadcasting technologies where basically just a single stream is

sent.
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Summarization on traffic composition

The obvious trend that video traffic and in particular video streaming appli-

cations will account for the largest portion of Internet traffic can be verified

by recent publications. It is also important to node that the share of video

traffic is growing even further. Given the relaxed latency requirements of

streaming video traffic, it becomes obvious that a converged satellite and

terrestrial network can help to relieve the capacity problems in terrestrial

networks by offloading this traffic to the satellite.

2.7 Conclusion of literature review and gap analysis

This chapter addresses the first two objectives defined in Section 1.4. Firstly,

it develops functional building blocks, which are essential to achieve the

overall goal of the thesis. Secondly, existing network architectures, which

to a certain extend share similar challenges and provide adequate solutions

in their particular domain, are mapped against these functional building

blocks, in order to evaluate how applicable they are in the scenario con-

sidered in this thesis. The outcome of this analysis shows that existing

approaches are either operating under the assumption that optimizing the

available capacity is sufficient as this will lead to a low latency and a good

user experience, which does not work in networks with a high fixed latency,

or are lacking a decision functional block. Thus, the selection of traffic that

should be treated differently is for the operator to identify by e.g. defining

proper policies. Further insights attained from this analysis lead to Table 2.1

and are summarized in the following:

Standard IP routing performs the path selection on a hop count and the

execution is on a per IP destination basis, which is insufficient as either the

decision metric nor the granularity allows for routing individual flows differ-

ently. With the advent of IntServ, QoS-OSPF and RSVP this granularity

changes, however, the decision metric is is solely the the available bandwidth,

leading to biased decisions in favor of the satellite, without considering its

delay. Obviously, the decision metric for MIP is the location of the node.

However, the major gap is surely the granularity of the execution function,

which works on a per device level. This changes with the introduction of

flow-mobility and PMIPv6. This enhancement to MIP allows for routing

individual flows differently, leading to a suitable execution functional block.
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However, the path selection decision is virtually out of scope. An operator

needs to define and implement certain policies. Modern TE mechanisms

using MPLS and RSVP mainly share the same gaps as IntServ and QoS-

OSPF routing with respect to considered scenario. The main difference is

that these techniques usually operate at a different granularity level. That

is, while IntServ works on a flow-level, MPLS-based TE approaches bundle

multiple flows into a traffic aggregate in order to overcome scalability issues.

PCE enhances the execution function is this approach, as it provides a de-

fined centralized architecture to control the network and push decisions onto

all involved network elements. However, again the path selection function

that decides how traffic is routed is out-of-scope. Approaches used in the

mobile RAN networks to connect a MT typically assume a lower latency in

the backhaul systems than a satellite can provide, in order to allow effective

offloading of traffic onto a secondary link. Besides that, typical metrics are

signal strength and available bandwidth. Most of the interest for the consid-

ered scenario is the SIPTO mechanism used in mobile networks. However,

similar to PMIPv6 it provides virtually only the execution functional block,

as the decision which traffic should be offloaded is defined rather statically

by polices, based on IP addresses, APNs or DNS-Names. This gap is also

shared with the recently emerging SDN approaches. They provide sophis-

ticated mechanisms to dynamically change traffic flows in a network, but

they lack applications to decide.

Finally in this chapter, recent developments in the overall Internet traffic

has been analyzed, in order to design the evaluation of different offloading

approaches conducted in Chapter 5 more accurate. For the sake of com-

pleteness, it should be noted that the recent developments in this regard

and in particular the increasing predominance of video traffic, shows that

the integration of satellite networks can provide a huge benefit, since high

latency has only a limited impact on streaming video applications. Par-

ticular in rural and remote areas, the additional bandwidth a satellite can

provide can relieve the high load on narrow-band terrestrial link.
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Table 2.1: Overview of network architectures with respect to converged
satellite/terrestrial networks
Architecture Path Selection /

Offloading Deci-
sion

Execution Information col-
lecting

Standard IP based on hop
count

modification of
routing table on
each node per
destination

link up/down

IntServ with
QoS-OSPF
and RSVP

available band-
width

modification of
routing table on
each node

link up/down,
available band-
width, required
bandwidth per
flow

Mobile IP location based IP tunnel config-
uration per de-
vice

node location
changed

Flow-
mobility
with
PMIPv6

Policy-based modification of
per-flow routing
table

node movement,
new flow estab-
lished

Traffic En-
gineering
(MPLS,
RSVP)

aggregate-based,
policy or band-
width metric

establishes LSPs link up/down

PCE Flexible, typi-
cally based on
connectivity,
bandwidth and
link costs

7 7

LTE channel
aggregation

not part of the
standard

Aggregation on
PDCP layer

signal strength,
available band-
width

SIPTO Policy-based NAT or DNS
modifications

7

SDN 7 Updating of flow
tables

Flow- and port
statistics
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Chapter 3

Current State-of-the-art with

respect to converged satellite

and terrestrial networks

In the following chapter current research projects and other research work

focusing on the convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks are pre-

sented. In contrast to the previous chapter, which deals with related work

in other network domains, in this chapter research activities are addressed

that share the same topic and (some of) the same research questions. The

purpose of this chapter is twofold: On the one hand it underlines the fact

that the topic of this thesis has not been completely addressed in previous

work and the corresponding research questions of this thesis still need to be

solved. On the other hand it serves as an input for Chapters 5 and 6 and

their corresponding objectives.

The idea of integrating satellite into terrestrial networks has been present

in articles for several years. Already in 2005 (Evans et al. 2005) discussed

business and market observations for satellite networks in general. The con-

clusion is that integration of satellite networks and terrestrial networks is

the key to success for satellite networks and that there is a mutual ben-

efit for both the terrestrial and satellite world. In the meantime several

projects and studies also deal with this topic. Interestingly, with the ad-

vent of 5G, satellite networks regained attention in the mobile world as well.

Several projects and papers discuss how high-speed satellite connections can

play a role in the 5G ecosystem, such as (Giambene et al. 2018, Gopal &
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BenAmmar 2018, Boero et al. 2018). Form a 5G perspective satellite net-

works are relevant for several use cases: Firstly, as an opportunistic Back-

haul network, i.e. to provide additional network capacity when it’s needed.

This is tremendously important in underserved areas. Secondly, satellites

can increase service continuity in case of terrestrial network failures. Due

to the always connected paradigm in 5G such an additional backup con-

nectivity might become handy, also in urban areas. Thirdly, satellites are

considered to provide 5G connectivity on aircraft, on vessels or in unserved

remote areas, where no alternative connectivity is available. Given the in-

creasing amount of IoT devices, autonomously driving vehicles and other

devices that require permanent network connectivity, these aspects will be-

come even more important (Gopal & BenAmmar 2018). Finally, another

potential use case arises from edge caching and edge computing ideas, which

are widely discussed in the 5G context. In this regard, satellites can sup-

port the required content distribution to the edges of the network (Wang

et al. 2018, Kalantari et al. 2017). It should be noted that several of these

use cases have a different focus than providing high quality last-mile access

as considered in this thesis, however, several challenges overlap.

Hence, in the following, firstly existing research projects are discussed

that deal with the convergence. Afterwards, other research work in this area

is presented. Finally, a summary of the key aspects is provided.

3.1 Existing research projects

The SANSA project (Ziaragkas et al. 2017) aims at increasing mobile Back-

haul capacity and resilience in both rural and urban scenarios. In order to re-

alize these objectives SANSA envisages a self-configurable hybrid terrestrial-

satellite Back-haul network that allows for a seamless integration of the satel-

lite connections into the terrestrial segment. In this regard, they consider

a shared spectrum between satellite and terrestrial segments. The focus

of SANSA is clearly on the physical layers. By using intelligent spectrum

sharing between a satellite and a terrestrial wireless Back-haul network, the

spectral efficiency should be increased, which eventually should materialize

in more Back-haul capacity and in a higher user data rate. It should be noted

that SANSA considers a wireless terrestrial Back-haul network, as depicted
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in Figure 3.1 1, which allows for dynamic reconfiguration of the topology.

Link failures and congestion should be timely detected and mitigated by

reconfiguration of the satellite and the terrestrial Back-haul resources. The

assumption is that this will eventually result in a higher QoE.

Figure 3.1: SANSA project network vision (Ziaragkas et al. 2017)

Architecture-wise SANSA adopts a typical LTE network architecture

(3GPP TS36.300 2018), consisting of the RAN part with User Terminals

and its eNodeB or HeNBs, the transport network and the core part, where

the EPC is located. SANSA enhances this base architecture with additional

components, namely the so-called Intelligent Back-haul node and the Hy-

brid Network Manager. The first is responsible for the routing decision in

the transport network. This includes distributing the traffic between the

terrestrial transport Back-haul network and the satellite network. It is also

responsible for energy management and traffic classification. It usually con-

nects terrestrially, i.e. wirelessly, to other nodes or via the satellite to the

EPC. The latter is responsible for configuring the satellite resources and the

topology formed by the Intelligent Back-haul nodes, i.e. by re-configuring

1https://sansa-h2020.eu/overview
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the terrestrial radio modems and antennas. It has a global view on the net-

work in order to manage the topology properly. It also holds the satellite

ground segment and it must also react on link failures and re-configure the

topology accordingly. To conclude, SANSA targets a different area than

considered in this thesis, since a clear focus of the SANSA project lies in the

physical layers, i.e. managing and mitigating interferences that are caused

by the joint usage of spectrum between the satellite and terrestrial system or

with other system, or smart beam-forming of antennas. With respect to the

latter, SANSA exploits recent development in antenna beam-forming, first

and foremost, so-called 3D beam-forming, which allows also for controlling

the beam in elevation and azimuth. Moreover, the project also deals with

full-duplex wireless transmission (Sharma et al. 2018) and energy-efficiency

in Back-haul networks.

The Satellite and Terrestrial Network for 5G (SAT5G) project (Liolis

et al. 2018) has different objectives and a more general focus on how satel-

lites can play a role in 5G deployments. Several use cases with individ-

ual scenarios are identified. Among others, these include hybrid scenarios,

where existing xDSL connections are complemented with a satellite connec-

tion to allow for better user experiences or edge caching scenarios, where

local caches are filled by satellites connections to eventually lower the load

in the terrestrial network. The SAT5G project identified challenges asso-

ciated with these scenarios and with the successful integration of satellites

into a 5G network. According to (Liolis et al. 2018) these are mainly the

virtualization of the components of the satellite network, leveraging the 5G

features in the satellite domain and the efficient exploitation of the satel-

lite’s broad- and multi-cast features to more efficiently offload traffic. The

project has not yet been finished. However, recent publications, such as

(Ge et al. 2019) show promising results with respect to delivering modern

video services, particularly live streaming events, over a satellite link within

a 5G network architecture. Unfortunately, this approach only exploits the

satellite and neglects an existing terrestrial link to end users.

Similarly, an European Space Agency (ESA) study in 2015 on Service

delivery over integrated satellite and terrestrial networks has been conducted

that analyzes opportunities emerging from the integration of satellite and

mobile networks. The study identified SDN as a key element for the success-

ful integration of satellite and terrestrial networks, since interoperability and
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compatibility across the different segments is essential (Kapovits et al. 2014).

Moreover, one particular use case identified by the study, which can ben-

efit from high speed satellite networks, is connecting 5G RANs (Watts &

Aliu 2014). The authors identified aligning the SDN northbound interfaces

and SDN adoptions in the satellite work as work that needs to be done.

However, the goal of this study was to identify open issues and potential

next steps, without developing concrete solutions.

Integration of satellite and terrestrial networks to operate jointly is also

discussed in an ETSI technical report (ETSI TR103 272 2015), which is an

outcome from the BATS project (Peters et al. 2013). Its main goal is to in-

crease the end user’s QoE by using both terrestrial and satellite connections.

The report discusses a general architecture how an integrated network might

be structured. It described two devices, namely the Intelligent User Gateway

and the Intelligent Network Gateway that are responsible for distributing

traffic onto the available links, enforcing policies and traffic classification.

While the Intelligent Network Gateway is in the operator’s network, the

Intelligent User Gateway remains in the home network of a customer, as de-

picted in Figure 3.2. The present approach maps different Class of Service

onto QoS parameters and assume a resulting QoE.

For example, one factor, which impacts QoE for for streaming video

flows, is the packet loss ratio. Hence, an optimal QoE can be achieved only

with a loss ratio below 0.3%, an acceptable QoE level with a loss ration be-

tween 0.3 and 1.3% and a loss ratio above 1.3% will result in a not acceptable

QoE. Obviously, he QoE of streaming video is also impacted by many other

factors. Thus, a similar mapping needs to be done for other parameter as

well as different Class of Service and other QoS parameters, i.e. latency and

jitter. According to these technical reports, the distribution of traffic onto

the path as well as other QoS operations, such as shaping or prioritization,

should be done taking this mapping into account. Unfortunately, the re-

port lacks concrete implementations. However, in (Ekmekcioglu et al. 2018)

more details on the BATS implementation are given. Their approach is

based on MPTCP proxies that are running on the Intelligent User Gateway

and the Intelligent Network Gateway. The main idea is to exploit MPTCP

to utilize the multiple path. A regular end-to-end TCP connection is bro-

ken up at Intelligent User Gateway and Intelligent Network Gateway, so that

MPTCP can be used between these two devices. Moreover, based on the
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inter-arrival time of two consecutive packets of the same flow, packets are

grouped into so-called objects. The proposed distribution algorithm then

uses the link with the highest available bandwidth for objects larger than a

certain threshold and the connection with the lowest RTT. Unfortunately,

the results provided in (Ekmekcioglu et al. 2018) only show the impact of

the BATS approach on the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), i.e. subjective tests

that have been conducted with a small set of real users, but no other techni-

cal results. Furthermore, the tests conducted during the BATS project does

not only rely on a narrow-band DSL connection and a broadband satellite,

but also a third LTE connection. On the one hand, distributing traffic onto

three connections increases the complexity even further, particularly given

that mobile networks are a shared medium without dedicated bandwidth

for each user. However, on the other hand, two terrestrial networks provide

potentially more low-latency performance.

Home Network
ISP Core network

WWW

Content Servers

WWW

SSC

SSC

SSC

GW1

DSL Aggregation Network

IUGING

3G Aggregation Network

Figure 3.2: BATS network architecture (Peters et al. 2013)

The VIrtualized hybrid satellite-TerrestriAl systems for resilient and

fLexible future networks (VITAL) project also focuses more on the layers

above the physical layer. The goal of the project is, similar to SAT5G, to

bring novel Network Function Visualization (NFV) concepts into the satel-

lite domain as well as enabling software defined networking of satellite net-

works, so that eventually a satellite-network-as-a-service can be provided.

That is, baseband and gateway functions, such as PEP, caching or com-

pression, as well as other control functions required to operate a satellite

network are virtualized and may run as virtualized entities on a cloud in-

frastructure. One challenge in this regard is to identify the functions that

can be virtualized and those which cannot. Given that a lot of the function-
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ality required to run a satellite network is often deployed on vendor specifics

and not open standards, this challenge becomes even more difficult, but

also quite important to e.g. allow for multi-vendor deployments (Ferrús

et al. 2016). Moreover, the authors argued that SDN in hybrid satellite

and terrestrial networks allow for a better media and content distribution

than legacy technologies. That is, value added services, such as applying

transcoders to certain media flows, can be easily deployed. Compared to

SAT5G the scope is more focused on purely bringing SDN and NFV tech-

nologies into the satellite domain, while SAT5G also tackles challenges like

edge caching.

Also, the ESA CloudSat project deals with SDN and NFV technologies

with respect to its usage in satellite networks, as explained in (Gardikis

et al. 2017) in detail. The authors present in their work the outcome of the

project, which, among others, aims at determining the applicability of SDN

and NFV technology in the satellite domain. They defined an integrated

software-based satellite and terrestrial architecture and identified use cases,

where SDN/NFV-enabled satellite networks can provide additional values.

These are, for example, media distribution and CDN scenarios, bandwidth

on demand and dynamic backhauling with edge processing. The latter as-

sumes the extension of a terrestrial Back-haul with satellite capacity. Ac-

cording to (Gardikis et al. 2017), additional edge processing capability might

allow for uses cases in the 5G context where operators might deploy (parts

of) the EPC on the edge node. Moreover, the architecture proposed by

the authors highly consists of individual orchestration components for the

terrestrial and the satellite part. A Federated Manager brings both worlds

together. The presented architecture enables the realization of the aforemen-

tioned use cases, yet the paper lacks implementation of required algorithms,

e.g. when is traffic being re-routed or QoS classes applied. It should also

be noted that the CloudSat project conducted a cost benefit analysis. Ac-

cording to this analysis, the introduction of SDN and NFV technologies in

satellite networks can bring cost reductions of approximately 19%.

3.2 Other existing research work

Besides the work evolved from the aforementioned funded research projects,

other studies exist, which is presented in the following.
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Already in 2011, (Taleb et al. 2011) deal with scenarios of converged

satellite and terrestrial networks. The authors identify associated issues,

which include transmission efficiency, resource allocation and mobility man-

agement. Therefore, they present enhanced TCP methods as well as a cross-

layer bandwidth allocation approach, which address the issue of varying

physical layer capacity on satellite links caused by ACM.

An overview of issues related to integrated and hybrid satellite and ter-

restrial networks is provided in (Kota et al. 2011). The authors consider

integrated networks, when satellite and terrestrial networks are operating

on the same frequency, while hybrid satellite/terrestrial networks are in-

terconnected but operate independently. The paper gives an overview of

typical issues in such systems. These include physical layer issues, such as

multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO), but also resource management,

handover issues or QoS problems. Finally, TE concepts are being discussed,

which show that the satellite network can reduce the blocking on terres-

trial links. However, in this regard the focus is on bandwidth management,

without considering other QoS requirements of the traffic.

In (Zhang et al. 2014) the advantages of the convergence of broadcast

and unicast (cellular) networks are discussed. Given that a lot of content

requested by users in a network is actually the same, e.g. top 10 YouTube

videos, the authors claim that it is often advisable to broadcast the con-

tent rather than transmitting it individually. This way, the load on unicast

transmission networks can be reduced. However, in order to allow for broad-

casting, the content needs to be requested relatively simultaneously. The

authors identified technical challenges in this regard, which have not yet

been solved: Firstly, correlated content that can actually be broadcasted

needs to be detected. Secondly, situations when it is worth broadcasting

content, i.e. the number of receivers is high enough, must be identified, and,

finally, the content transmission needs to be synchronized.

In (Gopal & BenAmmar 2018) multi modem User Terminals are consid-

ered, i.e. by using Software Defined Radio (SDR) the modem can either send

via the satellite or the terrestrial link on the physical layer, depending on the

cost, system utilization and/or QoS. Moreover, (Gopal & BenAmmar 2018)

also advocate for a convergence on all layer of 5G and satellite systems.

For instance, the Xn interface in mobile networks that interconnects two

eNodeBs to e.g. enhance the handover behavior can also be used to inter-
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connect a satellite ground station with an eNodeB. Even physical and MAC

might be compatible in many ways according to the authors. Similarly, (Du

et al. 2018) considers the spectrum sharing aspect between terrestrial cel-

lular and satellite networks. Moreover, the authors argue that the usage

of SDN is a crucial design decision to overcome the slow configuration and

inflexible traffic engineering of satellite networks and to realize their auction-

based traffic offloading mechanism. The main idea is that satellite beams

can ”buy” the cooperation of mobile base station, which then avoid sending

for a certain time slot on frequencies that interfere with the satellite com-

munication. This approach requires a tight integration between the mobile

and the satellite network operator. Unfortunately, the authors solely focus

on optimizing the overall bandwidth that the system can transport, but do

not consider different traffic classes and their requirements.

In (Boero et al. 2018) the authors focus on the integration between

satellite and terrestrial systems from a networking point of view. That is,

emerging 5G networks have a clear visualization paradigm, enabling network

slicing and multi-tenancy. The authors argue that satellite networks have

similar concepts. However, according to (Boero et al. 2018), in the satellite

domain, these are typically proprietary and closed systems. More precisely,

the authors advocate for employing NFV ideas from the 5G context also in

the satellite domain, in order to enable flexible satellite network function in

network. Moreover, (Boero et al. 2018) identifies several open issues with

respect to the usage of SDN in satellite networks. Among others, these

are the high latency and missing pieces in the OpenFlow protocol, which

is considered as the de facto SDN standard. That is, in satellite networks

additional information might be required to be transported via OpenFlow

to a controller, which have not yet been considered. An use case that could

benefit from such an approach is a handover in the satellite network.

Also the work of (Bertaux et al. 2015) acknowledges satellite and terres-

trial network integration as a use case that can benefit from SDN approaches,

since these ease capacity aggregation, i.e. multi-link transmission, and load

balancing. Moreover, the authors highlight data flow identification, link

monitoring as well as dynamic forwarding rules generation and update as

essential requirements for an SDN-based satellite/terrestrial integrated net-

work solution. Unfortunately, the publication only outlines use-cases where

SDN (and NFV) can be beneficial but concrete solutions are out of scope.
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The authors in (Giambene et al. 2018) present their envisioned integrated

terrestrial-satellite architecture based on SDN and NFV approaches. They

also argue that most of the components required to run a satellite network

can be Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Some remaining functions can-

not be virtualized, which run on the satellite gateways. Moreover, typical

control functions, such as routing or policy definitions should be realized

within an SDN controller. One of the main differences to other work is that

(Giambene et al. 2018) consider a satellite link that terminates on the MT.

Given that the authors main contribution is a Network Coding approach

that allows for splitting the packets of a single flow onto both the terres-

trial and the satellite part, this seems reasonable since such an approach

can then create more benefit. The network coding can be implemented as a

shim layer between TCP and IP layer. By using network coding, the packets

plus some additional redundant information are sent via both paths. Thus,

the probability of successful transmission of a packet that can be received

by the transport layer increases and also the load of the links is distributed.

However, as all the traffic is split and no differentiation between flows is

made, all flows experiences at least to a certain extent the high latency of a

satellite link.

The idea of bringing SDN and NFV technologies into the satellite do-

main is also discussed in (Li et al. 2018). Similar to the VITAL project,

the authors argue that satellite systems suffer from slow configuration and

inflexible traffic engineering and that these issues can be addressed by the

aforementioned technologies. Hence, they proposed to use SDN and NFV

technologies to overcome this issues. However, even though a terrestrial

connection exists in their discussions, the focus is clearly on large satellite

constellations consisting of LEOs, MEOs and GEO satellites. Hence, the

actual routing solutions the authors presented focus only on the routing

within such a satellite network using Inter-satellite links (ISLs).

3.3 Conclusion of the state-of-the-art

Most of the recent research work dealing with convergence of satellite and

terrestrial networks can be structured in two mayor classes. One class of

publications deals with physical layer issues. This includes interference

management and spectrum re-use between satellite and mobile or wireless
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Back-haul networks. This also includes novel SDR-based User Terminals or

eNodeBs that are able to communicate simultaneously to a satellite and a

terrestrial mobile network. The second class is driven by the emerging SDN

and NFV technologies. These publications analyze use-cases when the adop-

tion of SDN and NFV in the satellite is beneficial to converge both kinds

of networks. They share a common view that SDN and NFV adoption are

essential for the integration of satellite networks into emerging 5G mobile

networks. However, the research projects and the publications are either

at an early stage, e.g. SAT5G project, or focuses on very specific parts,

such as (Li et al. 2018) or (Giambene et al. 2018). Important questions of-

ten remain unanswered or are part of the future work, such as the location

of a potential SDN controller or a clear definition of the required interface

definitions or enhancements. A somewhat isolated yet comprehensive work

emerged from the BATS project. A non-SDN-based architecture has been

defined and tested. Unfortunately, the test lack some important reference

values and the approach only works for TCP traffic.

What should also be noted, however, is that the amount of research

activities dealing with the convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks in

very recent 5G research projects shows the relevance of the integration. The

lack of concrete solutions, however, also shows that major pieces towards

a successful integration are still missing. In particular this hold true for

the scenario considered in this thesis to exploit both parallel satellite and

terrestrial connections.

Given that, that main insight gained from the analysis of this chapter

with respect to this thesis and its objectives is that particularly the BATS

work needs to be considered further in the next chapters. Moreover, also the

fact that SDN is seen as an well-suited enabler by much of the existing work

is an essential input to the design of the network architecture as presented

in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

This chapter describes the methodology used throughout this thesis, in order

to achieve its objectives. As described in Section 1.4 the main objective of

this work is to design and evaluate a traffic offloading approach for converged

satellite and terrestrial networks, so that the end users’ QoE in undeserved

areas can be increased.

Hence, this chapter firstly describes generally the Design Science Re-

search (DSR) method, which is commonly used in Information and Com-

munication Technology (ICT)-related research activities, and why it makes

sense to use it throughout this work. Secondly, the concrete adoption of

DSR for this thesis is presented and how knowledge has been gained. Fi-

nally, the chapter focuses on the technical methodology of the evaluation

used in Chapters 5 and 6. Particularly, it explains why simulation methods

are used and how the simulation environment is set up.

4.1 Design Science Research

For this study DSR methodologies has been adopted, which are described

in-depth in (Vaishnavi & Kuechler 2015). While research in general can

be defined as an activity that helps to understand a phenomenon, DSR

considers by definition only phenomena that are artificially created and not

naturally occurring. A phenomenon, in turn, can be defined as a set of

behaviors of some entities and ”understanding” in this context means to have

valid knowledge, which allow for further predictions. Given that, research

must lead to the contribution of new and valid knowledge.
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Furthermore, design science can be clearly distinguished from natural sci-

ence. While natural sciences deal with objects that are naturally occurring,

e.g. in nature or in society, design science is about the design of man-made

objects and phenomena, i.e. artifacts, which are made for a certain goal.

Hence, design science can be considered as the knowledge to create arti-

facts that satisfy a given set of requirements and, thus, DSR can be defined

as the process, which creates new knowledge in this regard using design,

analysis, reflection and abstraction. Moreover, according to (Vaishnavi &

Kuechler 2015), DSR can be distinguished from routine design efforts by

the intellectual risk and the number of unknowns, i.e. missing knowledge,

in the proposed design. That is, a design is innovative if the knowledge to

create an artifact is not available. For such innovative designs, DSR meth-

ods can be applied to conduct the required research and close the knowledge

gap. Hence, DSR can be defined as learning through building, which makes

it highly applicable to the field of ICT and in particular Engineering and

Computer Science disciplines as shown in (Hevner et al. 2004).

The typical DSR model is depicted in Figure 4.1. The first phase of the

DSR process according to (Vaishnavi & Kuechler 2015) is the awareness of

a problem, which might arise from multiple sources, e.g. new developments

in industry or other research areas. The typical output of this phase is a

research proposal that can be formulated formally or informally.

The second phase is the Suggestions phase, which is tightly connected

to the fist phase. During this phase suggestions to solve the problem are

discussed and collected, in order to develop a tentative design or an idea for

the problem solution.

In the third phase, the Development phase, the actual artifact is devel-

oped. It should be noted that, according to (Vaishnavi & Kuechler 2015),

the implementation of the artifact itself does not require beyond state-of-the-

art methods. The novelty comes from the design and not the construction

of the artifact.

Consequently, an Evaluation phase follows the Development phase. In

this phase the artifact is tested and evaluated according to criteria that are

either implicit or are defined during the first phase. Information gained from

the evaluation of the artifact as well as information gained during the devel-

opment in the previous phase are fed back to the problem awareness phase

and help to refine the tentative design and hypothetical predication, which
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Figure 4.1: General DSR process model (Vaishnavi & Kuechler 2015)

have been made, in another iteration. Hence, new knowledge is created.

The final phase is the Conclusion phase in which the results of multiple

iterations of the aforementioned process are considered as good enough.

That is, either the gained knowledge is considered as firm or anomalous

behavior has been identified that will be the subject of further research.

4.2 Adoption of DSR methodology

In the following the adoption of the aforementioned DSR methodology in

this thesis and how it is used throughout this work is presented. In Figure 4.2

the adoption of the process is visually depicted.

During the first phase of Problem Awareness several research questions

have been formulated in Section 1.4 and a general problem statement has

been developed, which has also been published and presented at a research

conference, in order to show its relevance (Niephaus et al. 2013). During

the Suggestion phase an extensive review of the related work in other net-

work domains (see Chapter 2) as well as the state-of-the-art (see Chapter 3)

has been done. Based on this, firstly a tentative design for an offloading

algorithm has been designed and during the following consecutive phases

developed until a first evaluation. During the evaluation phase sophisti-
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Figure 4.2: Adoption of the DSR process model for this thesis

cated simulations methods, as explained in Section 4.4, are used to gain

results on its behavior. These findings yield to tentative conclusions and in

an iterative process until the results are considered firm. The final outcome

of this loop are different artifacts presented in Chapter 5, which are eval-

uated against each other, as well as submitted publications. Analogously,

the DSR process has been used for the development of the network archi-

tecture artifact, yielding in Chapter 6 and (Niephaus et al. 2019). It should

be noted that results gained from intermediate outcomes of the DSR pro-

cess loop have been published and presented at scientific conferences (e.g.

(Niephaus, Kretschmer, Ghinea & Hadzic 2015, Niephaus, Ghinea, Aliu,

Hadzic & Kretschmer 2015, Niephaus et al. 2014)), so that the feedback of

discussions during these conferences has also been fed back into process.

4.3 Relation to the BATS project

Considerable parts of the work leading to this thesis has been performed

within the EU FP7 BATS project (Peters et al. 2013). Hence, the overall

goal of BATS to optimize the users’ QoE by combining limited capacity

terrestrial links with Ultra High Throughput Satellite Systems as well as

the goals of this thesis are aligned to a certain extent. Due to the amount

of partners that participated in the project, the overall scope of the BATS
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project was broader and included several additional aspects, such as optimiz-

ing the physical layer of the satellite links, carbon footprint minimization or

developing sustainable business model for integrated satellite and terrestrial

networks.

It should be noted that the author’s role in the project focused on the de-

sign of the network architecture as well as the development of the offloading

approaches. As part of this work, the gap analysis of existing network archi-

tectures and mechanisms to be used in the considered scenario, as presented

in Chapter 2, has been contributed, as well as significant input leading to

the design of the BATS offloading approach, as presented in Chapter 3.1

and evaluated in Chapter 5.

The project developed this approach even further to operate with two

terrestrial links, i.e. a DSL and a LTE connection, which obviously intro-

duces further challenges. In contrast to that the focus of this study shifted

towards evaluating and extending policy-based offloading approaches, since

policy-based approaches, such as SIPTO, seemed to be a promising approach

as well. This is is also shown in Chapter 5. Moreover, due to a strong par-

ticipation of network operators in the project, the consideration regarding

integration of terrestrial and satellite world in BATS strongly focused on

high level management functions, such as provisioning or maintenance pro-

cesses. This study has taken a different viewpoint and looks more into lower

level functions and discusses in Chapter 6 how offloading decisions can be

executed in a network. It should also be noted that the BATS project clearly

focused on evaluating the effect of all the project’s findings on the QoE by

conducting subjective tests with real users. Instead of such a more macro-

scopic MOS evaluation, in this thesis specific and objectively measurable

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are considered to validate different of-

floading techniques, so that the offloading effects on individual traffic flows

can be more detailedly evaluated.

4.4 Quantitative Evaluation

Typically, designing and engineering ICT systems including protocols, algo-

rithms and architectures requires at some point to understand their behavior

on a micro and macro level, as well as to estimate their performance. In

general, this can be done by using three different methodologies. The first
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option is to implement or prototype the systems in the real world and con-

duct experiments. The second option is to analytically evaluate the systems

and the final option is to run simulations (Wehrle et al. 2010).

Given that satellite system are considered in this study, which haven’t

yet been deployed, and also given the overall size of the scenario considered

in this work, an implementation of the artifact in a real satellite network and

other larger scale terrestrial networks is unfeasible. Hence, other methods

are required to evaluate the designed artifacts.

Moreover, various evaluation parameters, the high dynamism of the sys-

tems, etc., also renders the usage of analytical evaluations unfeasible, since

the properties are often difficult to capture mathematically. This might lead

to an unacceptable complexity of the analytic model, particularly in larger

scale evaluations. Hence, simulations or emulations are the most promising

option to perform a quantitative evaluation. Even though such methods

inevitably introduce an abstraction when assessing an artifact, meaning-

ful results can be created, if used properly (Tan et al. 2011). Large sets

of parameters and different scenarios can be evaluated with a manageable

amount of effort. Obviously, the accuracy of the underlying models in simu-

lations and the used randomness highly impact the simulation the credibility

of the results, as in-depth explained in (Pawlikowski et al. 2002, Sarkar &

Gutierrez 2014). Particularly a good pseudo randomness is important when

stochastic simulations are used. Besides that, also a suitable statistically

analyses of the simulation output is necessary.

Moreover, one must distinguish between simulations and emulations.

Both relay on models that mimic the real-world, yet differences exist. While

simulations run along a simulated time axes, which allows for simulating

long time periods in much shorter time, emulations are executed in real time.

Emulations, on the one hand, typically makes the integration of real-world

code fragments or traffic easier, but on the other hand might be impacted

by side effects, such as a high CPU load on the emulation system, due to the

real time approach (Horstmann et al. 2011). Both are more deeply discussed

in the following.

4.4.1 Evaluation alternatives

Using emulations environments such as Linux NetEm (Jurgelionis et al.

2011) or NetEmu (Horstmann et al. 2011) seem to be one option that mimic
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a scenario required to evaluate the developed artifacts. Both allow for em-

ulating to a certain extent channel conditions on a real or virtual link that

behave like a satellite or e.g. a DSL link. More precisely, a certain fixed

latency can be configured as well as certain packet loss patterns. However,

what cannot be simulated easily is the complex media access patterns used

on the satellite return link (see Section 1.1.1). Also, as previously men-

tioned, emulations do not allow for evaluating longer periods of time, as

they do not have a simulated time but operate in real-time.

Simulators such as Network Simulator 3 (NS-3)1, OPNET++ or OMNet

are also frequently used nowadays to evaluate network protocols and archi-

tectures (Sarkar & Gutierrez 2014). All of them are Discrete-Event Network

Simulators (Banks et al. 2009), which are typically used in the field of com-

puter networks. In a discrete-event simulation the state of the simulation

can only change at discrete points in time, i.e. the events. This simula-

tion paradigm fits very well to computer networks, e.g. a packet is send

in the network can be imitated as an event and a state change in the sim-

ulation (Gross & Güneş 2010). Obviously, discrete-event simulations also

require appropriate analysis of the used models as well as the simulation

output to provide credible results.

For this study NS-3 has been chosen for several reasons: First and fore-

most, a model for satellite networks is available. This model, which is called

Satellite Network Simulator 3 (SNS3)2, is the outcome of the ESA project

”Development of an Open-Source, Modular and Flexible Satellite Network

Simulator”. It has been published and presented at several conferences, e.g.

in (Puttonen et al. 2015, Puttonen et al. 2014, Hytönen et al. 2014) so that

a certain level accuracy and sophistication for the underlying model can be

assumed. Moreover, NS-3 is being used in many research papers to evaluate

approaches, protocols or network architectures.

As explained in depth in (Riley & Henderson 2010), NS-3 provides simu-

lation models for typical elements of a computer network: That is, network

nodes simulate routers, switches and end-systems of a computer network.

Network devices represent the physical connection of a node to a communi-

cation channel, e.g. the network interface card for a Carrier-Sense Multiple

Access (CSMA) network or WLAN. A channel mimics the medium used

1https://www.nsnam.org
2https://www.sns3.org/
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to send data between the devices, e.g. the wireless spectrum or a point-to-

point copper cable. Furthermore, packets, protocols and headers implement

various RFCs or other protocols. Moreover, its open architecture allows for

adding easily additional functionalities and models.

4.5 Simulation Environment

In the following, the individual components of the used simulation environ-

ment are described in detail. The goal of simulations during this thesis is

to eventually compare several system designs, i.e. the iteratively developed

artifices of the converged satellite and terrestrial network architecture.

4.5.1 Satellite network simulation model

The satellite model provided by SNS3 encompasses all modules required to

run a multi-spot beam GEO satellite network, which implements the DVB-

S2 and DVB-RCS2 standards. That is, the satellite itself, the operator’s

Gateway, the User Terminals, as well as the NCC.

As explained in-depth in (Puttonen et al. 2014), SNS3 implements a ref-

erence satellite system that consists of a single satellite that covers Europe

with 72 spot-beams using the Ka-band frequencies served by 5 Gateways.

Two frequency bands of 2 GHz each are available for the communication be-

tween Gateways and satellite, up- and downlink. Due to assumed frequency

reuse, each Gateway can use the same 2 GHz. Moreover, two frequency

band of 500 MHz each are allocated for the communication between User

Terminals and the satellite.

On the forward link, i.e. from a Gateway to the User Terminals, DVB-

S2 Time Division Multiplex (TDM) is used. 1 GHz available bandwidth is

divided into 16 carriers, each of which has a bandwidth of 125MHz and

is mapped statically to a certain beam. A 32-Amplitude and phase-shift

keying (APSK) modulation is simulated that is the most efficient MCS in

DVB-S2 (ETSI EN302 307 2013). Specifically, the achievable data rate DR

on the down link if only a single User Terminal is served and no transmission

errors occur can be calculated as follows:

DR = n · CR · SR (4.1)
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where CR is the Forward Error Correction (FEC) rate, SR represents the

symbol rate and n the number of bits per symbol, which depend on the

MCS.

The symbol rate SR can in turn be calculated as follows:

SR =
BW

1 + roll-off-factor
(4.2)

where BW represents the available bandwidth in Hz. The so-called roll-off

factor describes how much of the ”edges” of the actual spectrum can be

used, given that the signal is filtered to avoid interference. The DVB-S2

standard specifies Roll-Off Factors of 0.2.

Moreover, assuming the specified FEC rate of 4/5, i.e. 0.8, and 32 APSK

modulation, which encodes 5 bit/symbol can be used, the bandwidth is as

follows:

SR =
125 MHz

1 + 0.2
= 104, 6 · 106symbols/s (4.3)

DR = 5 bit · 0.8 · 104, 6 · 106symbols/s ≈ 416 Mbit/s (4.4)

It should be noted that this data rate is a theoretical upper limit given

the physical constraints. For practical use, additional protocol overhead,

such as TCP and transmission errors need also be considered, which signif-

icantly reduces the bandwidth.

The satellite itself is modeled as a transparent bent-pipe. That is, the

feeder link and the user link are directly mapped to each other, so that the

signal is only amplified but not otherwise processed, i.e. the simulated satel-

lite does not contain an onboard unit, which is common for most nowadays

satellites.

It should be noted that for this thesis, an accurate satellite link is im-

portant, yet the focus is on the impact the satellite connection has on layer

3 and above. That is, the model must mimic at least the high fixed latency,

the variance in medium access and the overall capacity. An accurate model-

ing of the interference of, for example, neighboring spot beams is not highly

crucial.

However, SNS3 provides realistic antenna patterns, Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(SNR) error files, positions of User Terminals, etc., in order to provide a
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realistic satellite system.

Return link

As described in Section 1.1.1, complex medium access control is required

on the return link, i.e. from the end user towards the operator’s edge,

since multiple and highly distributed senders compete for the access on

the same medium. Hence, bi-directional satellite systems based on DVB-

RCS2 implement a DAMA process. As the standard only defines a basic

structure and leaves the precise implementation of the capacity assignment

to the implementer, real-world implementations are typically proprietary.

Hence, in the simulations, the DAMA approach described in (de la Cuesta

et al. 2013), which has been developed in the academic world, has been

chosen, given that it is a well-known and frequently cited work, such as (Lee

& Park 2019, Puttonen & Kurjenniemi 2016, Lee & Kim 2015).

However, even though (de la Cuesta et al. 2013) define the algorithm

that assigns capacity based on the requests, they do not define which traffic

is mapped onto which request class. More precisely, three request classes

are defined, namely real-time, critical data and BE. While the handling of

these different request classes are explained, the mapping of individual traffic

flows (or IP packets) onto these classes is missing. Hence, in order to allow

for at least some prioritization of traffic, the used SNS3 model performs

the queuing as follows: First an IP packet is mapped onto one of four flow

IDs based on its IP DSCP values (Babiarz et al. 2006). That is, the DSCP

default value is mapped onto flow ID BE, all DSCP Assured Forwarding

values, as well as the class selector values 1-4, which represent low-priority

data, Operations Administration and Maintenance data, broadcast video

and real-time interactive data, are mapped onto flow ID AF and finally the

DSCP Expedited Forwarding classes as well as class selector values 5-6, i.e.

signaling and network control data, are mapped onto flow ID EF. These flow

IDs, in turn, represent eventually different queues.

4.5.2 Terrestrial network simulation model

In order to mimic a terrestrial network, standard NS-3 simulation meth-

ods are used. More precisely, it is relied upon simulated point-to-point

connections, running the well-known Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) proto-
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col (Simpson (Ed.) 1994). These simulated terrestrial connections can be

configured with an arbitrary latency and bandwidth. It should be noted

that the bandwidth can be configured for up- and downlink individually. If

not otherwise mentioned, the bandwidth is configured to 1 Mbit/s on the

downlink and 125 kbit/s for the uplink. This is important, given that asym-

metric capacities between up and down-link holds true for most of the DSL

and cable connections used in the last mile context (ITU-T 2009, Cable

Television Laboratories 2019).

Although NS-3 makes some abstraction compared to a real link using

the PPP protocol, such as missing authorization of data framing, these can

be neglected for this particular use case, since they do not impact the actual

characteristics of the link. Moreover, using a point-to-point connection to

simulate the terrestrial traffic is reasonable, since a typical DSL connection

relies on either Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) or Point-to-

Point Protocol over ATM (PPPoA) on the last mile.

4.5.3 Traffic simulation models

As explained in Section 2.6, modern networks carry traffic of various appli-

cations, predominantly video traffic and web traffic. It is therefore essential

to model and generate such traffic accurately in simulations, in order to gain

credible results when evaluating the performance of network protocols and

architectures. This, however, requires that the relevant characteristics of the

traffic are represented in the simulation model. Hence, in the following the

different kinds of simulated network traffic used throughout the simulations

are presented.

Web traffic

Web traffic, i.e. traffic generated by users browsing through the Internet, is

obviously highly important and impacts significantly the end user’s experi-

ence. Hence, it is crucial that the developed artifacts are tested with a traffic

mix, which encompasses web traffic. In order to model web traffic, NS-3 re-

lies on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) traffic model defined in

various standards and guideline documents (NGMN Alliance 2008, 3GPP

TR25.892 2004, IEEE 802.16m 2009). HTTP traffic is simulated by the

so-called ON/OFF model. That is, during ON periods web traffic is re-
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quested by a client and transferred from the server. In contrast, the OFF

period simulates times when users are reading the website. Furthermore,

with each request clients first receive a main object, which can be consid-

ered as the main Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) content of a website.

Afterwards, additional so-called embedded objects are requested by clients,

as depicted in Figure 4.3. This simulates the structure of a real website,

which usually consist of a main website and several embedded objects such

as images, IFrames, JavaScripts or layout information.
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Figure 4.3: Simulated HTTP traffic pattern

In Figure 4.4 the used random distribution of object sizes for the main

object (4.4a) and the embedded objects (4.4c), as well as the number of em-

bedded objects per simulated web-site request (4.4e) is depicted. The exact

random parameters are explained in detail in the aforementioned publication

and are shown in the Appendix A.1.

As can be seen in Figure 4.4 the mean size of the main object is approxi-

mately 10 kB, while the mean size of embedded objects is 7.7 kB. Moreover,

the mean amount of embedded objects per website is 3.95. However, given

that the used model is already a few years old, it can be assumed that mod-

ern web sites encompasses more and larger objects. In 2014 the authors of

(Butkiewicz et al. 2014) have already measured that half of the web sites

request over 40 objects. Even more recent figures are provided by the HTTP

Archive3, a non-profit organization that aims at providing performance in-

formation of web sites, such as page sizes or utilized technologies. These

3https://httparchive.org
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(a) Main object size histogram (b) Main object size modified histogram

(c) Embedded object size histogram (d) Embedded object size modified histogram

(e) Number of embedded objects histogram (f) Number of embedded objects modified his-
togram

Figure 4.4: Object size distribution

reports also show a significant increase of the page sizes. While in 2011, in-

cluding all embedded objects, only 50% of web sites were larger than 467 kB,

in 2019 50% are already larger than 1862 kB.

Unfortunately, HTTP Archive and other publications do not report any
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numbers on the size per object in general. Hence, all of the aforementioned

random parameters, i.e. main object size, embedded object size and num-

ber of embedded objects, have been modified based on observations from

the HTTP Archive. The resulting random distributions are depicted in Fig-

ures 4.4b, 4.4d and 4.4f, respectively. It should be noted, that these changes

are to a certain extent just an educated guess. The main reason to adopt the

traffic model is to reflect that modern web traffic consumes more bandwidth.

However, since the focus is not to evaluate the performance of web traffic

over the network but rather the performance of the offloading approach, this

inaccuracy can be accepted. Furthermore, since multiple baseline simula-

tions are conducted, as explained in the next chapter, not absolute figures,

but relative changes between individual approaches are assessed.

Figure 4.5 shows the resulting total page size distribution for simulated

web traffic. Similarly, to the previous figure, 4.5a shows the distribution

with the parameters defined in the standard in the first place, while 4.5b

presents the distribution of the page sizes with the modified parameters.

(a) Total page size (b) Total page size modfied parameter

Figure 4.5: Total page size distribution

Web traffic KPIs

In order to evaluate the quality with which the web traffic is received, the

Page Load Time is chosen as the major KPI for web traffic and is used

throughout the simulations conducted in Chapter 5. That is, the time re-

quired to transmit the complete website, including its embedded object is

measured. According to (ITU-T 2011, Google 2017) a low Page Load Time is
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crucial for a good user experience. Moreover, as explained in (Google 2017)

the probability of user bounce from the web site increases by 37% if the

Page Load Time is between 1 s and 3 s, while it increases by 123% if the

Page Load Time is between 1 s and 10 s.

Video traffic

Of a similar importance to web traffic in nowadays networks, given its

amount, is video traffic. As explained in Section 2.6, this applies in particu-

lar for so-called Near Real-Time Video (NRTV) traffic, as generated by e.g.

Netflix, Hulu or YouTube. In order to mimic this kind of traffic, the traffic

simulator of the SNS3 module is used, which is also based on the same stan-

dards (NGMN Alliance 2008, 3GPP TR25.892 2004, IEEE 802.16m 2009).

As described in (Puttonen et al. 2016), it relies on the TCP protocol and

generates traffic between server and client upon request of the client. After

a successful transmission of a video the server closes the connection and the

client has to request a new video.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated NRTV traffic pattern

In Figure 4.5.3 the structure of NRTV traffic is depicted. A simulated

video consists of an arbitrary number of frames. Frames have a fixed length,

which is configured in the aforementioned standards to 100 ms, so that the

traffic is equivalent to a video of 10 frames per second. Each frame, in turn,

consist of 8 packets, which are called slices. The size of a slice is randomly

distributed.

Furthermore, Figure 4.7 shows the random distributions used to deter-

mine number of frames per video, (4.7a), slice sizes (4.7c) and idle times

(4.7e) between two consecutive videos, following the aforementioned model.

Analogously to HTTP traffic, these parameters can be considered outdated.
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(a) Number of frames (b) Number of frames with modified paramters

(c) Slice sizes (d) Slice sizes with modified parameters

(e) Idle time

Figure 4.7: Simulated video parameter

Due to increases in video resolutions, different codecs and more available

capacity, the frame rate and slice size increased, which is also explained in

Section 2.6. Hence, modifications have been made here as well to reflect the

higher bandwidth required by modern videos.
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The resulting distribution for the used random parameters are also shown

in Figure 4.7, i.e. Figure 4.7b and Figure 4.7d depict the changes in the

random distribution for number of frames per video and the size of slices,

respectively. It should be noted, that the idle time parameter has not been

modified. Moreover, also the length of frames has been changed from 100 ms

to 40 ms, leading to a rate of 25 frames per second, which can occur in

modern videos.

Using these random parameters, the following histograms have been cre-

ated and depicted in Figure 4.8 to show the distribution of both length (4.8c

and 4.8d) as well as size (4.8a and 4.8b) of the simulated videos.

(a) Total video size (b) Total video size with modfied parameter

(c) Total video length (d) Total video length with modfied parameter

Figure 4.8: Video size and length distribution

Also, likewise to web traffic, the modification made in the random pa-

rameters of the simulated traffic are not necessarily most accurate. Given

that here the focus is also not to evaluate the performance of the video traffic

but rather the behavior of the offloading approach, the inaccuracy can be
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accepted here as well. However, nowadays video quality is changed dynam-

ically depending on the users bandwidth. In order to reflect this behavior,

the video model has been extended. That is, it can be switched dynamically

between the modified and unmodified parameters, leading to low and high

quality simulated videos.

Moreover, in addition to the aforementioned changes to the model, the

concept of a playout buffer, i.e. a cache, has been added to the model as

well, given that such buffers are quite common and allow for mitigating

the effects of jitter in the network. The buffer stores the amount of frames

successfully transmitted and ”plays out” a frame at every frame interval, i.e.

every 40 ms in the high quality stream and every 100 ms in the low quality

stream. That is, the number of frames in the buffer is decremented by one

every frame interval. Hence, the video buffer that is regularly used with

contemporary video playback can also be simulated. The resulting finite

state machine of the video traffic model is depicted in Figure 4.9. The exact

used random parameters are shown in Appendix A.2.

Furthermore, the filling level of the buffer can be monitored and traced

in the simulation, so that empty buffer events can be tracked. In the real

world such an event would lead to a temporarily stopped video until the

buffer has been filled up again. It should be noted, that the simulated video

playback starts after configurable period of the video is cached.

To conclude, even though some abstraction compared to traffic of real

video services such as You-Tube or Netflix has been made, however, the

relevant aspects are identical in the traffic model used in the simulations,

namely the TCP transport model and that the video is cached before the

playback starts and the quality of the video can be changed.

Video traffic KPIs

Similar to the Page Load Time definition as KPI for web traffic, KPIs need

to be defined for video traffic as well. Obviously, video traffic is not primarily

impacted by the time that is required to transmit the video to the user, but

rather a high video quality and a constant playback. Hence, as KPI the

number of cache empty events is defined, since in such an event the video

playback stops. It is acknowledged that the QoE of real video applications

is actually impacted by many other factors as well. Starting from the size

and the appearance of the video screen to network related parameters, such
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Req.sentstart caching

playfinished

frame reciv

cache full

cache empty

video finished

Figure 4.9: video traffic model state machine

as amount and duration of empty cache events or even the time it takes

to start the video. However, in order to allow a systematic comparison of

different offloading approaches, in this work only the number of cache empty

events, i.e. re-caching events, is considered, as an unintentional stop of a

video strongly decreases the QoE.

File-transfer traffic

In addition to video and web traffic, also file-transfer traffic needs to be sim-

ulated, given its share in the total amount of Internet traffic, as explained in

Section 2.6. This kind of traffic should mimic downloads of large files, which

typically occur when software updates, etc. are performed. For example, if

a new iPhone, Android or Windows version is available. Again, as a basis

the model described in (NGMN Alliance 2008) is used. File-transfer traffic

is modeled similar to HTTP traffic, i.e. it is also modeled as an On-Off

application. The major difference is that a file-transfer only consists of a

single file object that is being transmitted.

Again, the study described in this thesis has relied on (NGMN Alliance

2008, 3GPP TR25.892 2004, IEEE 802.16m 2009), which also specified pa-

rameters for File Transfer Protocol (FTP) traffic models. The characteristic

of file-transfer traffic is defined by two parameters, namely the size of the
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transmitted files and the time between two file transfers, the so-called read-

ing time. The random distributions used to simulate these parameters are

depicted in Figure 4.10. Similar to the previously presented web and video

traffic, modifications have been made to file size parameter to mimic con-

temporary traffic more realistically. The impact of these modifications is

depicted in Figure 4.10b, which shows the resulting random distribution.

The reading time has also been extended and its random distribution is

shown in Figure 4.10c and 4.10d, respectively. The exact random distribu-

tions and parameters are listed in Appendix A.3.

(a) File size distribution (b) File size distribution with modified
paramters

(c) Idle time (d) Idle time with modified paramters

Figure 4.10: Simulated file-transfer parameter

Identical to the used web and video traffic models, the modifications

might not be absolutely accurate in reflecting contemporary file transfers,

but are sufficient for the aforementioned reasons, given that offloading be-

havior should be investigated.
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File-transfer KPIs

Likewise, as for web and video traffic, KPIs need to be defined for file-transfer

traffic as well. It is obvious that the time required to transfer the file is the

most important KPI, assuming the transmission does not arbitrarily break

down. Hence, the file-transfer time is used as a metric, which is the time

period that starts when the client send its request for a file and ends once

the file has been completely transmitted from the server to the client.

4.5.4 Structure of simulations

Figure 4.11 gives a detailed overview on an exemplary NS-3 simulation used

in this work. A configurable amount of clients, representing the end user

systems, are connected via a simulated CSMA network to an extended Cus-

tomer premises equipment. This extended Customer premises equipment

provides the connection between the terrestrial and satellite network. The

connection between client and extended Customer premises equipment is

configured to have no latency and a bandwidth of 100 Gbit/s in order to

avoid any side effects in the results due to congestion in the home network.

These components basically form the household site as explained in Sec-

tion 1.1.3. The other edge of the simulation, the operator site, consists of

the simulated server nodes that deliver the applications, i.e. generate the

traffic. Similar to the clients, these servers are connected via a CSMA net-

work to a Concentrator node. The concentrator is the counterpart to the

extended Customer premises equipment and also provides connectivity to

satellite and terrestrial network. The connection to the satellite network

is via a simulated satellite gateway. It should be noted that the relevance

of such a Concentrator node is further discussed in Section 6.1. Since the

satellite is just a bent-pipe it appears in this simulation as the beam chan-

nel between the extended Customer premises equipment and the satellite

Gateway. Both the network connecting the Gateway with the Concentrator

as well the one connecting the Concentrator with the servers are also simu-

lated Ethernet connections with no latency and 100 Gbit/s bandwidth, again

in order to avoid side effects. Moreover, the extended Customer premises

equipment are also directly connected to the Concentrator via a peer-to-peer

(P2P) channel, in order to simulate the terrestrial network.

Between clients and servers web video and file-transfer traffic can be
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simulated, as previously described. The amount of parallel running applica-

tions can be configured. Each client node exchanges just one kind of traffic

with a dedicated server. Thus, if e.g. three web traffic clients and two video

clients should be active, in total five client nodes and five server nodes are

created during the simulation.

Such a setup is adequate for the further simulation conducted in the

course of this thesis, since it focuses on the relevant components and relies

on designs used already in other research work (Puttonen et al. 2019, Abdel-

salam et al. 2017, Artiga et al. 2016). Moreover, it can for example be easily

extended to simulate more households or use different parameter for terres-

trial or satellite network. That is, larger scale setups can also be simulated

using this setup.
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Figure 4.11: Detailed overview of simulation architecture

4.5.5 Randomness in start of applications

Multiple real users will not start all their application at exactly the same

point in time, but rather arbitrarily. In order to mimic this fact, if multiple

clients and traffic streams are simulated, randomness during the start-up is

introduced. That is, if say four video traffic clients are simulated, they start

not at the same time, but with a random jitter. The length of the jitter is

exponentially distributed, depending on the length of the overall simulation,

i.e. the mean is 10% of the simulation time and the upper bound is 80%

of the simulation time. The random distribution of the jitter during the

application start is depicted in Figure 4.12 for a simulation time of one

hour.
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Figure 4.12: Random start jitter

4.5.6 Overview of the used models and limitations of the simu-

lation

To conclude this chapter, the relevant used simulation models and their

limitations are summarized in the following:

• The Point-to-point link model is used to model the terrestrial con-

nection. Its limitation is mainly missing authentication mechanisms,

which are not relevant for this thesis.

• The Csma Network model is used to simulate the connection network

at the edges of the network. The model has certain limitations. First

and foremost, it does not allow for full duplex transmissions. To mit-

igate these limitations the capacity has been configured to 10 Gbit/s

with no latency. Hence, as the focus is on the satellite and terrestrial

network, any impacts on the results from his model should be avoided,

which is ensured by the configuration.

• The Satellite model simulates the satellite as a geostationary satellite

and transparent bent pipe. The limitations are that it misses IPv6

support and configured reference system that covers Europe. Both

limitations are not relevant in this context.

• The traffic models, namely the HTTP, video and file-transfer models

are used to generate simulated traffic pattern. All models are based

on well-known, yet relatively old standards or normative documents,

leading to a difference between the generated traffic patterns and cur-

rent traffic. However, the main difference is an increased number of
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packets or higher amount of data. In order to mitigate this, the un-

derlying random distributions have been adopted, so that the actual

method how to generate traffic and, thus its characteristic, is kept but

the amount of data is increased.

It should also be noted that the considered KPIs do not represent the

QoE perceived by the users, but are rather major impact factors of it. How-

ever, those KPIs have been selected as they can be measured by simulations,

whilst more comprehensive metrics, such as the MOS, often require real users

and standardized testing environments, which goes beyond the scope of this

thesis.

In the following chapters, the outlined simulation and testing environ-

ment are used to conduct thorough tests of various offloading approaches.

4.6 Conclusion of the used methodology

In the first part of this chapter, DSR and its adoption throughout this

thesis has been explained. It is shown why it make sense to use it and

how knowledge is gained in this work, namely by iteratively designing and

evaluating new artifacts. In second part of the chapter it is shown that

simulation are an adequate method to evaluate the artifacts and designs

developed in the following chapters. Moreover, it also also explained that the

used simulation environment and models are sufficient to provide meaningful

results, so that (particularly the last two) objectives presented in Section 1.4

can be achieved.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation of Offloading

algorithms

Following the objectives of the thesis, in this chapter different offloading

approaches that aim at distributing traffic between the terrestrial and the

satellite link are designed and evaluated. Throughout this chapter, the

evaluation methodology as described in Chapter 4 is used. Furthermore,

input from Chapters 2 and 3 is also feed into the design of the offloading

approaches.

More precisely, three offloading approaches are evaluated: Firstly, a

static approach that simply directs all traffic from the Internet towards

the end user (downlink) to the satellite connection, secondly the approach

developed by the BATS project, as presented in Section 3.1, and finally a

novel approach utilizing queue sizes and policies to decide with traffic should

be offloaded. The first has been selected as it is a rather simple approach,

which can be implemented relatively easy and was already commercially

available. The second has been chosen due to the outcome of the state of

the art analysis in Chapter 3, as the most promising approach,while the

third is designed based on a policy-based offloading approach, as it is being

used in e.g. SIPTO or PMIPv6. This seems reasonable based on the gap

analysis shown in Chapter 2.

Furthermore, first baseline simulations are conducted in scenarios with-

out any offloading, in order to have results to compare the offloading ap-

proaches to. Afterwards, three offloading approaches are tested.

Both baseline tests as well as the tests with each offloading approach
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encompass two phases. During the first phase, only a single application, i.e.

traffic class, is used, but the amount of clients is varied. In the second phase,

multiple applications running in parallel are tested.

5.1 Baseline simulations

As explained in Chapters 2 and 3, besides the BATS approach (see Sec-

tion 3.1) currently there is neither a commercial or academic solution avail-

able that performs offloading of traffic to a parallel satellite link and existing

approaches from other domains e.g. mobile networks cannot be simply used

in such a scenario. Even the findings from the BATS projects with its

aligned goals cannot be used. The project focused on performing subjective

test and evaluating the impact on the MOS, which is a different approach

as explained in Chapter 4.3.Hence, only very limited findings are available

that can serve as a baseline to compare any results measured in simulation

to. Given that, the performance and behavior of different traffic patterns

over different connections is simulated, so that baseline results are available

and the impact of traffic offloading approaches can be evaluated.

Firstly, the behavior of each kind of traffic over a simulated sole broad-

band terrestrial connection (100 Mbit/s), a sole narrow-band terrestrial con-

nection (1 Mbit/s) and a sole satellite connection is simulated, as described

in Section 4.5.1, will be tested individually. This way, the simulation results

of more complex scenarios can be better assessed. In particular, absolute

numbers need not be evaluated but relative changes between the individual

approaches can be determined, which is important due to the assumptions

being made in simulated traffic generation, as explained in Section 4.5.3.

Moreover, in the first phase, only individual traffic types, e.g. just web traf-

fic or just video traffic, are tested. Afterwards two traffic scenarios, which

are later explained in Section 5.1.4 are defined and tested.

Furthermore, in all scenarios the satellite link is configured to be ideal.

That is, the satellite connection is free of transmission errors and a MCS

of 32 APSK with FEC overhead of 4/5 can be used, so that approximately

400 Mbit/s for a single User Terminal per spot beam is possible, without

the overhead created by higher layer protocols, such as TCP or UDP. The

terrestrial connection is also configured to provide an error-free link. Its

down-link bandwidth is configured to 1 Mbit/s or 100 Mbit/s and its up-link
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bandwidth to 0.125 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s, respectively.

Moreover, during these simulations the TCP buffer sizes are optimized,

in order to compensate for the lack of a PEP in the simulations. That is, the

size of the sending and receiving buffer of each server and client is configured

to the bandwidth-delay product of the corresponding link. For example, the

satellite link has a bandwidth of 400 Mbit/s and a RTT of approximately

560 ms. Hence, the TCP buffer sizes in this setup are as follows:

buf = 400 Mbit/s · 560 ms (5.1)

= 50 MB/s · 560 ms (5.2)

= 28 MB. (5.3)

Furthermore, the simulations are set up to simulate a single household

with an increasing number of clients creating traffic, i.e. starting from a

single client up to 15 clients. The simulation time is one hour, in order

to have a reasonable number of traffic samples. By focusing on a single

household instead of considering an entire network, the evaluation can be

focused on the actual offloading algorithm. Furthermore, 15 clients acting in

parallel in a household seems also reasonable, given the considered scenario

described in Section 1.1.3.

Finally, it should be noted that each simulation is repeated five times,

every time with a different random seed to allow for independent replications

of the same experiment.

5.1.1 Web traffic scenario

First, the performance of the web traffic is evaluated. That is, as explained in

Section 4.5.3, Page Load Time, as a major KPI for web traffic is investigated.

In Figure 5.1 the results of the so-called baseline test, i.e. tests in which

only a sole link is used are depicted. Box-plots of the measured Page Load

Times are shown in Figures 5.1a, 5.1c and 5.1e for the different amount

of clients. It should be noted that the Interquartile ranges of these box-

plots are 1.5 and outliers are not shown for the sake of y-axis scaling. In

Figures 5.1b, 5.1d and 5.1f the total number of requests that could be made

by the clients are shown.

The results gained from this simulation match the expectations. That is,
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Figure 5.1: PLTs for different setups

a 100 Mbit/s terrestrial broadband connections performs significantly better

than both the narrow-band terrestrial connection as well as the satellite

connection. This can easily seen in the Page Load Time box-plots.

While with the broadband connection all simulated web pages are trans-

mitted within 9 s and the median is 0.8 s, independent of the amount of

clients, the median Page Load Time over the satellite link is between 14 s

and 29 s. This is obviously due to the high fixed latency on the satellite link.

Moreover, the narrow-band terrestrial link is clearly overloaded, particularly

if the amount of clients increases, as can be seen in Figure 5.1d: while the

amount of total web page request being made within the simulation time

frame increases linearly with the number of clients in the broadband and
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the satellite case, the number runs into in upper limit for the narrow-band

case. Also the difference between a single client and 15 clients shown in

the Page Load Time box-plot is obvious, which shows that the amount of

requests/clients impact the performance. Moreover, while over the narrow-

band terrestrial connection the performance is clearly decreasing with the

increasing number of clients, it remains constant over the satellite link. That

is, while the Page Load Times are significantly higher for 15 clients than for

a single client, when the narrow-band terrestrial link is used, there is not

much difference between 1 and 15 clients over the satellite link, given that

on the latter bandwidth is sufficiently available and only the latency nega-

tively impact the Page Load Time. However, due to that, the performance

for a very limited amount of clients is better in this test over a narrow-band

terrestrial link than the broadband satellite link.

5.1.2 Video traffic scenario

Similar to the test with the web traffic, similar tests have been conducted to

evaluate the behavior of NRTV traffic. The simulation setup is identical to

the web traffic as described in the previous section. However, the evaluated

KPIs are different, since obviously Page Load Times do not represent a

meaningful KPI for video traffic, as explained in Section 4.5.3. Thus, the

unplanned video stop events are evaluated. Such events are generated when

the buffer on the client has run empty and needs to be filled again during a

regular playback.

The simulations have been conducted with both low video quality and

high video quality (see Section 4.5.3). The video cache size has been con-

figured to five seconds, so that some jitter can be compensated for, but the

buffer can be relatively fast re-populated if e.g. the user jumps to a certain

position in the video.

The results, depending on the amount of requesting clients, are shown

in Figure 5.2. The red graphs represent the number of events when the

video cache has run empty, which leads to a stop in the video playback and

a negative user experience. The green graphs show the amount of videos

successfully finished in the given simulation time, while the blue graphs

depict the number of videos started during that period. A difference between

both graphs indicates that a video could not be successfully finished before

the next video is requested. The error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.2: Video stop events

As shown in Figure 5.2a, a broadband terrestrial connection is able to

cope with up to 15 clients watching video simultaneously, regardless whether

high or low video quality is used. In contrast, the narrow-band terrestrial

connection, which just provides 1 Mbit/s in the down-link, clearly shows

its limits. During the simulation empty cache events already occur with

14 or more clients of low quality videos are used and 3 or more clients

for the high quality videos, respectively. This is again due to the limited

bandwidth. In contrast, the satellite performs in this scenario similarly to

the broadband terrestrial connection. Due to the modified TCP buffers, the

available bandwidth can be used and the video cache of five seconds is able

to compensate for jitter, which might occur.
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5.1.3 File-transfer scenario

Similar to the previous simulations, a file-transfer application is tested as

well. The relevant KPI measured for this application is the file-transfer

duration. It represents time required for the client to send a request to

the server and completely receive the requested data, which is basically the

available bandwidth. Again, the simulation setup is the same as used in the

previous sections.
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Figure 5.3: File-transfer duration and number of requests for different setups

The measured results for the single connection tests are depicted in Fig-

ure 5.3. It should be noted that the x-axis in Figure 5.3a, Figure 5.3c and

Figure 5.3e, as well as the y-axis in Figure 5.3b, Figure 5.3d and Figure 5.3f

have a different scale.
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The measured results for the file-transfer simulation match expectations.

As can be seen, the performance of narrow-band terrestrial link is the worst.

This is obvious, given the amount of available bandwidth. The satellite per-

formance is considerably better and the user experience is much higher over

the satellite, as the time required to download a file is only a fraction com-

pared to the narrow-band terrestrial link. It can also be seen that the differ-

ence between a single client requesting a file and 15 clients is marginally bet-

ter than the satellite, while the file-transfer duration significantly increases

with increasing amount of client when the narrow-band terrestrial link is

used. However, even though more bandwidth on the satellite down-link is

available compared to the broadband terrestrial connection, the broadband

connection still outperforms the satellite. The reason for this is the high

latency. It should be noted that the TCP acknowledgments, which are sent

back from the client to the sever, experience some additional jitter due to

the satellite up-link coordination and the DAMA process. Thus, the overall

performance suffers.

5.1.4 Traffic scenarios

Compared to the precious section, where only a single traffic class has been

used during the simulations, more complex scenarios are evaluated in the

following phase. This is still a part of the baseline simulation, since no

offloading approach is used. Again, the rationale is to measure and visualize

how the quality over the individual links will be, if more applications are

used in parallel.

More precisely, two scenarios are defined: A small scenario consisting of

• a single HTTP client

• one high quality video client,

as well as a large scenario that encompasses

• a single HTTP client,

• two high quality video clients,

• one low quality video client,

• one file-transfer client.
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The traffic pattern has been designed such that the predominant traffic

is video traffic, given its predominance in the real world, as explained in

Section 2.6. That is, in the small scenario the portion of the video traffic

is approximately 70%, while the remaining 30% are used by web-traffic. In

the large scenario approximately 58% of the used bandwidth is consumed

by video traffic, 34% by web-traffic and the remaining 7% is used for file-

transfer, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of applications in user traffic patterns

As can be seen, in both scenarios, more than half of the created traffic

is video traffic. It should be noted that this Figure shows the portion of the

down-link traffic.

In the following simulations, these two scenarios are used to assess the

performance over the various connections.

Small scenario

Similar to the previous simulations, the same setup has now been used to

test the small scenario. Again, the simulations have been repeated five

times, each time with different random streams. The results are shown in

Figure 5.5. As can be seen, the performance of the narrow-band terrestrial

link is the lowest for both, video and web-traffic, as constantly more band-

width than available is required. However, the satellite performance for the

web-traffic is only marginally better (see Figure 5.5a). Clear advantages of

the satellite over a narrow-band terrestrial connection are only visible for

the video traffic in such a scenario.
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Figure 5.5: PLT and video stop events for Small Scenario

Large scenario

When running the large scenario, the negative performance impact of limited

bandwidth becomes massively obvious, as shown in Figure 5.6. A high user

experience is virtually impossible over a narrow-band terrestrial link. All

three applications suffer severe performance impacts. Particularly, Page

Load Times (see Figure 5.6a) of the two web clients renders a low QoE

and the amount of cache empty events during the simulated video playback

(see Figure 5.6b) will virtually prohibit the video playback. Compared to

this, the sole satellite connection already brings a significant performance

boost and, besides the web-traffic performance, can cope with the broadband

terrestrial connection.
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Figure 5.6: PLT video stop events and file-transfer duration for Large Sce-
nario
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5.1.5 Conclusion of baseline tests

In general, the conducted baseline tests matches expectations. Without any

offloading, the broadband terrestrial connection has a clear advantage com-

pared to both the satellite and a narrow-band terrestrial link. The measured

KPIs are for several applications and scenarios orders of magnitude better

for the broadband connection. Moreover, these results also confirm the ini-

tial statement that satellites alone cannot overcome the digital divide and

provide rural and remote areas with the same service quality as a broad-

band terrestrial link. As can be seen, the negative impact of the high latency

on interactive applications is severe. Of the tested applications only video

traffic achieves similar results. However, the satellite connection provides a

better quality than the narrow-band terrestrial link.

5.2 Offloading approaches

As previously mentioned, in this section different offloading approaches are

evaluated. Firstly, a static approach was examined, which distributed all up-

link traffic (clients to server) to the terrestrial connection and the complete

down-link traffic (servers to clients) on the satellite link. Such an approach

is fairly easy to implement, since no dynamic decision making is involved.

Secondly, the approach, which has been developed in the BATS project, is

looked at. That is, distributing the traffic based on the time interval between

consecutive packets and the amount of data generated in a given time frame

(see Section 3.1). Finally, a policy-based approach, so to a certain extent

comparable to the SIPTO approach, which offloads traffic based on the kind

of traffic. However, besides the policies, this approach has been extended to

also take the load on the terrestrial connection into account. It should be

noted that information such as traffic class as well as the load information

can be easily used in a simulation environment but might be difficult to

obtain in a real world deployment. Hence, this approach is called an all-

knowing approach, as it assumes that all required information is available

to the offloading decision functional block.

In the following, the same simulations as during the baseline tests are

conducted - however, this time with one of the three offloading approaches

active. That is, first the simulations with just a single traffic class are

performed and afterwards the two scenarios with multiple traffic streams of
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different classes.

5.2.1 Down-link offloading

A simple method to utilize both terrestrial and satellite link is to offload

the traffic to the satellite based on its direction. That is, as shown in Fig-

ure 5.2.1, all traffic directed towards the end user is sent via the satellite

link, while for all traffic from the end users to the Internet as such the ter-

restrial link is used. The rationale behind this approach is that typically end

users receive a much higher portion of data than they send and therefore the

satellite link, which provides the higher bandwidth, is more beneficial than

the terrestrial link, in spite of its lower latency. It should be noted that the

increasing usage of web conferencing, cloud services or social media allowing

people to easily share video and pictures, might change the ratio in the fu-

ture. Furthermore, by using the terrestrial up-link, the overall RTT can be

reduced compared to the satellite link, which improves the bandwidth-delay

product and, thus, the TCP performance.

Internet

WWW
WWW

SSC

n Clients

SSC

SSC

CPE1

GW1

Terrestrial Network / Aggregation Network

Concentrator

Downlink

Uplink

Figure 5.7: Offloading of download traffic

As previously outlined, such an approach can be easily implemented, as

the offloading decision is not made dynamically but statically and no coor-

dination is required. Finally, even the satellite connection can be simpler.

On the one hand, the end user’s satellite equipment does not send any data

but just receives them, which allows for cheaper equipment and easier in-

stallation, and on the other hand, the complex coordination between the
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different senders for satellite up-link coordination (see Section 1.1.1) can be

neglected.

Individual traffic class evaluation

It should be noted that the TCP buffers can be adjusted for the offloading

approach as well, given that the fixed part of the delay remains constant, as

the offloading is done statically.

First, HTTP traffic is used. The corresponding results are shown in

Figure 5.2.1.
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Figure 5.8: PLT - Down-link offloading approach

As can be seen in Figure 5.2.1, using the terrestrial link for the up-

link traffic, increases the performance compared to a pure satellite link (see

Figure 5.1e). That is, the median Page Load Time is slightly lower for

all numbers of clients. This is caused by the lower RTT and jitter due to

the terrestrial return link, which positively impacts the TCP performance.

Compared to the narrow-band terrestrial link the performance is signifi-

cantly better in terms of Page Load Time, particularly for a higher number

of clients. The reason here is the higher available bandwidth

Secondly, the down-link offloading methods for video traffic have been

simulated. As the results depicted in Figure 5.9 show, the number of empty

buffer events during the video playback are significantly better for both, high

and low quality videos, compared to the narrow-band terrestrial connection

(see Figure 5.2), yet the performance is not better than a sole satellite link.

As also shown in the figure, particularly when the high quality videos are

used, more video stop events occur when a higher number of clients is active.

Further analysis reveals that, even though only TCP acknowledgments

are sent on the return link, the required bandwidth on the terrestrial (up-
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Figure 5.9: Video stop events - Down-link offloading approach

link) link is not sufficient. This is confirmed by the measured traffic statistics

at the concentrator, which are presented in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Interface traffic statistics for 15 clients

As can be seen, the up-link bandwidth stays constant during the whole

simulation at 125 kbit/s, which is represented by the blue graph in the figure.

The up-link direction is shown on the lower half, while the down-link direc-

tion is presented in the upper part. According to the offloading approach,

only the satellite is used for the down-link, while only the terrestrial link is

used for the up-link. As previously mentioned, 125 kbit/s is the configured

up-link capacity on the terrestrial link. Hence, the whole capacity is used

and, thus, due to the TCP behavior, the speed of the down-link is negatively

impacted.

Finally, the performance of this offloading approach for file-transfer traf-

fic is simulated. The results of this test are depicted in Figure 5.11. Similar

to the video traffic, the performance in terms of file-transfer time is signif-

icantly better than the narrow-band terrestrial connection and marginally

better than a sole satellite connection. More precisely, the median is be-

tween 10 s and 11 s, with this offloading approach, compared to between 12 s

and 13 s for the satellite connection and even up to 500 s for the narrow-band
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terrestrial link.
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Figure 5.11: File-transfer results - Down-link offloading approach

These results seem obvious given the higher bandwidth, which is quite

relevant for larger file transfers. The slightly better performance of this

offloading approach compared to the sole satellite link can be explained by

the lower RTT and the less jitter in the uplink.

Traffic scenarios

In the following the behavior of the down-link offloading approach is evalu-

ated in both of the previously defined mixed traffic scenarios In Figure 5.12

the results of the static down-link offloading method during the small traffic

scenario is shown. To allow for a more easy comparison, again the results

of the satellite connection and the narrow-band terrestrial connection with

the same traffic scenario are included in the plots.
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Figure 5.12: PLT, and video stop events for Small Scenario - Down-link
offloading approach

As the results show, the static offloading method performs better for the

HTTP traffic in the traffic mix by approximately bisecting the Page Load

Times, as shown in Figure 5.12a. The video traffic (see Figure 5.12b) of this
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approach brings a tremendous improvement compared with the narrow-band

terrestrial connection, given that no empty cache events occur, which is the

same, if only the satellite is used.

Interestingly, these results change when the amount of traffic increases,

as can be seen by the measurements during the Large scenario simulation,

which are presented in Figure 5.13. Again, in order to allow to compare the

results, the measurements of the narrow-band terrestrial as well as the sole

satellite connection and integrated within the plots.
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Figure 5.13: PLT video stop events and file-transfer duration for Large
Scenario - Down-link offloading approach

Even though the performance of all applications still clearly outperforms

the narrow-band terrestrial link, the performance compared to the sole satel-

lite link is similar, i.e. for web and video traffic as shown in Figure 5.13a

and 5.13b, the file-transfer duration are slightly longer in average in this

particular setup, if the whole down-link traffic is offloaded to the satellite

(see Figure 5.13c). Just like in the case of the video traffic scenario, mon-

itoring the up-link terrestrial traffic rate reveals the reason. The available

125 kbit/s are completely consumed by the TCP acknowledgments.

To conclude, this offloading approach, which sends statically all down-

link traffic via the satellite connection, is practically in all tested scenarios

better, i.e. it can provide a high user experience, than that yielded by a

1 Mbit/s narrow-band terrestrial connection, despite the additionally intro-
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duced fixed latency of the satellite. However, compared to a sole satellite

connection, a positive performance impact can only be measured if the over-

all amount of traffic is limited. Otherwise, the resulting amount of up-link

traffic in terms of TCP acknowledgments overloads the terrestrial link and

in turn has a negative impact. The advantage of this approach is that the

satellite can be designed cheaper and more simple, as it is only required for

down-link traffic, i.e. the User Terminals only need to receive traffic but are

not required to send.

5.2.2 Network Object distribution offloading approach

The network object offloading approach has been developed in the EU BATS

project. As explained in Section 3.1, the main idea is to make an offload-

ing decision based on so-called network objects. Such a network object is a

number of consecutive packets belonging to the same (unidirectional) flow,

for which the time between two packets is lower than a certain threshold.

This packet interarrival time is measured at the locations in the network

where the offloading decision needs to be executed, namely extended Cus-

tomer premises equipment on the end user side and a concentrator on the

network operator edge. The offloading decision itself is then based on the

size (in bytes) of the object. While small objects are routed terrestrially,

large objects are sent via the satellite, as depicted in Figure 5.14.

If it is larger than another administratively configured threshold, i.e.

the object size threshold, it is considered as large and otherwise as small.

That is, all objects are first considered as small and, thus, the initial packets

of each object are always routed via the terrestrial link. Once a sufficient

amount of data packets belonging to the same flow arrive at extended Cus-

tomer premises equipment or concentrator and are considered to the same

object, the traffic is routed via the high bandwidth connection. It should be

noted that this happens ”on-the-fly” and there is no cache or buffer, neither

at the extended Customer premises equipment or concentrator. That is,

flows might experience massive change in RTT during their lifetime. The

process in summarized in the flow chart shown in Figure 5.15
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Figure 5.14: Offloading based on network objects

Individual traffic class evaluation

Again, similarly to the previous offloading approach, the behavior of web-

traffic using the BATS offloading approach is evaluated first. It should be

noted, that the maximum time period between two consecutive packets of

the same flow until which packets are considered as the same object, i.e.

the maximum packet interarrival time, is not defined in the corresponding

publications and neither is the object size threshold. Hence, reasonable

values have to be chosen.

In Figure 5.16 the simulation results for varying object size thresholds

are shown. The interarrival time between two packets belonging to the same

object is configured to 300 ms. The object size threshold has been configured

to 30 kB, 60 kB and 200 kB.

As can be seen in Figure 5.16a, 5.16c and 5.16e, with increasing threshold

the average Page Load Times increases. In Figure 5.16b, 5.16d and 5.16f the

corresponding traffic distribution onto both connections depending on the

number of clients is shown. The red and the green graphs represent the up-

link traffic (in percent) for the terrestrial and the satellite link, respectively.
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Figure 5.15: Offloading based on network objects flow chart

Accordingly, the orange and blue graphs show the distribution between the

terrestrial and satellite down-link. Obviously, with an increasing object

size threshold, less objects are classified as large and, thus routed via the

terrestrial link. For example, depending on the amount of clients, with an

object size threshold of 30 kB between 63% and 40% of the traffic is sent

over the satellite, between 57% and 20% for an object size threshold of

60 kB and only between 23% and 3%, if the object size threshold is 200 kB.

Moreover, almost 100% of the up-link traffic is sent terrestrially, as the TCP

acknowledgments of an individual flow typically do not exceed the object size

threshold. With an increasing amount of clients, it can also be observed that

the percentage of traffic routed via satellite link decreases. This is caused by

the increased jitter with more traffic. Due to this, two consecutive packets

are unlikely to be considered as a single object within the proper interarrival

time.

Following the test of different object size thresholds, the impact of dif-

ferent interarrival times is tested. Thus, the test has been repeated but with

different interarrival times, namely with interarrival times of 150 ms, 450 ms
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(a) PLT for object size 30 kB
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(b) taffic distribution for object size 30 kB
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(c) PLT for object size of 60 kB
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(d) taffic distribution for object size of 60 kB
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(e) PLT for object size of 200 kB
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(f) taffic distribution for object size of 200 kB

Figure 5.16: PLTs and traffic distribution for different object size threshold
with BATS approach

and 800 ms. For this test, the object size threshold has been configured to

60 kB.

As can be seen in Figure 5.17, with increasing interarrival times, the

performance increases, i.e. the Page Load Times decreases. That is, the

median Page Load Time decreases from 65 s down to 18 s. Moreover, as

shown in Figure 5.17b, 5.17d and 5.17f, the utilization of the satellite link

also increases. More precisely, with an interarrival time of 150 ms the major-

ity of the down-link traffic, i.e. between 78% and 100%, is sent terrestrially.

Higher interarrival times leads to a usage of between 20% and 30% for an

interarrival time of 450 ms and even only for approximately 5% for an inter-

arrival time of 800 ms. The higher usage of the satellite link with its higher

capacity reduces the measured Page Load Times. Consequently, the differ-
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(a) PLT for object size for interarrival time of
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(b) taffic distribution for interarrival time of
150 ms
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(c) PLT for object size for interarrival time of
450 ms
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(d) taffic distribution for interarrival time of
450 ms
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(e) PLT for object size for interarrival time of
800 ms
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Figure 5.17: PLTs and traffic distribution for different interarrival times -
BATS approach

ence in terms of Page Load Time between a single client and 15 clients is

marginal for an interarrival time of 800 ms, while a strong increase is visible

for an interarrival time of just 150 ms. It should also be noted that with

interarrival times of 450 ms and 800 ms the object size threshold of 60 kB

is also sometimes exceeded for the uplink traffic, so that a portion of the

up-link traffic is sent via the satellite as well.

However, compared to the previously simulated static down-link offload-

ing and/or the sole satellite, the performance of the BATS offloading ap-

proach, even with optimized object size threshold and interarrival time val-

ues, does not achieve significantly lower Page Load Times in the tested
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scenarios. That is, the best median Page Load Time of the tested BATS

approaches is approximately 18 s for 15 clients, compared to 23 s for a sole

satellite connection and 16 s for the down-link offloading approach.

Secondly, the behavior of the BATS approach is simulated when only

video traffic is used. The simulation result with an interarrival time of

300 ms and object size threshold of 30 kB, as well as an interarrival time

of 1 s and object size threshold of 60 kB is shown in Figure 5.18. These

configuration values have been chosen, in order to test faster and slower

adoption offloading for the video traffic. All clients have been configured to

use the high quality video configuration and a video buffer of 5 s, as already

used in the previous configurations.
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(a) Video stop events for interarrival time =
300 ms and object size threshold = 30 kB
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(c) Video stop events for interarrival time = 1 s
and object size threshold = 60 kB
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(d) taffic distribution for interarrival time = 1 s
and object size threshold = 60 kB

Figure 5.18: Video stop events and traffic distribution for different interar-
rival times and object size threshold - BATS approach

As can be seen in the figure, no video stop events occur with either of

the two configurations. Moreover, with both configurations, virtually the

complete traffic is sent via the satellite link. This holds true for both up-

and down-link Hence, the overall performance of this offloading method in

this scenario is basically identical to a sole satellite connection. It obvi-

ously outperforms the single narrow-band terrestrial connection, due to the
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satellite usage. However, it also outperforms the static down-link offloading

approach for 11 and more clients, since the BATS approach in this scenario

also uses the satellite up-link connection and, thus, avoids the congestion

on the terrestrial up-link, which created the video stop events for the other

offloading method.

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that this simulation

has also been conducted with low quality video traffic. However, since the

results do not reveal additional insights, the corresponding plots are not

depicted here.

Finally, the behavior of file-transfer traffic is also simulated, when the

BATS approach is active. The results of this simulation are shown in Fig-

ure 5.19. Again, this time two different configurations of the BATS offload-

ing approach have been tested, which are again an interarrival time of 300 ms

and object size threshold of 30 kB, as well as an interarrival time of 1 s and

object size threshold of 60 kB.
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(a) File-transfer duration for interarrival time
= 300 ms and object size threshold = 30 kB
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(b) Traffic link distribtuion for interarrival time
= 300 ms and object size threshold = 30 kB
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(c) File-transfer duration for interarrival time
= 1 s and object size threshold = 60 kB
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(d) Traffic link distribtuion for interarrival time
= 1 s and object size threshold = 60 kB

Figure 5.19: File-transfer results - BATS approach

As can be seen in Figure 5.19a and 5.19c, the file-transfer duration is

lower for the second configuration. That is, while the median is approxi-

mately 660 min for the first configuration, it is 500 min for the larger object
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size threshold and interarrival time. The corresponding figures showing the

distribution of traffic onto both links reveals the main reason for this, namely

that the configuration change has virtually only impacted the up-link traffic

(see Figure 5.19b and 5.19d). Both configurations of the BATS approach

already send all down-link traffic via the satellite, as the file-transfer traffic

always exceeds the object size threshold easily. The up-link traffic, which

encompasses virtually only TCP acknowledgments, however, utilizes the ter-

restrial link for a portion of approximately 20% in the first configuration

between 40% and 50% in the second configuration, which eventually leads

to a higher TCP throughput.

More significantly is the difference to the previously tested static down-

link offloading approach, which achieves a median file-transfer duration be-

tween 165 min and 184 min in this particular test. A reason for this behavior

might be the sudden change in RTT each time a flow is switched from the

terrestrial link to the satellite or vice versa, which might occur more than

just once for such long-living flows.

Traffic scenarios

Similar to the other approaches, also the BATS offloading method has been

tested with both mixed traffic scenarios. Again, two configurations of the

BATS approach have been tested, i.e. an interarrival time of 300 ms and

object size threshold of 30 kB, as well as an interarrival time of 1 s and

object size threshold of 60 kB.

The results of the small scenario are shown in Figure 5.20. As can be

seen, the performance is virtually identical for both configurations, i.e. the

same average Page Load Times values and no video stop events. This is

consistent with the previous simulations of the BATS approach, where the

various configurations only had a relevant impact if the amount of clients

increases. For a single client, as used in this test, the differences in configu-

ration are only marginal.

Furthermore, compared to the static down-link offloading approach, in

the small scenario the results of the BATS scenario are slightly better. That

is, the average Page Load Time is lower, while the video stop events do not

equally occur. It is also worth mentioning that the performance compared

to a single narrow-band terrestrial link is tremendously better and this ap-

proach also outperforms a sole satellite link, i.e.a median Page Load Time
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(b) Video stop events

Figure 5.20: PLT and video stop events for Small Scenario - BATS approach

of 10 s compared to a median Page Load Time of 20 s.

This behavior is also confirmed in the simulation of the large scenario.

The corresponding results are presented in Figure 5.21. As shown in the Fig-

ure, the web-traffic benefits from the BATS offloading approach compared

to the satellite down-link and sole-satellite scenario (see Figure 5.21a). How-

ever, the file-transfer duration increases (see Figure 5.21c).
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(c) File-transfer duration
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(d) Traffic link distribtuion

Figure 5.21: PLT, video stop events and file-transfer duration for Large
Scenario - BATS approach

In Figure 5.21d the traffic distribution on the available connections is

shown. As can be seen, the majority of traffic, approximately 90% is routed

via the satellite link. while the remaining 10% use the terrestrial connection.

This holds true for both, up- and down-link traffic.
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To conclude, the BATS offloading method can provide performance in-

crease and a better user experience in some of the simulated scenarios. More

specifically, in the large scenario lower Page Load Times can be achieved.

Particularly, the interactive web traffic benefits from the BATS approach

compared to the the sole satellite link or the static down-link offloading

approach. More or less only the file-transfer with its long lasting flows

suffers from the dynamic offloading to the satellite and the inevitably sig-

nificant RTT change. It should be noted that interarrival time and object

size threshold need to be configured properly.

5.2.3 All-knowing approach

A third offloading approach, a context-aware method is evaluated. That is,

this approach takes all the context information into account, which might

be relevant, such as traffic class or fill levels of the queues. It is called an

all-knowing approach, since it explicitly assumes all relevant information is

available everywhere in the network. It should be noted that this can be

implemented relatively easy in a simulation environment, but in real-world

networks it might be hard to gain the information and to make them timely

available in the locations where the offloading decision is done. The purpose

of this is to evaluate the benefit that more complicated offloading can bring,

so that the higher implementation and processing overhead can be traded

off against a potential higher performance.

The implemented offloading algorithm operates on a flow-basis and has

two basic steps. During the first step, it is checked if the flow belongs to

so-called ”latency tolerant” traffic or bulk traffic, such as file-transfer traffic

or video. If so, the corresponding traffic flow is immediately offloaded to

the satellite, given that such flows benefit from higher bandwidth. This first

step is comparable to the SIPTO mechanisms as described in Section 2.3.3 or

PMIPv6 with flow mobility as described in Section 2.2.4. Both approaches

are designed to work in mobile network and actually focus on the execution

of an offloading decision in the network, but not the offloading decision

itself. However, a typical method to implement either SIPTO or PMIPv6

would be to define policies that describe which traffic should be offloaded,

e.g. YouTube video traffic. The major difference is that the SIPTO and

PMIPv6 with flow mobility policies are typically based on IP addresses or

DNS names rather than traffic classes. Again, it should be emphasized that
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classifying traffic as ”latency tolerant”, so that the usage of such a policy is

enabled, is not a trivial task. In Section 1.2.2 different options are briefly

described. In general, traffic can be either tagged by the application or the

kind of traffic needs to be detected by other means. However, given the

complexity involved, this is out of scope of this thesis.

Moreover, if the flow belongs to a different traffic class, the second step

is performed, during which the queue of the terrestrial link is checked. If

the queue is more than 30% full, the offloading of flow starts based on the

priority of the flow with the flows of lowest priority. If the queue is more

than 50% full, the next higher priority flows are offloaded and finally, once

the queue is more than 70% full, all flows are started to be offloaded. If there

are multiple flows with the same priority, an arbitrary flow is picked to be

offloaded. Again, defining the priority of a flow can be defined as a policy.

Here, the control traffic, such TCP acknowledgments are treated with the

highest priority. It should be noted that TCP acknowledgments are treated

like latency intolerant traffic. This is particularly important on the up-link.

As can be seen, such an algorithm requires extensive knowledge about

the corresponding application, in order to determine the flow’s priority or

whether or not it is a background flow. As previously mentioned, while in

a simulation environment this information can be determined easily, in the

real world deployment it can be challenging.

Individual traffic class evaluation

This offloading approach is also tested in a similar fashion to the previous

approaches. That is, the same simulations are conducted. Consequently,

first the behavior with web-traffic is tested with an increasing amount of

clients. The results of this test are show in Figure 5.23.

As can be seen by the Page Load Times (see Figure 5.23a) the perfor-

mance, in terms of Page Load Times, is similar to both the static down-link

offloading as well as the BATS approach, with the best object size threshold

and interarrival time values. Moreover, Figure 5.23b reveals the distribution

of traffic between terrestrial and satellite link. As can be seen, the majority

of down-link traffic is routed over the satellite, i.e. approx 98%. On the up-

link, however, only between 20% and 40% is is sent via the satellite. Thanks

to the higher variance in HTTP traffic, also the distribution shows a higher

variance.
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Figure 5.22: All-knowing offload approach
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Figure 5.23: Web-traffic - All-knowing offloading approach

The results of the simulation experiment with the video traffic are shown

in Figure 5.24a. The measured KPI, i.e. the amount of video stop events,

is zero for both high and low quality videos.

Given that down-link video traffic is instantly offloaded to the satellite

in this scenario, only the distribution of the up-link is of interest. As shown

in Figure 5.25, with a small number of clients, only the terrestrial link is

used for up-link traffic. With an increasing amount of clients, the portion

of satellite up-link traffic increases to 83%.

Due to the offloading of a portion of the up-link traffic, this approach

avoids the queue overrun that occurs in the static down-link offloading ap-

proach and can also serve a high number of clients without any quality
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Figure 5.24: Video stop events - all-knowing approach
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Figure 5.25: Interface traffic distribution - all-knowing approach

losses.

Finally, the results of the file-transfer scenario are shown in Figure 5.26.

Compared to the BATS offloading approach, the results are better, given
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Figure 5.26: File-transfer results - all-knowing approach

that this approach immediately selects the satellite for this kind of traffic,

while the BATS approach first sends data over the terrestrial connection and

switches to satellite once object size threshold is reached. It can be noticed

that the file-transfer duration is longer on average compared to the satellite

down-link approach. For this minor decrease, the fact remains that with

such an offloading approach, the TCP queues cannot be adopted, as the RTT

might change. In a real world deployment, this effect will be compensated
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by a PEP. Again, the distribution of traffic between satellite and terrestrial

link (see Figure 5.26b), shows that the satellite up-link usage is constantly

increasing with the amount of clients. For the sake of completeness, it

should be noted that, similar to video traffic, file-transfer (down-link) traffic

is immediately offloaded to the satellite.

Traffic scenarios

In the following the behavior of this offloading approach in the traffic mix

scenarios is tested. First, the simulations with the small scenario are con-

ducted. The results are presented in Figure 5.27. In order to allow for easy

comparison, the results of the BATS approach, the static down-link offload-

ing approach, as well as sole satellite connection without any offloading are

included in the figures. As can be seen, this approach performs in the Small
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Figure 5.27: PLT and video stop events for Small Scenario - all-knowing
approach

Scenario similar to the aforementioned BATS approach. With respect to

video traffic, no stop events occur. This is obvious, given the policy to of-

fload all video down-link traffic to the satellite. It should be noted that

the other approaches perform similarly, as shown in the previous simula-

tions. Differences, however, become visible with respect to the web traffic.

While the BATS approach and the all-knowing approach perform similarity

in terms of Page Load Times, the static down-link offloading approach ac-

counts for slightly higher values. The sole satellite connection more or less

doubles the Page Load Time values. It should be noted that the results for a

sole narrow-band terrestrial connection is significantly higher, i.e. a median

Page Load Time of 50 s, compared to approximately 10 s for the BATS and

all-knowing approach.
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Finally, the all-knowing approach has been tested in the Large Scenario

simulation. The corresponding results are presented in Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: PLT, video stop events and file-transfer duration for Large
Scenario - all-knowing approach approach

With this scenario too, results are confirm the insight already gained

from the Small scenario. Offloading based on policies, traffic information

and queue fill level achieves a similar performance than the BATS offloading

process with respect to web-traffic and video traffic in the large scenario.

The performance of the file-transfer with the measured KPI of file-transfer

duration shows slightly better results for this approach compared to the

BATS approach. More precisely, this approach yields a smaller variance,

leading to less long file-transfer duration. It should be noted that both the

sole satellite link as well as the static down-link offloading approach lead

to much higher Page Load Times, but a lower file-transfer duration. The

latter can be explained by the fact that the TCP buffers could be better

optimized, as the traffic paths are clear upfront With respect to the traffic

to link distribution, it can be seen that the all-knowing approach utilizes the

terrestrial link more than the BATS approach, as shown in Figure 5.28d.

It can be concluded that such an approach can help optimize more in-

teractive traffic. It effectively utilizes both the terrestrial link as well as the

satellite connection, without overutilizing the terrestrial connection. More-
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over, compared to the BATS approach, adaptation to future killer applica-

tions can be done easily by adjusting the policies. However, obtaining the

information required to implement the algorithm in a real-world deployment,

might become difficult, as explained earlier.

5.3 Conclusion on evaluation

In the aforementioned evaluation, three offloading approaches are compared

against each other and against single network connections with different

configurations. In order to assess their different behavior, these connections

and offloading approaches have been tested with various simulated traffic

patterns.

The main conclusion, which can be drawn from the findings of these sim-

ulations, is that offloading traffic from a narrow-band terrestrial connection,

as it is common in many rural and remote areas, onto a satellite connection,

which relieves the used bandwidth on the terrestrial link, can significantly

improve the performance and the user’s experience. However, even though

the satellite provides considerable bandwidth, achieving the same quality

than a broadband terrestrial link is virtually impossible, due to the im-

pact of the high latency on transport protocols and interactive applications,

which is shown in significant relative differences in the measured KPIs.

Moreover, offloading approaches, compared to sole satellite connection,

also bring performance improvements, particularly for more interactive traf-

fic, such as web-traffic, as they exploit both connections. Out of the three

compared approaches, it can be said that the static down-link offloading ap-

proach is easy to implement, yet it has clear limitations, particularly if the

amount of traffic increases. In such a case, the terrestrial-up-link might be-

come overloaded, so that the overall performance is negatively impacted. As

there is no traffic differentiation, particularly interactive web-traffic suffers

if e.g. large a file-transfer is started. Furthermore, the BATS approach and

the designed all-knowing approach, which basically takes the idea of policy-

based offloading from existing work of mobile networks, namely (Bernardos

(Ed.) 2016) and (Maallawi et al. 2015), and adopt them for converged satel-

lite and terrestrial networks, have evaluated. Both achieve similar results

in many test. Particularly, web- and video traffic results indicate that both

achieve a similar quality. Hence, the results confirms and extends the find-
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ings of (Ekmekcioglu et al. 2018) in the sense that the BATS approach

improves the overall QoE. By using other KPIs than solely the MOS as well

as a different network and traffic setup than (Ekmekcioglu et al. 2018), the

benefit of the BATS offloading approach has been validated from another

viewpoint. However, it has also be shown the the all-knowing approach per-

forms significantly better for file-transfers than the BATS approach. That is,

the file-transfer duration is lower with the all-knowing approach for both, the

individual file-transfer test as well as the file-transfer results in the mixed sce-

narios. Hence, the conducted simulations show that dynamic policy-based

offloading approaches can also have a benefit in converged satellite and ter-

restrial networks. Moreover, the BATS approach operates on traffic rates,

independent of the kind of application, while the all-knowing approach im-

plements defined policies, which eventually allows for more control, such as

prioritization of users, offloading certain IP-addresses or novel upcoming ap-

plications. This outcome is considered in the next chapter during the design

of an overall network architecture that allows executing such an offloading

approach in converged satellite and terrestrial networks.
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Chapter 6

Converged Network

Architecture

The following chapter deals with the design of a network architecture that

allows for executing traffic offloading in converged satellite and terrestrial

networks. It virtually defines how the outcome of the previous chapter can

be enabled in a network, i.e. what kind of network architecture is required,

and, thus, addresses the last objective as defined in Section 1.4.

Following the functional building blocks as defined in Section 2.1, this

encompasses the execution block that ensures the offloading decision is ex-

ecuted in the network. Obviously, the design of this execution block highly

depend on the actual path selection block, i.e. the traffic offloading method

that is used. For example, the static down-link offloading approach only

requires the information on the traffic direction to decide if traffic should

be offloaded or not and the execution. The execution block can be designed

similarly simple, given that only regular IP routes need to be modified.

However, more effective offloading methods, such as the BATS approach or

the designed policy-based all-knowing approach, require more sophisticated

execution functions, due to their offloading granularity. Hence, in order to

design a overall network architecture, the outcome of previous chapter is

considered.

Given that, in this chapter firstly possible network architectures are dis-

cussed and evaluated. Secondly, an SDN-based execution function is de-

signed and tested.
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6.1 Satellite network integration

Satellite and terrestrial networks can be integrated in various ways. The

integration itself can either be very loose, so that both networks exist and

operate virtually independently of each other; alternatively it can be more

tight, i.e. a common anchor node on the operator’s edge on the network.

Such an anchor node, which is referred to concentrator in the previous chap-

ters, interconnects both the terrestrial and the satellite network.
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(a) Converged network architecture without common anchor node
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(b) Converged network architecture with common anchor node

Figure 6.1: Common anchor point

The difference is depicted in Figure 6.1. Either both networks are oper-

ating independently of each other locating the decision point if traffic should

be offloaded to the CPEs, or both networks have a common point on the

path.

Even though in the previous chapter a tight integration with a common
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anchor node between both networks is assumed, in the following implications

of both designs are discussed.

6.1.1 Loose network integration

A loose network integration is characterized by a virtually independent op-

eration of both the terrestrial and the satellite network. That is, as shown

in Figure 6.1a, the connection point of both networks is on the end user’s

premises, i.e. the extended Customer premises equipment, but there is no

connection on the operator’s edge. Eventually a user cloud has indepen-

dent contracts with two different operators. This has obviously implications

on the execution of the offloading decision but also on the decision process

itself.

First of all, the offloading decision can solely be executed on the extended

Customer premises equipment. While at the extended Customer premises

equipment the up-link traffic can be directly controlled, enforcing a offload-

ing decision for the down-link traffic can only happen indirectly, as there

is no concentrator node. The well-established for this purpose is the usage

of NAT, which is also used for the SIPTO method in mobile networks. In

Figure 6.2 the exact implementation is depicted. When a client initiates a

new connection to e.g. a web-server or requests a video, and the packets are

passing the extended Customer premises equipment, it continuously checks

if the flow should be offloaded. If not, the packets are forwarded towards

the default terrestrial path. In contrast to that, if the flow should be of-

floaded, the extended Customer premises equipment can perform NAT and

change the source IP address of the packets and send them via the satellite

provider. The content server sends back the return packets to the satellite

IP of the extended Customer premises equipment. As can be seen, the of-

floading of the down-link traffic is also controlled by the extended Customer

premises equipment without the need of a concentrator on the other edge of

the network. Moreover, no direct connection between the satellite and the

terrestrial operator is required.

However, the loose network integration poses some limitation on the

offloading decision function. That is, due to the changed IP address the

client appears to the content server as a different client, once the traffic

offloaded. As a result, offloading of traffic within the same flow will lead to

failure, since the client initiates the connection with its default IP address
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client eCPE sat operator terrestrial operator content server

client initiates conncection

request packet to content server

offloading decision

if flow should NOT be offloaded

forwards packet via default route

forwards packet to content server

send response

forwards respsonse

forwards respsonse

if flow should be offloaded

NAT: change Source IP to SAT

forwards packet to sat operator

forwards packet to content server

send response

forwards respsonse

forwards respsonse

Figure 6.2: Usage of NAT to execute offloading decision

and switches to its satellite IP address, as shown in Figure 6.3. To the

content server this appears as a new or incomplete TCP session. Hence, the

BATS offloading approach will not work and the policy-based all-knowing

approach needs to be adopted to decide if a flow should be offloaded only

at the connection initialization, which will decrease its performance.

client eCPE sat operator terrestrial operator content server

client initiates conncection

request packet to content server

offloading decision

if flow should NOT be offloaded

forwards packet via default route

forwards packet to content server

send response

forwards respsonse

forwards respsonse

traffic of same flow should now be offloaded

NAT: change Source IP to SAT

forwards packet to sat operator

forwards packet to content server

drops packet due to unkown IP/socket

Figure 6.3: Usage of NAT to execute offloading decision within a single flow
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6.1.2 Tight network integration

Compared to the loose network integration approach, the tight network

integration is characterized by a common anchor node on the operator’s

edge of the network, as presented in Figure 6.1b. This so-called concentrator

node requires that either both the satellite and the terrestrial operator share

a common infrastructure or both networks are operated by the same entity.

For example, a network operator that provides terrestrial fixed-line Internet

services but owns also a satellite connection for more rural and remote areas.

The advantage of such a tighter integration is up-link and down-link traf-

fic can be treated separately, as there are two logical points in the network at

which the offloading decision can be enforced. Moreover, as there is no NAT

required, also traffic within the same flow can be offloaded, which increases

the flexibility of the offloaded function. In contrast to the aforementioned

loose integration approach, for the content server the client always appears

as a single client, independent of the use connection. The traffic can be

offloaded just be selecting the proper link.

Moreover, given the concentrator node, even connections that are not ini-

tiated by the client but by a server outside of the network, can be offloaded,

if required.

6.1.3 Discussion

Obviously both integration methods have their advantages and disadvan-

tages. While the loose integration does not require a concentrator node

and, thus, an interconnection of the satellite and terrestrial connection, it

imposes strong limitations on the offloading decision functional block, since

it allows only for offloading of complete flows. In contrast to that, the tight

integration approach requires a common operator for both networks or at

least a close integration between a satellite and a terrestrial operator.

However, the higher flexibility with respect to the offloading function

seems preferable, since it allows for a more effective offloading, which ul-

timately makes a converged satellite and terrestrial network interesting for

operators to properly integrate with each other.
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6.2 Offloading Execution

As previously mentioned, the offloading decision needs to be executed some-

how in the network. That is, in order to enable offloading of traffic from the

terrestrial connection, the packet flow between end user clients and the oper-

ator’s network needs to be changed from the default terrestrial path towards

the satellite path for certain traffic flows. That is, the packet flow within

the concentrator and/or extended Customer premises equipment needs to be

dynamically modified, so that the alternative route is used by the packets of

specific flows or parts of a specific flow. Furthermore, as shown in Chapter 5,

effective offloading requires that the execution function operates quickly and

flexibly. Given the outcome of the review of the related work and the state-

of-the-art in Chapters 2 and 3, relying on emerging SDN techniques seems

a promising approach for the offloading execution function, as explained

by (Watts & Aliu 2014, Kapovits et al. 2014, Ferrús et al. 2016, Niephaus

et al. 2019). Other potential options would be to utilize the PCE architec-

ture (see Section 2.2.2) or PMIPv6 (see Section 2.2.4). However, while the

former’s main focus is to manage capacity based on traffic aggregate, the

latter is limited to the IP layer. Hence, an SDN approach provides a higher

flexibility, by its clear separation of control and data plane Moreover, it is

shown in (Niephaus, Ghinea, Aliu, Hadzic & Kretschmer 2015, Niephaus

et al. 2014, Niephaus, Hadzic, Aliu, Ghinea & Kretschmer 2015) that an

SDN approach can strongly support wireless networks in general, including

the satellite.

Furthermore, following the general SDN architecture inevitably leads to

a centralized approach. That is, even though for resilience purposes multi-

ple SDN controllers might exist, logically each network device is controlled

by a single controller. On the one hand this increases the control traffic

overhead in the network, but on the other hand offloading policies need only

to be implemented in a single place, so that they can be quickly changed or

adopted to new application.

In the following, the designed SDN-based execution function is described.

6.2.1 Integration of SDN into the overall network architecture

In order to integrate SDN (Xia et al. 2014) concepts into the network ar-

chitecture, certain devices need to become SDN-enabled. Since both ex-
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tended Customer premises equipment and concentrator are the interconnec-

tion nodes between the satellite and the terrestrial network, it seems logical

that these devices become SDN-enabled, i.e. logically they become Open-

Flow network elements. OpenFlow has been chosen, since it is an open

standard an commonly used in SDN environments.

Moreover, relying on SDN creates inevitably a dedicated control plane,

as depicted in Figure 6.4, where the required SDN controller is located. The

controller uses the OpenFlow protocol to configure the OpenFlow devices,

i.e. all extended Customer premises equipments and concentrator devices.

In contrast to that, network elements, i.e. extended Customer premises

equipment devices as well as a Concentrator device, are located in the Data

Plane. However, by just integrating SDN devices as well as a SDN controller,

traffic offloading is not enabled per se, since on the one hand integration

with the offloading function needs to be made, and on the other hand, the

decision needs to be transformed into specific SDN-flow rules, which can be

implemented into the flow tables of the SDN devices.

Control Plane

Offloading Execution 
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NCC

Offloading Decision 
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Offload Flows

openflow
openflow

Monitoring

…

……

Offloading Monitoring 
FunctionFlow/metering info

Traffic Analyser

Traffic
Info

Figure 6.4: Converged network architecture

Hence, besides the SDN controller, additional components are located

in the control plane, which are required to allow traffic offloading. These

components can be considered as network applications in the SDN termi-

nology. Firstly is the Offloading Decision Function , which implements the
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path selection and offloading function, as described previously. The Offload-

ing Decision Function communicates its decision to an Offloading Execution

Function that is responsible for executing it. That is, the Offloading Exe-

cution Function receives a 5-tuple flow description of one or multiple flows,

potentially including some wild-cards, that should be offloaded to the satel-

lite link. Secondly, the Offloading Execution Function generates proper

OpenFlow rules, which are sent to the SDN controller, so that they can be

forwarded to the devices using the regular OpenFlow protocol. More pre-

cisely, the created rules instructs extended Customer premises equipment

and concentrator to modify the layer 2 destination address as well as the

outgoing port of the packets belonging to the flow, which should be of-

floaded, so that packets are sent towards the satellite link. Finally, the SDN

controller feeds back monitoring information, such as queue fill levels, to a

Offloading Monitoring Function. The information is not provided directly

to the Offloading Decision Function, in order to allow for combining it with

knowledge from other sources, such as ACM, which might change the Also,

an additional traffic analyzer can perform DPI or other techniques to in-

vestigate the traffic in order to identify application types. As previously

mentioned in Section 1.2.2, for the scope of this work, such a traffic ana-

lyzer is seen as a black box that provides the required information for the

offloading decision algorithm to work.

The drawback of such an approach is that collecting statistics on the

flows from the extended Customer premises equipments generates a lot of

additional traffic that needs to be transmitted in-band over the WAN con-

nection and, thus, reduces the bandwidth that is available for transmitting

user data. Moreover, as control packets are typically rather time-critical and

small it makes most sense to use the terrestrial connection for the communi-

cation between the SDN controller and the controlled devices, i.e. extended

Customer premises equipments and concentrator. In order to reduce this,

the Offloading Monitoring Function dynamically request this information

only if needed, since e.g. in many cases the statistics available at the Con-

centrator are sufficient. Similar to the Offloading Execution Function, the

Offloading Monitoring Function creates the proper OpenFlow rules to re-

quest the flow statistics from the Concentrator and, if required, also from

extended Customer premises equipments. These OpenFlow messages are

sent via the SDN controller to the devices. The information is then provided
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to the Offloading Decision Function by the Offloading Monitoring Function.

Thus, ultimately a control loop is formed that consists of a decision, ex-

ecution and monitoring component which are implemented by Offloading

Decision Function, Offloading Execution Function and Offloading Monitor-

ing Function, respectively.

6.2.2 Control Plane Message Exchange

The exact message exchange is depicted in Figure 6.5. As can be seen, the

concentrator and extended Customer premises equipment notify the SDN

controller about a packet that belongs to a new flow, i.e. a new flow 5-

tuple. Due to the centralized approach, the exact identification based on

the typical 5-tuple is required, since both devices detect the same flow and

will notify this to the controller. The SDN controller then immediately in-

structs the notifying devices to forward the flow terrestrially, in order to

avoid a long delay in the startup phase of a flow. The Offloading Mon-

itoring Function analyzes the messages, joins them and forwards them to

the Offloading Decision Function. Moreover, if required by the Offloading

Monitoring Function, the SDN controller also requests regularly from con-

centrator as well as extended Customer premises equipment queue and flow

statistics, which are again forwarded to the Offloading Decision Function.

In addition to that information on the traffic itself that are gained by the

traffic analyzer is also forwarded via the Offloading Monitoring Function to

the Offloading Decision Function.

The Offloading Decision Function in turn takes all this information into

account and performs the offloading decision. If so, it sends the correspond-

ing 5-tuple to the Offloading Execution Function. Upon reception, the Of-

floading Execution Function generates proper OpenFlow rules that modifies

the flow tables of the involved devices as mentioned previously to send the

traffic to towards the satellite link. These rules are sent by the Offloading

Execution Function to the SDN controller that pushes these rules onto the

devices.

6.2.3 Amount of control traffic overhead

Due to the centralized approach, the amount of control traffic that is being

exchanged between the extended Customer premises equipments and the
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Figure 6.5: Offloading sequence chart

SDN controller is crucial. As previously mentioned, given its time criticality

it needs to be transmitted terrestrially. Hence, the amount of control traffic

that is being exchanged needs to be evaluated. In order to do that, the

simulation environment, which has been described in Section 4.5 has used

in Chapter 5, is extended with OpenFlow functionality (Chaves et al. 2016),

so that extended Customer premises equipment and Concentrator effectively

become OpenFlow switches. The delay introduced to simulate the average

flow table search time is estimated as k ∗ log2(n), where k is the constant

attribute set to the time for a single hardware operation and n represents

the current number of flow entries in the pipeline. In our simulations k

is configured to 20µs, which is the default value for (Chaves et al. 2016).

The small scenario traffic mix has been used in this case, as it contains
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video and web-traffic, and the amount of control traffic, which is exchanged

between the extended Customer premises equipment and SDN controller is

measured. It should be noted that the amount of clients generating traffic

is constantly increasing from a single client up to 29 client.
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Figure 6.6: Amount of control traffic between extended Customer premises
equipments and controller depending on number of clients

In Figure 6.6 the measured amount of SDN control traffic exchanged be-

tween the extended Customer premises equipments and controller depending

on number of clients is shown. As previously explained, this traffic should be

limited, since it will use the terrestrial WAN connection. As can be seen, the

amount of SDN control traffic increases with the amount of clients. Given

that each new HTTP request uses a new source port, this is obvious, since

every flow is considered as a new flow by the SDN controller and the Offload-

ing Decision Function. Hence, each flow requires a control traffic exchange

between controller and extended Customer premises equipment as well as

controller and concentrator. However, the rate of increase flattens out with

a higher amount of clients. This can be explained by the fact that rules for

typical IP control traffic, such as Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), are

created just once and cover all clients, so that no additional control traffic

is generated.

It should also be noted that the flow timeout is set to unlimited and
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the Concentrator sends the first 128 B of each packet to the controller, in

case no flow rules exist. As show in Figure 6.6, the amount of control traffic

exchanged between extended Customer premises equipment and SDN con-

troller is approximately 16 kbit/s if 30 clients are active which is reasonable,

even if the terrestrial up-link of 0.125 Mbit/s is used.

Hence, the impact on the flow timeout value on the amount of control

traffic is tested. Therefore the same simulation is conducted again but with

a fixed amount of 10 clients. Instead of changing the amount of clients,

the time until an entry in the flow table of extended Customer premises

equipments and concentrator times out is changed, starting from 1 s up to

30 s.
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Figure 6.7: Amount of control traffic between extended Customer premises
equipments and controller depending on the flow timeout

As shown in Figure 6.7, with an increasing flow timeout the control

traffic rate decreases. This is mainly caused by the fact that the video flows

but also the some of the HTTP flows are living longer than a short flow

timeout. Hence, the message exchange between extended Customer premises

equipments and the SDN controller is reduced for the same flow. This,

however, leads to a larger flow table on the extended Customer premises

equipments.
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6.3 Conclusion on Network Architecture

While the previous chapter aims at designing and evaluating different traf-

fic offloading algorithms that can be used in the considered scenario, this

chapter focuses on the network architecture that allows for executing these

algorithms in converged satellite and terrestrial networks. That is, the re-

quired input information for the algorithm to work needs to be provided

and the decision needs to be executed in the network. Hence, this chapter

first analyses two integration methods between the satellite and the terres-

trial network. Due to the higher flexibility, a tight integration is selected,

which implies the usage of a common anchor node between both networks.

Moreover, based on the state of the art analysis of Chapter 3 a centralized

SDN-based architecture has been designed and evaluated that allows for

implementing the all-knowing offloading approach, which was the outcome

Chapter 5. Given that keeping a low overhead of control traffic is vital for

centralized approaches, the required amount of exchanged data between the

extended Customer premises equipment and the SDN controller has been

evaluated, which results in the finding that the designed centralized SDN-

based approach, and which in turn has been extended with a Offloading

Decision Function, Offloading Monitoring Function and Offloading Execu-

tion Function that can be used in the considered scenario.

In conclusion, findings of this chapter show that the designed and eval-

uated SDN-based network architecture enables offloading of traffic onto the

satellite with the required low overhead. Moreover, this approach extends

the ideas of (Kapovits et al. 2014), given that they lack a concrete imple-

mentation on how satellite and terrestrial networks can work jointly. It also

confirms the authors analysis that SDN-based networks are a key element

for the successful integration of satellite and terrestrial networks. The de-

veloped network architecture supports the work of (Gardikis et al. 2017)

as well, which claim that SDN is suitable and required in future satellite

networks.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The main goal of this work is to design and evaluate a traffic offloading

approach for converged satellite and terrestrial networks, so that the end

users’ QoE in undeserved areas can be increased. In order to achieve this

goal, the following crucial research questions have been identified:

• What are the key functional building blocks to enable offloading in

converged satellite and terrestrial networks?

• How to decide when and which traffic should be offloaded to the satel-

lite network?

• How can the architecture of a converged satellite and terrestrial net-

work look like?

• How to enable the usage of satellite links for the traffic that has been

selected for offloading?

It should be noted that the prior related work has been extensively stud-

ied during the course of this thesis, so that eventually a design could be

presented and the artifacts evaluated.

7.1 Contribution to science

Concluding this thesis, it can be stated that major key building block to

form a converged satellite and terrestrial network have been successfully

defined and designed, allowing the offloading of traffic onto the satellite

link, in order to ultimately increase the end user’s QoE. In the following, it
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is described how the contributions of this work answer the aforementioned

research questions that are initially defined in Chapter 1.

7.1.1 What are the key functional building blocks to enable of-

floading in converged satellite and terrestrial networks?

Based on the identified challenges in Section 1.2, three major key building

blocks, which are crucial in order to form a converged satellite and terres-

trial network, have been defined. These are a Path Selection function that is

responsible for performing the offloading decision, a Execution function that

enforces the path selection and offloading in the network and a Information

collecting function, which obtains the required information to enable the

Path Selection function. With the definition of these key functional build-

ing blocks existing (monolithic) network architectures and methods, from

various domains could be broken down and analyzed with respect to their

suitability to be used in the considered scenario. The result is a thorough gap

analysis, which reveals limitations with all considered approaches. Hence, a

problem specific solution needs to be designed.

7.1.2 How to decide when and which traffic should be offloaded

to the satellite network?

Given the outcome of Chapter 2 and 3, a proper state of the art offload-

ing approach for the considered scenario is not available. Hence, several

offloading methods have been designed and investigated. While a static

approach that offloads all down-link traffic onto the satellite can be easily

implemented, it has been shown that more flexible approach, operating more

fine grained can provide a better performance. Eventually it can be shown

that the designed approach, which extends policy-based mechanisms with

dynamic information, such as queue fill-level achieves the best results and

clearly provides a benefit to narrow-band terrestrial connection, which are

common in rural and remote ares.

7.1.3 How can the architecture of a converged satellite and ter-

restrial network look like?

Basically two integration options are possible, namely a loose and a tight

integration. While the first does not require any coordination between the
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satellite and the terrestrial network, the latter demands a common anchor

node on the operator’s edge of the network. However, it is shown that a

loose integration imposes constraints on the actual offloading decision and

also allows for less flexibility. Hence, a tight integration is the preferable

option. Moreover, a tight integration is also required to support the more

flexible offloading approaches, which provides the better performance, as

shown in Chapter 5.

7.1.4 How to enable the usage of satellite links for the traffic

that has been selected for offloading?

In order to enable the usage of the offloading approach designed and eval-

uated in Chapter 5 in a network, a proper execution methods needs to be

available. Based on the outcome of Chapter 3, adopting SDN seems to be

a reasonable approach. However, SDN itself does not provide a ready-to-

use solution. Instead, Offloading Decision Function, Offloading Monitoring

Function and Offloading Execution Function need to be defined and imple-

mented. Eventually, it is shown that such a SDN-based architecture can

offload selected traffic from the terrestrial network onto the satellite connec-

tion, while keeping a low control overhead, which is crucial in centralized

architectures. Moreover, the designed approach provides a great flexibility

and novel policies can be easily integrated, in order to e.g. adopt for new

applications.

7.2 Further Considerations

During the course of this study, it has become obvious that narrow-band

terrestrial networks, which are common in rural and remote areas, can be

significantly enhanced by an additional satellite connection. Using proper

offloading methods the performance of typical applications can be massively

increased. This is shown by evaluation proper KPIs which highly impact

the end user’s QoE, such as the Page Load Time for web-traffic. However, it

has also become obvious that a similar QoE as a broadband terrestrial con-

nection does nowadays provide, cannot be achieved by a converged satellite

and terrestrial network.
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7.3 Limitations

The benefit of converging satellite and terrestrial networks by offloading

certain traffic onto a high bandwidth satellite links has been evaluated in

this thesis. However, throughout this study several assumptions have been

made, which lead to certain limitations. These are discussed in the following.

7.3.1 Traffic class identification

As discussed in Section 1.2.2 identifying the class of certain traffic in a real

network is a challenging and time-consuming task to solve. Hence, it is not

considered in this thesis, yet it is been relied upon when designing and testing

the all-knowing offloading approach. Since the evaluations in Chapter 5

have been done using simulations techniques, an implemented solution that

preforms the task of detecting the traffic class was not required, given that

the traffic class was provided through the simulation software. Obviously,

such an approach will not work in real implementations. However, promising

DPI or Machine Learning (ML) solutions to solve this issue exist or are

currently being developed by the research community.

7.3.2 Network assumptions

Even though available terrestrial bandwidth in rural and remote areas is

often limited as explained in Chapter 1, the actual available capacity range

can vary. Moreover, a cost benefit analysis conducted by the EU BATS

research project found out that converged satellite and terrestrial networks

are economically reasonable if the terrestrial bandwidth is in the range of

0 Mbit/s to 8 Mbit/s. However, throughout the evaluation of the different

offloading algorithms in Chapter 5 a down-link bandwidth of 1 Mbit/s has

been assumed. With a different terrestrial bandwidth, the configuration of

the offloading approaches might need to be adjusted, e.g. the threshold of

queue-fill level, when traffic is being offloaded.

Furthermore, the evaluation of the different offloading approaches has

been done with a single household. More realistically, a satellite spot beam

severs a couple of hundred households. Hence, more jitter on the satellite

connection can be expected. The same holds true for the assumption being

made in Chapter 5 that the satellite link is ideal and free of losses. Both

effects might also require adjustments to the offloading approaches.
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7.3.3 Traffic assumption

In this thesis, basically three different traffic classes are considered during the

evaluation of the offloading algorithms, namely web traffic, streaming video

traffic and file-transfer traffic. These classes have been chosen, since they

cover a huge portion of current and future Internet traffic as explained in Sec-

tion 2.5. However, obviously other kinds of traffic exist as well and emerging

applications might generate completely novel traffic patterns. Good exam-

ples in this regard are most likely online gaming, IoT, Augmented reality or

Virtual Reality (VR) applications. These might lead to further evaluation

of the offloading algorithms and maybe further adjustments.

7.4 Future work

Following-up this work, different aspects might be looked at. Given the high

amount of 5G activities aiming at integration satellite connections naively

into a 5G network, offloading traffic from base stations in mobile network

seem promising. Moreover, defining traffic identification methods, which are

out of scope of this work is another area of interest.

7.4.1 Remote mobile base station

Just like remote houses, mobile BSs, particularly in rural and remote areas,

can also be equipped with an additional satellite connection, as depicted in

Figure 7.1, in order to increase the performance of the Back-haul connection.

Future networks are expected to not only provide BE services. Instead,

guaranteed services need to also be supported in order to enable novel and

emerging applications. Examples of these applications include high defini-

tion video streaming, cloud-based applications, web conferencing or even

Machine-Type-Communication (MTC), all of which have different require-

ments in terms of latency, required bandwidth, jitter and reliability (5G

radio network architecture 2014) that need to be considered in order to sat-

isfy the user’s demands and achieve a high QoE (NetWorld2020 ETP 2014).

Given that, it is beneficial to offload certain traffic to the satellite net-

work if the terrestrial Back-haul connection does not provide a sufficient

performance. However, the additional Back-haul connection via the satel-

lite needs to be transparent to the end users and their MTs, so that no
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changes on these devices are necessary.

Hub Station
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Figure 7.1: Overview remote mobile BSs scenario

With the emergence of 5G networks, this use case becomes even more

appealing.On the one hand scenarios like edge computing, video distribution

or application software distribution are considered typical 5G use cases that

require high capacities in the network. On the other hand, 5G aims at

providing ubiquitous connectivity. Both can be enabled by the integration

of satellite links.

7.4.2 Integration of ACM

The quality of the satellite link is affected by weather, such as heavy rain,

much in the same way as many other technologies transmitting wirelessly,

and therefore changes more frequently. In order to avoid wasting spectral

efficiency due to significant SNR buffers, satellite connections implement an

ACM mechanism. ACM adapts to these changing conditions by modify-

ing the used MCS. That is, if e.g. heavy rain appears, the modulation is

changed to a more robust schema, based on feedback the receiver sends to

the sender. On the other hand, the increased robustness comes with the ad-

ditional cost of reduced capacity, as more redundancy is added to the signal.

Once the rain stops, a more efficient MCS can be selected again. Thus, the

link capacity that can be used by upper layers changes too. Furthermore,
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given that ACM is designed to quickly adapt to changing wireless channel

conditions, these changes might occur frequently without prior notification.

As described in Chapter 6, additional information can be gathered by

Offloading Monitoring Function. The changes caused by ACM can be pro-

cessed here and the Offloading Decision Function can adopt its offloading

decision.
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Appendix A

Random variable used in

simulations

In the following, the used random distributions and parameters are listed.

A.1 Web traffic

(NGMN Alliance 2008) Adopted parameters

Distribution Truncated Lognormal
distribution

Truncated Lognormal
distribution

Mean 10710 bytes 25710 bytes

Standard deviation 25032 bytes 25032 bytes

Min 100 bytes 100 bytes

Max 2000000 bytes 2000000 bytes

Table A.1: Main object size

(NGMN Alliance 2008) Adopted parameters

Distribution Truncated Lognormal
distribution

Truncated Lognormal
distribution

Mean 7758 bytes 25000 bytes

Standard deviation 126168 bytes 126168 bytes

Min 50 bytes 50 bytes

Max 2000000 bytes 2000000 bytes

Table A.2: Embedded object size
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Video traffic Random variable used in simulations

(NGMN Alliance 2008) Adopted parameters

Distribution Truncated Pareto Truncated Pareto

Shape 1.1 1.5

Scale 2 60

Min 0 0

Max 55 400

Table A.3: Number of embedded objects per page

(NGMN Alliance 2008) Adopted parameters

Distribution Exponential Exponential

Mean 30s 30s

Table A.4: Reading Time

(NGMN Alliance 2008) Adopted parameters

Distribution Exponential Exponential

Mean 0.13 0.13s

Table A.5: Parsing Time

A.2 Video traffic

(NGMN Alliance 2008)
(Low quality)

Adopted parameters
(High quality)

Distribution Log-normal Log-normal

Mean 3000 12000

Standard deviation 2400 2400

Min 200 200

Max 36000 144000

Table A.6: Number of video frames

A.3 File-transfer traffic
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Random variable used in simulations File-transfer traffic

(NGMN Alliance 2008)
(Low quality)

Adopted parameters (High
quality)

Distribution Truncated Pareto Truncated Pareto

Shape 1.2 1.2

Scale 40 100

Min 200 200

Max 250 500

Table A.7: Slice size

(NGMN Alliance 2008)
(Low quality)

Adopted parameters (High
quality)

Distribution Exponential Exponential

Mean 5s 5s

Table A.8: Idle time

(NGMN Alliance 2008) Adopted parameters

Distribution Truncated Lognormal
distribution

Truncated Lognormal
distribution

Mean 2097152 bytes 10485760 bytes

Standard deviation 757072 bytes 5242880 bytes

Min 204800 bytes 204800 bytes

Max 5242880 bytes 104857600 bytes

Table A.9: File size

(NGMN Alliance 2008) Adopted parameters

Distribution Exponential Exponential

Mean 180s 600s

Table A.10: Reading Time
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